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Introduction •••••.......•.......•..•..••••• Fred E. Shubeck 
Research Manager 
In 1977 there was an abrupt turn around in weather conditions 
from the two preceding dry years. The a!liount of rainfall and its 
distribution was adequate for good yields of small grains, soybeans, 
and corn. Reserves of subsoil moisture were replenished. 
Soil and rir remp��u.r 11-!. tu-aThE!L" with wind •.•elo�l t 'I and 
direcrinn ar9 !:"eccrde.d :u.t-::ll!:;i-:;i.'l:��y at the Experiment Farm. It 
was interesting to read the charts when storms passed through the 
area noting extremes in wind and temperature. 
Most of the trees in the new orchard planted in 1976 survived 
the dry weather and made good growth in 1977. They were watered 
once a week in July and August of the planting year and the base 
covered with 2-4 inches of hay during the winter months. 
'D i:!c c,ff.'.i.ce-1.a..aor-atory nuil;:1ing was used for m.a.:ny CiJmmu.n.ii.:y 
ac:-:=-i.• .· i,:--i..l!s-. A t:ou:I:. u.f 38 tr�cr!.ngs ..IFI'"'" t-ield in his r'�cil:! 11 l:iv 
Extension Clubs, 4-H Clubs, Adult Educational meetings, Judging 
S.CJLoclt. Ul o.h�- .Le-cal voups. In addition -. a: -c-lege le'it='l 
Sl'.".lils. Cc.iu.trsa was i:--liu.ght JuJ."li:n� �lie winter, using both the laboratory 
and meeting room. 
A total of eight different Crop Tours or Field Days were 
conducted at the Experiment Farm in 1977. Among the highlights were 
tours by a group of Swedish Nationals and the Swedish Ambassador. 
The concrete floor in the new steel building was finished. 
The residential building at the Experiment Farm was scraped and 
painted. Repairs were made in the residence, granary and corn 
crib. Plans for remodeling the hog house were modified to try 
a newer system of manure handling. 
An Eberhardt Silo Press machine was brought in for a demonstration 
on September 22, 1977, at Field Day. Two bags of silage were filled. 
Enough corn was raised on the north quarter of the Experiment 
Farm to fill the Solar Drying Bin. This was the second year for 
solar drying corn. 
The Southeast Experiment Farm Board of Directors requested 
a planning meeting to be held with County Agents and two farmers 
from each of the southeastern South Dakota Counties. The purpose 
of the meeting was to focus attention on present problems and the 
need for new research. 
Tables 1 and 2 summarize temperatures and precipitation data 
for 1977. Daily readings were taken and data summarized by 
Experiment Farm personnel. 
Table 1. Temperatures at the Southeast Experiment Farm 
�77 
'I 
Depature from 
/J,',,'. T" u..m.p fil"'3 I: t.l.t' � er,- 25 Year Average 25 Year Average 
Month Maximum Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum Minimum 
January 18.2 -5. 5 26.1 4.9 -7. 9 -0.6 
February 39.8 12.9 33.4 11.7 +6 . 4  +1. 2 
March 47. 6  26.6 4 3.7 22.4 +3. 9 +4.2 
April 6 6 .3 1+1.1 61. 6 35. 6·- +4.7 +5. 5 
May 77.3 54.S 73.9 47.7 +3. 4 +6. 8  
June 82.5 56.6 8 3.1 57. 6 -0.6 -1. 0 
July 8 8 .2 62.2 88.1 62. 4 +0.1 -0. 2 
August 8 0.0 54.4 86.3 59.a -6 . 3  -5.4 
September 75.4 50.3 75.7 49.1 -0. 3 +1.2 
October 57.8 35.0 65.9 41. 3 -8.l -6. 3 
November 38.5 20.6 46.4 24.4 -7. 9 -3.8 
December 24.9 8 .5 31. 5 11. 4 - 6 . 6  -2 .9  
lcomputed from daily observation. 
Table 2. Precipitation at the Southeast Experiment Farm 
Precipitation 25-year Departure 
1977 Average from 25-yr. 
Month (inches) (inches) Av. (inches) 
January .13 .48 -0.35 
February .33 1.17 -0.8 4 
March 2.75 1.39 +l. 36 
April 2.62 2.40 +0.22 
May 3.22 3.24 -0.02 
June 3.46 4.13 -0.67 
July 3.86 3.04 +0.82 
August 2.60 2.78 -0.18 
September 4. 00 2.77 +l.23 
October 1.88 1.57 +0. 31 
November 1. 34 1.03 +0.31 
December 0. 40 0.71 -0. 31 
Total 26.59 24 . 71 +1. 8 8  
3 
RATES OF NITROGEN AND DATES OF PLANTING CORN 
F. Shubeck and B. Lawrensen 
Objectives of Experiment 
1. Will planting dates influence response to fertilizer? 
2. What is the optimum rate of nitrogen fertilizer for a 
soil with a medium amount of organic matter? 
3. Will optimum rate of nitrogen application be influenced 
by drought? 
4 .  Will high nitrogen rates influence disease or insect damage? 
5. Will soil temperatures serve as a dependable guide to 
determine optimum date to plant corn? 
Methods and Procedures 
November 5, 1976 
March 23, 1977 
April 25, 1977 
Planting dates 
Variety 
Herbicide 
Insecticide 
- Rotary chopped stalks and plowed plot area 
- Tandem disked 
- Sprayed with 2.5 - 3.0 lbs. per acre of 
aatrex 4 L and tandem disked 
- April 29, May 10, May 19, and June 2, 1977 
- Golden Harvest H 2500 
- Bexton 20G (banded) 
- Furadan lOG (banded) 
Broadcast fertilizer was applied one or two days before each planting, 
then disked in and spike tooth harrowed. All plots were cultivated 
twice. 
October 28,29, 1977 - Harvested all plots 
Table 3. Effect of Fertilizers and Planting Dates on Yield of Corn 
(High nitrogen rates) 
Broadcast Treatment Planting Dates 
N + P + K • .;uril 2..9 M&-v l-0 Mar 19 June 2 Avera ft! 
O + O + 0 • 73 9S 99 83 ea. 
0 + 25 + 70" 62 85 98 86 82. 8 
80 + 25 + 70* 43 87 106 83 7 9. 8 
160 + 25 + 70* 4 9  91 102 87 82.3 
240 + 25 + 70* 66 90 100 82 84.5 
Average 58.6 90. 4 --------i O l • 0 84. 2  
*Received 4 lbs. N, 7 lbs. P, and 7 lbs. K per acre as a starter 
sideband in addition to the broadcast treatment 
D�Gouss:on.�n.1 �n�-!'Prel:iii"t:ion oi !�ble 3. 
The optimum planting date has varied considerably in the past. 
For several years, the moderately early date (about May 8-10) gave 
the most corn. In the drought years of 1975-76, later planting 
dates were more successful. In 1977, the two midseason planting dates 
gave the highest yield with a dramatic reduction resulting from the 
earliest (April 29) planting date. 
fl'he-1.'a we.re no increas0..D in yJ.-alr.! due 1:0 =ru:,1:!l�ar, wl t-h -th-e 
two a �lie-:rt and th� l�te:,+ �antl.ng d&T�s 1 Corn vi�ldE �h� p�st 
two years were exceptionally low 50 V�I'"J l.i.ttl� fa�-ility was 
ri@.tt1u'Ji;-d Era:rn. th@ suil. TJie:::-e iii.pp· A!"'ed i:O :tl� = 5!:lii_l. :u.i::.ri2.a:.&e f:,om 
:'e::i-rili.::er. with rhe May 19 � laJT'i;ing dct� and a O l1:i5 � ':J.= 1.:, per ,a{:r� 
i..r.i s s u r '1: .i .c:i ;11,; � 
Table 4. Effect of Fertilizer and Planting Dates on Yield of Corn 
(Low nitrogen rates) 
Broadcast TI"eatment Planting Dates 
N + p + K Ait�il 19 M.:� ;] Max: 19 June 2 �lj './@!".1. Ei ':!-
0 + 0 + 0 n a� 8 8  86 611 • 5 
20 + 25 + 70* 6 9  96 103 99 91. 8 
40 + 25 + 70* 56 90 102 98 86.S 
60  + 25 + 70* 59 90 103 93 96.3 
80  + 25 + 70* 6 5  ea 109 92 80.5 
Average liti.= .. c-IF 101.0 9!.F 8 jij I fl 
"Received 4 lbs. N, 7 lbs. P, and 7 lbs. K per acre as a starter 
sideband in addition to the broadcast treatment 
Discussion and InH�r__p::•e-t,!!:tio:i of Ta.bl_ � � 
Results duL ·c pl(',ili�i,g ��t�s �iti, lQ� �a�es ot nitrQgcn w�r, 
a�ro� 1er to .��ul�s �uc ti) .,l..:.! ..+ing date� �i�h hisn r�te� of n:t ogen 
(Iabl� ].)� H.i.gnesr vi�!�� c �-r cl �tn -ha M�y li pl�n,:L�g da�e. 
Responses to the first increment o' ri  a·o,g;Bn occurrl!d with 'th'.! 1..,.st 
three planting dates. 
Table 5. Soil Temperatures and Corn Emergence Dates 
Planting 
Date 
April 29 
May 10 
May 19 
June 2 
Soil Temperature at 2: 00 PM 2"Deep 
':re�=�- Fahrenheit .. 
70 
71 
76 
!liscus5iOrl cm- In"'"er_pr.er:rti::i.on or ':'able 5. 
Emergence 
Date 
Hay 8 
May 15 
May 26 
June 7 
In 1977 there.were no.apparent delays in seedling emergence dut! tc e-.1. y p�11-:::....�. �'Ol.- -::-em.,(:..r�:...i.!'!! �.:.-e corrpara--riv�ly h.;� in· 
t:he ear-ly �tll"'t: of -h� gr,o.tlng ��-o.n. Ibi: i:a::-lie�t pl.ant..:.n Jat.e-
h.,1cl ... ii: ... £, - :a.i::r � � _..._r::: d'bc"= '>� G.1...;.��t::..!> :-1..1nr2�he.,1 .... (+1e p�in"t' where 
corn can g_erminate and make appreciable growth) . Corn got off to 
a fast start in the spring and by mid-summer it was from one to 
two weeks ahead of an average seasons growth. 
Never�heless, the earliest planting date did not produce 
the most C'Jrn. 
BROADCAST VS. DRILLING SEED FOR OATS 
B. Lawrensen and F. Shubeck 
Obj ectives of Experiment 
1. In a series of dry years like 1975 and 1976 , will seeding 
oats with a press drill be better than broadcasting seed 
at a little higher rate? 
2. Will stands and t illeri ng be comparable with the two 
methods if seeding rates are similar? 
3. How much should seeding rates be adj usted for broadcasting, 
when reduced tillage methods are used for seedbed preparation? 
(Soybean ground, disked once and spike tooth harrowed) 
Methods and Procedures 
Soybean ground was disked, dragged and planted April 22  after 
30 lbs. N and 15 lbs. P per acre were broadcast. 
Variety was Noble. 
Figure 1. Effect of Seeding Methods and Rates on Oats Yield 
Bushels per Acre 
10 
65 
60 
5S 
Rate 
Bu/A 
Method 
61 
65 
3 
Drill 
Discussion and Interpretation of Figure i. 
Broadcast 
There was a small but co nsistent yield increase as seeding 
rate s were i ncreased both for drilling and for broadc asting of seed. 
With the two heaviest rates of seeding , the two seeding methods 
yielded about the same. With the smallest rate , drilling average 
2 bushels more in yield than broadcasting. 
This is the first year for t he above experiment . Re sults in  
subsequent years may be different. 
PLANT POPULATIONS FOR CORN 
F. Shubeck and B. Lawrensen 
Objectives of Experiment 
1, What planting rate should be used with a heat tolerant 
hybrid like P-3709 in a series of dry years with no 
subsoil moisture at planting time? Would it be wis� to 
keep populations up a littl e  higher than you would ·or 
a hybrid without the heat tolerant feature? 
2. I� :. , 1:1� o se .... ct.t 9em_-'f.lr 1-'-:1.c hj,b!'"it5 l.i � e /..g-.1. L;.�eci 
6 0 7 2 .  r�du�� the plantin _ 1·� i- � crr� pring and let ��e 
r�oli�1c �h���-�eris 1c trl: care of any unexpected 
improved growing conditions? 
3. How about il"shortie"hybrid - say about S 1/2 to 6 feet 
tall like YW-35A? Do we really need a big tall plant 
when moisture is limited? "Shortie" wheats have been 
very good for this limited rainfall area, maybe a 
,rstu:11 ti " _c.;t'n wcul..� ur•.:>,r c.::. be L�rief::..=:.al. 
4.  Can nc pcpul-t! d.cn prahl� be solved ... ; �iein-g � sit'J l 
e:!r per S�alk hybrid ...:i1;h �1: ... ....,-.,..:. -t'ili: · .:> l.'.'"'Cre-asf... 
ea� $ize 1 .lik� P-3932A � ;f -�nditions improve? 
5. !:; 1 I m 1:0 U6e ia. bi� tll:l- -:u._1 £�ad.Sou --orn r u 5  �a,, ) 
i.:ce Cur. �'  ... .:C-:!-50 ..;:r-h t:l'1a-t leaves to make maximum 
use of sunlight at  high plant populations? 
Methods and Procedures 
Area was fall plowed 
April 13 - broadcast 80 + 40 + 20 (oxide) and disked 
April 25 - sprayed area with aatrex 4 L (2. 5-3.0 lbs. per 
�-�e a -�v� �g-2jient) and tandem disked 
��-y :..} - Di:fl·�2: -nd ha.I'!"Olore-
May 12 - planted 
cultivated all plots twice 
OctobPr 31 - harvested 
Table 6 ,  Hybrids Used With Important Features of Each 
01 ... nu,:u:: 7a; 
Pioneer 3932A 
Agriseed 6072 
Curry' s SC-150 
Yield Warrant•· 35A 
H, ·'t ·6 .Jr - sh: 'I'c .. er nt 
Ability to increase ear size 
Multi-ear tendency 
Big, tall full season 
"Shortie" about 5 1/2 to 6 ft. 
Dizcu Gs.ion and Ints..z:ipretat:.iQn of Tat.Jl e 6.  
. C, r 
93 
100-103 
115 
95 
Previous work at the SE Experiment Farm has shown that optimum 
plant populations vary widely from year to year with changing 
environmental conditions. It is virtually impossible to accurately 
& ��s r� inf""l11 ��- tf!lllpt!Tj . · P  pa�terns three months in advance. The 
amoucrt: of subsoil _oois"tur-e at :nl�-1n,... i:im, \.: · 1 l •· :.; . ..i� h,.. 1 · 
1 
in deciding pl anting rates but this information is not always 
accur.a r� "./ T-.r::.:--n. lhi!: !-Y.r1; _; i...-;:ent is cento::red on special corn 
hybrd..dG 1 :il!.:h wit:h a unique c-.ha.r.._.:. .. er.:.si::ic -cna- m 1-y )1:clp 1:-0 s-c, Ive 
the -preib.:em 11 1101t.1 many p-la.n-i; p� ce�� :s}ioulcJ i hllvie'?11 
Table 7. Effect of Plant Populations and Hybrids on Corn Yield 
Hybrid 
r-3709 
P-3932A 
Agriseed 6072 
Curry' s SC-150 
YW 35A 
�verage 
Di scussion and 
88 
8 6  
9 2  
78 
� .. 
94 
91 
8 8  
8 0  
Plants Per Acre 
37  
114 
100 
101 
93 
�01. Cl 
x-o.::.e 7. 
�o 
107 
90 
90 
93 
'14. U 
10!4 
115 
102 
92 
101 
101.a 
103.6 
93.8 
92.6 
8 9.0 
Compensati ng qualities of the different hybrids as multi-eared 
·em1�cv ..1.nt:! 1bili.-:y t.J increaae �.1:., �iz""• '.J�i. d..i.l..,qu<1t:e u :rr 
mdin�a!ning top yi�-ds �r�h popuJ.3tjgns o= 1� ,0DO pl-==t1t& per cCr@ 
whf'n 1..:.n -'l.1.,un.li :iral condi ri-ons se"t l'ie_d!l in 't.';0 l 00-1 .1.li bu.nruu 
per acre range. 
The 5 1/2 to 6 foot "shortie" corn (YW-3SA) needed more than 
14, 000 plants to reach its peak production under 1977 conditions. 
Yields from the early maturing numbers compared favorably 
with the full season hybrid. 
B 
1. 
2.  
3.  
4. 
s .  
6 .  
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8 .  
9 .  
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CHISEL PLOW SOYBEANS AND CORN 
F. Shubeck and B. Lawrensen 
0 ?>j e<;-t i Ves 
1.  How much tillage is necessary for optimum yields? 
2 .  Will fal l tillage increase soil moisture storage? 
3. Can yields with chisel plowing be maintained comparable 
to that from moldboard plowing? 
4. Which is the best type of chisel points to  use - sweeps, 
twists, or straight narrow points? 
Procedure (Soybeans) 
Fall tillage performed November s ,  1976 
Spring tillage May 26 , 1977 
Planted May 31 ,  1977 
100 lbs. of 8-32-16 banded in specified plots 
Variety - Corsey 
Herbicide - Lasso II banded in row 
Two cultivations 
Combined October 14, 1977 
Procedure (Corn) 
Fall tillage performed November 4-5, 1976 
Spring tillage May 24,  1977 
Planted May 2 5 ,  1977 
100 lbs. 8-3 2 - 16 banded in row 
Variety - Pioneer 3 709 
Insecticide - Furadan lOG banded 
Herbicide - Lasso I I  banded 
Sidedressed 100 lbs. N per acre June 8,  1977 
Three cultivations 
Harvested October 24,  1977 
Table 8. Effect of Tillage treatments on Yield of Soybeans 
Tillage 
In Fall 
Disk-moldboard plow 
Disk-twists 
Chop-twists 
Chop-twists 
Chop-sweeps 
Disk 
Chop-twists* 
Treatment 
In S,Etln. 
C :sk-D :sl.'-f'!'"�g 
Chop-Sweeps-Disk-Drag 
Disk-Mol dboard Plow-disk-drag 
Disk-drag 
Disk-drag 
Disk-drag 
Sweeps-drag 
Sweeps-drag 
Disk-drag 
Sweeps-drag 
Soybeans 
B\:1./A 
38 
3 7  
40 
3 8  
3 4  
3 4  
3 4  
36 
3 6  
3 3  
*Treatment 10. was unfertilized. All other plots received 100 lbs. 
per acre of 8 - 3 2 -16 (oxide) as a sideband starter. 
Discussion and Interpretation of Table B 
With moisture sufficient for 4 0  bushel bean yields , there 
was a substantial increase in yield due to the fertilized treatment. 
Moldboard plowing in the spring appeared to yield slightly 
more than the other tillage treatments. When cornstalks were 
left standing over the winter and tillage preparations for beans 
done in  the spring, yields were slightly higher compared to those 
plots where tillage was performed in the fall.  
In corn-bean sequence, the l ate fall tillage after crops 
are removed seldom has increased yields over spring tillage. 
Table 9. Effect of Tillage Treatments on Yield of Corn 
In Fall Tillage Treatment 
2. - - - -
3 .  
4. 
5 • 
6. 
7. 
8 .  
Plow (moldboard) 
Chisel plow with 
Chisel plow with 
Chisel plow with 
Chisel plow with 
twists 
twists 
twists 
sweeps 
9.�------------------------
10. Chisel plow with sweeps* 
In Spring 
Disk-Drag 
Sweeps-drag 
Plow-disk-drag 
Disk-drag 
Disk-drag 
Disk-drag 
Sweeps -drag 
Sweeps-drag 
Disk-drag 
Sweeps-drag 
Corn 
Bu/A 
97 
92 
96 
93 
97 
9 4  
90 
8 8  
95 
8 8  
*Treatment. 10. was unfertilized. All other corn plots received 
100 lbs. per acre of 8 - 3 2-16 (oxide) as a sideband starter. In 
addition, 100 lbs. of nitrogen per acre was applied as a sidedressing 
when corn was about 18 inches high. 
Discussion and Interpretation of Table � 
This experiment involves a corn soybean sequence and the 
treatments above are those performed on soybean ground preparing 
for corn. 
Th�r� Wer� nC\ �lee� CU� yield adY�n age.!=_ .in =avor or lo_� 
....:� t..:llace -
There may be some yield differences due to use of twists 
or sweeps but the trend is not well established. 
Fertilizer increased corn yields but the increase varied with 
different tillage methods. 
10 
SOYBEAN ROW SPACING 
B. Lawrensen and F. S hubeck 
1. Is there a yield advantage in narrowing rows from 3 0  
inches to 7 inches? 
WlL .. plal'lt"ing SC:Vhe."tnll :.tli:.h a !imc=� i J.1-� p iHiG df' ill 
(7 ° op.J..C..i.1a� > withnu� �ul tivating be a desirable practice? 
Methods and Procedures 
April 13 , 1977 --�- moldbo.i!.d plowed 
May 31, 1977 - disked and harrowed 
May 31, 1977 - planted 
VtU• t e'ty - Ci:i:-s-y 
n-arbieid� - L!l.E-s- r:- t.an���d in 30" rows 
Lasso E.C. sprayed over all pre-emergence on 
7"  rows at 3 qt. per acre 
Two cultivations in 30° rows 
October 16 , 1977 - harvested 
Table 10. Comparison of 3 0" to 7 ° Row Spacings for Soybeans 
Ili.n�US$lO" and Inte�ol"E.t�ion �f Table 10. 
Bu /A..!::re 
L �. [1 
4 2 .  � 
Seven inch row spacings yielded about the same as 3 0  inch 
spacings. 
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SILAGE REMOVAL AND SOIL DEPLETION 
F. Shubeck and B. Lawrensen 
(Jbj ::i,art:iY�ti of f:Xp.e.:Pimr.int: 
l. By removing all crop residues from the soil but fertilizing 
adequately, how long can we continue raising corn without 
an appreciable yield decrease? 
2. Can we maintain yields by returning an amount of manure 
equal to that generated by the feed produced plus additions 
of commercial fertilizer? 
Methods and Procedures 
April 19, 1977 - Spread manure ( 5  ton per acre) 
Broadcast co,:nercial fertilizer 
Moldboard plowed 
April 25, 1977 - Sprayed aatrex 4 L at 2.5 - 3. 0 lbs. 
per acre A.I. 
Disked 
May S ,  1977 - Planted, Pioneer 3388 
Cultivated twice 
Herbicide - Lasso II banded 
Insecticide - Furadan lOG banded 
October S ,  1977- Took silage yield 
October 11, 1977 Ear corn harvested 
Table 11. Effect of Commercial Fertilizer and Manure applications 
on Corn Yield with Intensive Soil Depletion Management 
Removal 
F1."'or.1 J:lla 
La� Crrn Qn.l� rcmovul 
Ear Corn Only removal 
Ear Corn Only removal 
Ear Corn Only removal 
Grain & Stover removal 
Grain & Stover removal 
Grain & Stover removal 
Grain & Stover removal 
Fertilizer Treatment 
N+P;: i)5 J.K-,0 
0 .. 6 .. c 
5 tons manure/ acre 
0 + 0 + 0 
100+40+40 
0 + 0 + 0 
5 tons manure/ acre 
0 + 0 + 0 
100+40+40 
Dl�cussion ana Inte�PJ"ee��ion of :able 11. 
Tons of 
� ... J u.fe, A.cf:':;. 
11.4 
16.0 
12.9 
15.8 
Bu . of 
Co-rn JJu::rtr:. 
90 
109 
92 
104 
93 
98 
8 9  
112 
In 100 :1e=� f f�g i:t South :DiiXO�a , �Jml"OXims;1:,aly 
1/ R of th� soi.!. arg.:mic '1lrl:rt.er· �;; lest � .It- is a. m.a,:t,.,.r 'Jf d,c-ap 
concern regarding possible reductions in soil productivity if 
organic matter from both grain and stover are removed each year 
and fed to livestock. The practice of feeding all crop residues 
will probably continue accompanied by an associated loss in soil 
organic matter. 
This experiment is an attempt to evaluate the seriousness 
of removing all crop residues as we begin to use the last remaining 
half of our soil organic matter reserves. 
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Where both grain and stover were removed , five tons of 
manure per acre were not adequate to maintain top yields because 
plots receiving commercial fertilizer yielded 14 bushels per 
acre more. 
Where only ear corn was removed, the manure treatment was 
more nearly adequate because these plots yielded about as much as 
those receiving 1 0 0  lbs. of N, 40 lbs. P2o5and 4 0  lbs K20 per acre. 
Silage yields were increased by both manure and commercial 
fertilizer. 
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CONTINUOUS SOYBEANS 
B. Lawrensen and F. Shubeck 
Objea:i:ives· Qf· J:xD�e.nr 
1. What are the possibilities of growing continuous soybeans 
for increasing soil nitrogen and at the same time produce 
an excellent cash srop? Approximately one pound of 
nitrogen is returned to the soil for each bushel of 
beans raised. 
2. Will disease and insects gradually build up in the soil 
and reduce yields? 
3 .  Soybeans do not respond to large quantities o f  commercial 
nitrogen like corn. Could we raise continuo us beans, 
cut down on the need for nitrogen fertilizer yet increase 
nitrogen reseI"ves from S'lillbiotic soybean nitrogen? 
Methods and Procedures 
April 11, 1977 - Moldboard plowed 
May 9, 1977 - Broadcast fertilizer, disked harrowed and 
planted corn 
Variety - Pioneer 3 3 8 9  
Herbicide - Lasso II banded 
Insectic ide - Furadan lOG banded 
May 26, 1977 - Tandem disked harrowed and planted soybeans 
Variety - Corsoy 
Herbicide - Lasso II banded 
Cultivated beans and corn twice 
Harvested corn o n  October 14 and beans on October 16, 1977 
Continuous beans and rotation beans received 75 lbs. of 
8-32-16 or 6-24 -12 (oxide) per acre each year. In the rotation of 
corn and beans, fertilized corn received 80-3 0-20 (oxide) each 
year. 
Table 12, Effect of Cropping Sequence on Yields of Soybeans and Corn 
Bushels of Corn 
per acre 
Bushels of Beans 
ar-nr.. 
beans 
,..!.� 
Fertilized* 
-�· -"" & .l':l'17 
per acre 
1975 1976 
3 .:;  
3 5  2 9  
1977 
3 8  
Rotation beans & Corn check 25 19 102 3 8  3 2  44 
Rotation beans & Corn Fertilized** 29 20 101 40  3 2  44 
*Soybeans were fertilized with 100 lbs. of 8 -3 2-16 (oxide} pe 
acre broadcast 
*�Corn was fertilized with 80-30 -20 (oxide) broadcast and disked in 
14 
Figure 2.  Effect of Cropping Sequence on Yield of Soybeans 
Biushels per Acre 
44 
'-2 -
40 
38 
)S 37 
J6 
6-24-12 Check 
Continuous beans 
44 44 
6-24-12 Check 
Rotation beans 
Discussion and Interpretation of Table Jgr and figure 2 .  
Table 12.  summarizes results of this experiment for 3 years. In 
the dry years of 1 9 7 5  and 197 6 ,  yields of beans surpassed those of 
corn . In the more favorable year , 197 7 , corn yielded over 1 0 0  bu . 
per acre but did not respond to commercial fertilizer . This may 
be attributed to accumulation of plant food during the two dry 
years due to commercial fertilizer applications and legume nitrogen 
fixation by soybeans in addition to the normal break down of soil 
organic matter and nutrient release . 
Rotation beans in a corn-bean sequence consistently yielded 
more than continuous bean s .  Fertilizer response by beans was not 
so consistent over the three year period. 
,;:-4"'"1.l..t'I;! 1 . ip'aphicall_y i 1 Ju ,t r'i!--r� ;;:he ttai:J�i!Z' .1.ar:,1,f.!- yi�.l 
di:"f-.!-!f. -eni:e l.e-tr:.1ct.!r1 _•o � i-:'T �n.:.: 1:i .. J 1-._._r,'t "m1i.1::.J ..ii: n _ !:n: '.:il:..nr'-J J.n 
1 9 7 7 .  Perhaps it will not be feasible to continuously plant an 
intertilled legume like soybeans to raise the nitrogen level of 
the soil over an extended period of years. 
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DATE OF PLANTING SOYBEANS 
Objectives of Experiment 
1. Will early planting dates decrease yields of early maturing 
soybean varieties? 
2 .  �oes day length and time of planting seriously effect 
�oyb�an yield? 
3. Can a planting date be selected for early maturing varieties 
that will prevent improper day length from triggering 
premature flowering? 
Methods and Procedures 
Tab1c 
March 25 - Plowed plot ar�a 
April 2 9  - Broadcast treflan at 1.5 pints per acre & tandem disked 
May 2 - Fertilized area: SO  lbs. 34-0-0, 150 lbs. 0-46-0 
and 50 lbs. 0-0 -60 per acre 
Planting - Before each planting plots were tandem disked and 
spike tooth harrowed, Lasso II was banded in row 
at plant ing 
Cultivation - rirst 3 plantings were cultivated twice. Later 
plantings were cultivated once 
October 13 - All plots harvested 
13. E.fi"ec.t of p_-,-
• 
'if at" i.mt:y 
_ an.1:_fii :pa_1;:ia-E OD Yield 
?- nfing Da.-tes 
of SO)!D�ens 
Mc1v 5 Mui r.: M�t lS r1a� 2 S  .:1.&n":;.. l Jun,e a Av e:-t"B J{l;' Corsoy 32' 1 l a1 h f  � 5 • :! 
Wells 33 3 3  37 3 7  37 37  35.7 
Chippewa 28 27 3 3  3 3  32 34  31.2 
Hoo ifuSOl"I ig  30  35  3�  3"- 3 $  !l , D 
Ave::rag'6 ""30.S. 30. i  .i5. S 34 .S lS t: Cl 3-S. 3 
May 5 and May 11 planting dates were too early for both early 
and full season beans. 
To pl'.!evious }"e� -ner� Wi.1..5 -a grt:.ai:e.r yiald :!'t:!du�.iol"I from 
pl-antl�g aiil'"lJ va:ri�t i�s -::c.o e,griy �hat..n ��OJ& flanTing full ICo1" mid­
a�a5on v .aFie�ie.s- too �a.riy. 
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MOST PROFITABLE ROrATION 
B. Lawrensen and F. Shubeck 
l.  How much will commercial fertil izer increase net profits? 
2. Is  it more profitable to add nitrogen from a commercial 
source or grow a legume in a rotation? 
3. Which cropping sequence will bring the greatest net returns? 
4.  Will previous crops have much effect on the available 
moisture at spring planting time? 
Methods and Procedures 
March 
March 
April 
April 
2 3  - Rotary chopped corn & sorghum plots 
28 - Plowed corn,sorghum and oat plots 
18 - Tandem disked & spike tooth harrowed total plot area 
19 - Drilled oats 
Variety - Noble oats 
Sweet clover - Madrid 
Alfalfa - Vernal 
May 13 - Tandem disked & spike tooth harrowed corn, soybean 
& sorghum plots 
May 16 - Planted corn plots 
Variety - Pioneer 3709 
Herbicide - Lasso II banded 
Insecticide - Furadan lOG banded 
May 23 - Sprayed oats plots without legume seedlings with 
MCPA (3/ 4 pints) plus banvel (1/8 pint) per acre 
May 24 
May 26  
- T andem disked and spike tooth harrowed soybean plots 
- planted soybeans 
Variety - Corsoy 
Herbicide - Lasso II banded 
May 31 - Planted sorghum plots 
Variety - NK 233 
June 
June 
June 
July 
July 
July 
Herbicide - Ramrod 20G banded 
Insecticide - Furadan lOG banded for systemic control 
of greenbug 
6 - Cultivated corn & bean plots 
7 - Sidedressed nitrogen in corn and sorghum plots 
20,22 - cultivated sorghum corn and soybean plots 
5 - cultivated sorghum and soybeans 
13 - combined oats 
2 0  - sprayed grain sorghum with Meta-Systox-R at 2 pints 
per acre for greenbug control 
Oct. 17 - Harvested soybeans and sorghum 
Nov. 1 - Picked corn plots 
17 
I-' 
(X) 
Table 14 . Effect of Cropping Sequence 
uene.e 
.:XO[IJ'I 
1 corn 
2 Corn-oats 
2 Corn-oats 
3 Corn-corn-oats+alf hay 
3 Corn-corn-oats+alf hay 
Crop 
Receiving 
f ·1r""ilizer - - - -
Corn 
- - - -
Corn 
Oats 
- - - -
Corn 
Corn 
Oats 
and Fertilizer 
Fertilizer 
lbs/A 
N + p + K 
• + !l 
6 +11 + 10 
0 + 0 + 0 
6 +11 + 10 
30 + 7 + 0 
0 + 0 + 0 
6 +11 + 10  
6 +11 + 10  
15  +26  + 0 
Alf residual 0 + 0 + 0 
4 Oats+sweet clover-corn 
4 Oats+sweet clover-corn 
5 Corn-soybean-oats 
5 Corn-soybean-oats 
6 Corn-oats-soybeans 
6 Corn-oats�soybeans 
7 Continuous grain soI"ghum 
7 Continuous �p�·ain so.1 rhum 
- - - -
Oats 
Corn 
- - -
Corn 
-
Soybeans 
Oats 
- - -
Corn 
Oats 
-
Soybeans 
- - - -
Sorghum 
0 + 0 + 0 
3 0  + 7 + 0 
6 +11 + 10 
0 + 0 + 0 
6 +11 + 10 
6 +11 + 10  
3 0  + 7 + 0 
0 + 0 + 0 
6 +11 + 10 
20  + 7 + 0 
6 +11 + 10 
� + 0 *' 0 
b +11 10  
on Crop Yield, 1977 
1\r s-t 2,nd 
Side Year Year Soy- Sor-
Dress Oats Corn Corn beans ghwn Hay 
lbs/A Bu/A Bu/A Bu/A Bu/A Bu/A Tons/A 
70 93.0 
3 1, ,  0 91. 0 
7 0  91. 0 
31 .. 0 
6 8 . 0  8 5 � 0  89.0 1 . 3 8  
8 2 � 0  
7 0  95. 0 
63 . 0  
2 .  04 
56 . 0  90.0 
46 . 0  
8 8 .  {l 
3 8 . 0  8 7 . 0  35.0  
7 0  82.0 
3 7. 0  
4 0 . 0  
43.0 9 3 . 0  35.0 
S S  91 .. 0 
I.J. I.J. • fJ 3 8 . 0  
7 8 . 0  
7 [) 123.0 
DiscuGsior, tnd In't�pretai:"icm of ':'a_ble V• . 
When continuous corn was fertilized , yields were equal to or better 
than corn yields in rotations. 
Oats yields in legume rotations were higher than in the corn­
oats sequence. 
A:1..f�lf� yi�ld� �erF. low due to poor :s-::�nds ob�ained. �hn 
yea:.t� previously. 
There was a small but consistent increase in soybean yield 
due to fertilizer. 
Th.a · gge:i+ .inr=re.:1se in yieJ.d du� to ;!!.1't;ilue1• c11:cur:red 
in the_ c-0.nt inum.1.fJ gt•a irt sorgl'lwn plats. 
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Control of Sunflower Head Moth Using Lannate 
B. H. Kantack and B. LawL=ensen 
Sunflower head moth is the most serious insect affecting 
cultivated sunflowers in South Dakota. Infestations of this 
insttOT l:\..lve. ,.c....::•.itT,e-=- ""'ii ·h v1?a:r �in�-! Jarne .. -i::=- sun:ltnlFru 1'�-:: 
t,�1 grown ..:.n Soce t. �iev-=�·. Control o� -:::lds i�S?.!t b r r:ic:uli: 
to obtain and the degree of control is never 1 0 0  percent. Timing 
and choice of insecticides for use against this insect is very 
important. At the present time only three insecticide materials 
are registered for control of sunflower head moth, these are 
Supra.cide � Thi-ad.:ir1 and ��rhyl p�.11:hlon. rm co, :.ontroJ f 
sun:fJ.o,w�!' h«.!!Q 11l:Ttb �wo iipr:ieAtian"B of cei:ther :S:upra:c:.i :lr: � 
Thit)(tiJn i:i.re ru1c �y !I "Sts;.rtl:n,g n--r: !:he :im=- �f u:T5trt oI 1:.lco:m �d 
a seccnd .o.pp_i c�on arf•li.erl l1: week Tar .. :t Hni:J-:y: piara.rhinri 
ia l,Hi:,ed_ lt \JSU�ly l"equi.reu rhl"ti@ '9l)fii''S at. ... hNe tO f l'Je· c.r!.y 
int!i.1 va..l. .i �a oJ;ita.:irL =:eir1 -r l .  The a.xr.t:11.rrit -= wa"ti!r u..irod pcr· a ::::r 
is very important and a minimum of five gallons of water per acre 
when ground equipment is used to treat the sunflower fields. 
Another management factor which will aid in control of this 
.i.m;,e� L J.� t:.hl!os-i n:g- a n-Jh:-i v.1.r i"''t I with a short pollination period 
s.o �h.u: t he p:a.ntE ar� f�l i��tud :n a relatively short period 
of t.im� 5C - he." a- --u:n: lls.ve �o he ;:>rotected for an extended period 
of t iifFi::' .  G- av.'lil � shou:'"' .:e,:l�i:;-:. t.Jbrid varieties that are high 
in saif-p l__i_ne..�i�g ��i.1.i�y a� yi�ds may be depressed on open 
pollina. t'!!<.l "r: rn:m_s .. -.l T°-z10!1i..n&-cin,g 1tybrid varieties by application 
of inc1::c:1::..ch...e:s_ Jurlrti the blomi period. 
Evaluation of Lannate 
In an attempt to evaluate the efficacy of Lannate against 
.suru: 1o-wer hea.d 1\DTh 1 t1No dQ!.,i�e..!..i ,,:t-e3 we:-e a;q; llcod t"o en e:xpnr�tH"1'L::.:!) 
wu�flowa� pla.n.ti.ng �� �he acrr�u:rrl 1 South �Ak��� Cxpe�iment 
S-ration. ':'t•E;.attn�n� wt'!re At,plied July 28 , 1977 O:B!i'lg a John talJe 
hign �1��rane� 5"':;Fa�� e�uippe. �th T-J�� 6003 no��,e; , ��errty 
ga..llons f &p�_y per ac?'le W.l!i"ec Je!l'le. eJ at- 2 0  pa:.:.!1.dS psi t!"t!V"-_:_in� 
t il sp ·cd a� hr-� u.Ues ()t!l" 11our . ....µ.r· a.... coun�s were -rake.ri in 
t"h@ 1ill tre..i e .. l ehi:�.k:s on Au�us:t 12 " 1977 .. by a-ounring th� rlu.mb_r cf 
laet1a;! ::-r11n -Eiv Nlndamly salei:-r�d Mj!.!le in el!tin cf :.; ne-. .;-1;>ur, 
ri-i:plle..,.t� . Eac:t1 -n:.o t �or. &l� � =-ix JO  l.nc:h 2"0W2 . 2'111 .E.l!.f-t: lt:,ng. 
The sunflower variety planted was Sexauer ' s  Sun-Hi 304.  Final 
harvest weights �ere taken September 26, 1977, by harvesting 
1/1000 of an acr in each replicate. 
Results 
The degree of infestation as measured on August 12, 1977 
showed an average of 211 l arvae per he ad. Larval development 
2 0  
ranged from newly hatched larvae to half-grown larvae in the 
heads. The infestation became so heavy that some of the larvae 
migrated down the stems and burrowed in the leaf axils into the 
plant stalk itself. Results are shown in Table 15. As indicated 
by the harvested yields in Table 15, the 1.8 pounds per acre AI 
dosage gave a higher degree of control with the yield difference 
of 8 7 9  pounds over the untreated check. It should be emphasized 
that Lannate is not registered for control of sunflower insects 
at this time and that this was an experiment to collect data 
for possible registration at a future date. Thus this insecticide 
cannot be used in commercial sunflower production in South Dakota. 
Table 15. Control of Sunflower Head Moth Using Two Dosage 
Rates of Lannate 
1r eatmen Yie.�; 
lbs. AI/Acre lbs. Seed/Acre 
l 
�ep�i��e 
2 3 
Lannate 1. 8 3310 2890 2930 
Lannate 0.45 2680 2280 2510 
Untreated 1690 2 3 4 0  2530 
4 
2880 
2 4 2 0  
1930 
Average Es�!ma�ed Frori� 
lbs. Seed/Acre from Treatment* 
3002 78.69 
2472 20.39 
2123 
Treatments applied July 28 and August �, 1977, using a John Blue 
high clearance sprayer equipped with T-Jet 8 003 nozzles applying 
20 gallons of spray per acre at 20 psi traveling three miles per hour. 
Cost of application - Estimated $18 . 00 
Yields taken September 26, 1977 
Average l arvae 211/ head, 5 heads evaluated per replicate in 
untreated check on August 12, 1977 
Plot size - 6 rows, 38" row width, 200 feet in length. 
Variety - Sexauer Sun-Hi 304 
*Based on $ .11 per pound market 
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PROGRESS REPORT - SOLAR DRYING BIN 
William H. Peterson 
Extension Ag. Engineer 
The solar drying bin was used again in the fall of 1977. 
It is 23 1/2  feet in diameter with nominal capacity of 5000 bushels, 
with a full perforated floor, 10 hp centrifugal fan and 20 kilowatt 
electric heater. The system is designed to operate as a low­
temperature drying system, with 5 to 7 degree temperature rise in the 
drying air. The fan will provide 2 cfm (cubic feet per minute) of 
air for each bushel when the bin i s  full or shelled corn. This i s  
the reconunended airflow for one day loading of the bin with 24 percent 
moisture shelled corn. 
The bin has a solar collector consisting of a galvanized 
corrugated steel sheet mounted on the southern two thirds of the bin, 
five inches out from the bin wall. The collector has a black co­
polymer coating to absorb sunl ight. The heat from the sun is picked 
up by the airstream moving on the back side of the metal sheets. 
The bin was loaded on November 1 and 2 with 4394 bushels of 
shelled corn (calculated from weights and moisture content) .  Moisture 
content averaged 18.8 percent. It had been hoped to load corn at 
a higher moisture content, but the press of other work delayed corn 
harvest. 
Temperatures were recorded hourly during the day and once at 
midnight in eleven locations. The temperature rise in the drying 
air at noon on a sunny day using no electric heat was approximately 
7 degrees F, with 2 degrees of this being supplied by the 10 hp fan 
and 5 degrees from the solar collector. This is about the same 
temperature rise as can be secured by operating the 20 kilowatt 
electric heater. 
A str ip of polyethelene plastic was stretched over a section 
3 feet wide on the west side of the bin to see if this would improve 
collector efficiency. In the afternoon it increased temperature 
rise by at least 1 degree F compared with an uncovered section beside 
it. This indicates that output of the solar collector could be 
increased by 20 percent by covering the entire collector with 
polyethelene plastic. 
The fan was operated continuously for the first week, and the 
stirring device operated most of this time. The static pressure under 
the drying floor was 3 3 / 8  inches, compared with an expected static 
pressure of 4 3 / 8  inches with no stirring. This i ndicated that 
stirring had reduced the resistance to airflow through the corn by 
about 22 percent. Static pressure rose only slightly in four weeks 
after the stirring was stopped. 
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The- f-a:n Wil.$ off duri'.ng thi! b-l-' �  or Novl!.mlH!.r a m.d 9 .  e.nd 
d?;tyinp; �BG: - re-sumed :>n. Novu_.ber 1 5 1 op-er-a.ting onJy du.t'ing the da.y-ti:me 
(becauc.i.c nf '"he �old te.mpe:ra"turce.5) an da.ys 1lit"i1 at :east �t-.1.£11 
s,rnshin� ... 
A� this tiTie �he humidis-t� � which samples the drying air and 
con--r:.r-ol Q t:he i::l-e:�t�· -e he-.a"t��, wcs. urned Jown to 1.1.n ap..r,rox.imin:iil.y 
& O  �ere�nT � t �ing . Th� ran �un on :o f :h� ollowir.-g in d�ys. 
'I'be. fa.rt ..'l'p-aro..t�d 1.1.pproxiciai::e.ly BS riours and the heater automatically 
3 :.'  J,our� in this �im� . 
On 'Oe.c..runt-i!f" l ,  it waa ciec..:.cr-ec. tr.a t th.a corn had dr-ieo su:!Ticicr,tl_!.' 
�o t::ha.-t. i... 'Wiia s�:f e tc. .i:-..a-1 1 t t 2 5 degFiH�-s anc wa..i -t .1rii:.i l -l'"',11:r:iil 
t·c fi nish lirying. Tn-s fan ha.ct c-omru.m0d 2830  kilowat;t-hoc..tr5 1 and 
th� l:H!.u"Li!.t'" ll 00 k..:.lo""'�'t-�-rn:11.1_rs in d.l,ying -the earn down from 1.B . 8 
pettcen"C O:Oi.!.t� i: W fil, !I.\H!.!'!i!l,� of l 5 r ? pal."Ct!n't in -tne- bi..."'l r Thl! l:M11 
a1: t:ll-1:. t.:tp t:if --:-he bl!i -..1.lEi a� J..7 . I. pm-iCJ!n -iIDd i:hai: �n� .f;:,01: .fr,em 
the bct-"twnt was ire: 1 3 . r.. �N:'t!n t .  
Cart of d!';·ing c.11.i� _ an ,  wi�. e-.1. r.rt:r!tl�y 4• ?-C piln" l<WH 1 WiiB 
2 . 2.t,1 ce.nr� P-@I' bushel , QY:. 0 . 1 1  cen::: s per bushel ttpoint" .  
Cu!':l'l .in -C he bin will �:e h�ked pi:,riod.:.eally a:1uri11.s -::bl! 
wi.nri!.f' .. --1lld dry in& �'1....1.l l:,1; ::.nisht!d in "ttie spring: 1 u r:;.i.n,g 1:h2 $mile. 
mAn�gGJil.anT as fa� fGll op�t:on � 
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EFFECT OF RATES OF NITROGEN ON 
THE YIELDS OF BROME GRASS 
Paul Carson, E.J. Williamson, Jay Goos , 
Robert Nettelton, Ron Gelderman 
Objective 
1. Determine the effects of added nitrogen rates on the yield of 
tn:u.,m1:! �· c.">U t:hi� /iliL -f\<.i C'"\I ar � pt!I\i r;i of y� ·�. 
� 1term1ne 7hE 'f!.f�=.ers -- 7he added nitrogen on the protein 
content of the hay produced. 
Methods & Materials 
Table 
1. The ..,xpet"in:l!.l'tt �"a!: -es.�ahlis:?uirl o n  an �le! &'t:lrid or h?"'Omc gra.ss 
n .e.iH� thi: Qilitt �g� of -rhe t:Xpl?!'�nt f=1"1tl\ :cm '3. Vibo.,. g a:u ty 
c:Jay -•,HI.m . .-.ne V
.ibo110 r.oi l5 arc d.�n.p I LI"'��,. 1nc>dcrra tel.y 
= .• 
w�]f drainQtl siltv c.l.iiy lO!lllL- �:eV-:lcpl'!d in -"'u�.V -i.l .f h.ViE"I' 
gJ.·cial �l - The s i -i:ert on i:he c;oil sa!l'.p�:s tu.en frO!II 
the experimental site at the tlmn t.h� �:,.riman- wa.s 
established are as follows : 
Laborator\ Characteristics of Soil at ExEerimental Site 
Depth of Samples Available Salts 
in 
0-6 
6-12 
l 2-18 
18-24 
2 4 - 3 0  
30-36 
36-42  
42-48 
inches p K pH mmhos/cm. 
lbs/A lbs/A 1-1 dilution 
: • 3 !Pn II •  3 .-s 
3.3 5 58 6.7  .30 
3.8 3 8 5  7 .  0 , 28 
s .8 3 6 0  7 . 5  .2 8 
2 . 5  2 5 8  7.7 . 3 0  
4.0 258 8.0 .3 8 
2.5 220 8.2 .40 
3 .8 193 8 .  3 .35 
2, Fertilizer nitrogen in the form of amrnonum nitrate was applied 
.o•.• h.I C.,J.tl!::!nrriTI5 l.n �11 Ap • ...L... The following rates per 
acv� �r ni��,� were ap�Li�a . 
Treatment No. 
1. 
2. 
3 .  
4. 
lbs/A 
0 
80 
160 
3 20 
24 
3 .  No additional phosphorus or potassium was applied. Plots 
will be split at a later date with rates of these elements 
to be applied at that time. 
4,  Yield samples of hay were harvested June 20th with a small 
plot mower. An area 2, 5 X 15' was taken from each plot. 
The samples were weighed in the field and samples were 
taken for moisture content, These moisture samples were 
later ground for nitrogen analysis. 
Results and Discussion 
The effect of the added nitrogen treatments on the yield of hay, 
the percent protein content and the lbs of protein in the hay are 
shown in Table 15. A very large yield increase ( 2148 lbs/A) occurred 
when the 8 0  lbs of nitrogen was added. Increasing the application to 
160 lbs per acre increased the yield of hay another 1257 lbs, The 
yield increase for the 320 lb/A application rate was relatively small 
(404 lbs of hay/A) .  These yields indicate that as the rate of nitrogen 
application increased above 8 0  lbs per acre, the amount of yield 
increase decreased. 
It should be pointed out that as the rate of nitrogen application 
increased the protein percent and the amount of protein produced per 
acre increased. The amount of protein produced per acre is influenced 
by the protein percent and the yield of hay. 
Table 16. The effect of added nitrogen fertilizer on the yield of 
Hay , the protein percent of the hay and the amount of 
protein present in the hay ":' Southeast 'farm b 1977 . 
Treatment lbs 
of added nitrogen 
per acre 
0 
8 0  
160 
3 2 0  
Yield of 
Hay 12% 
Moisture 
1 98 2  
4040 
5 2 97 
5701 
CV = 11. 2% 
LSD , 05 
LSD , 01 
LSD.001 
hsd .OS 
: 747.S 
= 1074.0 
=1580.0 
=16 3 2.9 
% 
Protein 
Present 
7.7 
7.8 
10 , 0  
12.6 
lbs of 
Protein Produced 
per acre 
146 
316 
5 0 4  
716 
L .. i � pl�rH!tl t.o C::!l�i::::i.n!.1!! "th- uxpe.i·im�-... t over a period of years 
1:0 darerrn..tn1 H 1 :h!:. y..:..:: HI ir ..!ii.fl_ 1:-e i=i.dntaini:?.d &1: a high level with only 
the addition of nitrogen fertilizer. 
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IRON FERTILIZATION OF SOYBEANS 
R. J. Goos, E. Adams, P. Carson, F. Shubeck & B. La\.ff'ensen 
Obiective 
1. Determine if soybeans with severe iron-deficiency symptoms will 
respond to Iron foliar fertilization. 
Methods and Procedures 
1. Soils., Sc.ilJ els Da • O"';:!if so:.lg g�r._iH":lllv �ori .. �i.n suffie i�l'u.· .fillt()..J.n. l:s 
:i lf'lon :-er -Jar.� g;r-· h .  f!r...,211,e�• t.r"'lder t1i.g':i µn C!'t:;.t 1.i.:n-� ) 
and somewhat poor drainage conditions, iron may not be in 
a plant available form. Chlorosis or yellowing of the beans 
sometimes occur under these conditions. Such an area was 
noted at the S.E. Experimental Farm in 1977. The chlorotic 
soybeans were growing on a somewhat poorly drained soil 
called Bodus. Bodus soils are deep, friable, somewhat 
poorly drained soils that occur on flats or in shallow 
basins. They may be saline. 
2. .s-ag� .... - i:ro;.,-:;h. ':'";:c =. • ..J. ... r .1c cond:L<tion o:.ss not"ced at --:b� 
T'"_ • 1 t"
c 
-,,;:.. • -L _. @U �U -- ,;;..] '-l. t • 
3. A randomized complete block d esign having replications was 
used. The following treatments were appl ied : 
1. o. s lbs of Fe Chelate 
2. l.O lbs of Fe Chelate 
3. 1.5 lbs of Fe Chelate 
4. 0. 5% Ferrous sulfate sprayed to leaf saturation 
5. 0. 5% Manganese sulfate sprayed to leaf saturation 
6. Non-fertilized check 
4 .  The fertil izer was applied on June 21, when the plants were 
in the three-trifoliate stage of growth with a knap sack 
type sprayer. 
5. Plots were harvested in October by hand and threshed with a 
small plot thrasher. 
Results 
The effect of iron fertil ization on soybean yields is presented 
in Table 17.  The fertilizer treatments d id not influence yields, 
.:tnd mi:,�t plant;: ,;n��j -:1,;,1 11g11�W -u-:: 1' _f i:l11:;: J�!'i_ i,..;r,i: · - �l-h.::J".t.g:h =t 
.,,.-:.:.. �C:::il. _! e.d pl ntd 1eiDku.t1 ition-�eficient up to leaf shedding (Sept.) 
Research from other states has shown consistent iron-fertilizer 
�·,yt.w..il-f! y..:..\.;.:d r� 7Fonce L=- J\__ lc. h!r, t.-lo 1dr,g, t : "-t'S' 1... � aprave:d h1..i. 'h 
iron Che.Jat'e l;;.P-tCr"' �111: = vbU:1..f11 � e:..i..:::11 t l=- '" 1u•d-t-· p....,J.-i'.L-; LP.,.i..:t 
stage. Catching the deficiency that early in the growing season takes 
c.z1r· e :u.... o!::.er-,,::i�i�n .5 .n.j "r."'" �Er.!Dl"i!l'l°t ,m +- ]le p;n, ")f �tie �)hdiin 
producer . Iron deficiencies on soy: ,4n 1 '=" it"· d1. l · ,f·•l �· t tt+- tn.!.ttlL'.I 
on high pH and somewhat poorly drained soils in South Dakota. E�rly 
lt""t''= - �l r. rf rt.· r,r,;;:il-r.i ncl 11.;.::: .  a-:-..L: .·��ri,-,r ;r '111 lr-r. '"11;=1,te rn�,- l,nfirov� yie-las . 
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Table 1 7 .  Effect of Iron Foliar Fertilization on Soybean Yields 
S • E • Farm , 1 9 7 7 
Treatment Ave. Yield (bu/A) 
Check - No fertilizer 
0.5 lbs / A  Fe chelate 
1.0 lbs/A Fe chelate 
1.5 lbs/A Fe chelate 
0.5% FeS.:l 4 
0.5% MnS04 
Least  significant Difference (. 0 5 )  ; 
c . v . :. 7 . 6 % 
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3 4 .l 
33.5 
33.5 
35.8 
31.5 
33. 2  
3. 1 bu/Acre 
LIME EXPERIMENT 
Paul Carson, Burt Lawrensen, Fred Shubeck 
Ron Gelderman and Robert Nettleton 
The use of lime on soils having pH' s  greater than 6. 2 is con­
sidered uneconomical in most states. However, interest in its use 
remains high in some areas of South Dakota. Past experiments have 
no e:hown •l.i;lJ incr t:rii.Sf?-!l l .c1-. "':'-' �rou�1' to • U.Et.if, l t:s  U-::.e;. L:;L!'-'. srsu 
F1q:i-er,moni; �ra�icn �--=i- .;1. • Because the interest in the use of 
lime has remained high, an experiment was established in 1974 at the 
Southeast Experimental Farm to further evaluate its value as a soil 
amendment. 
Objectives 
1. Determine the effect of added lime on the yield of corn. 
2. Determine the effect of added lime on the pH of the soil. 
Methods 
1. Lime in the form of Niobrara chalk was applied in the spring 
of 1974 to an Egan silty clay loam east of the office building 
at the Southeast Experiment Farm. Egan soils are deep, 
friable, well drained, silty clay loams d eveloped in a 
silty cap over glacial till. To obtain a well drained site, 
the ends of two ranges were used. One half of the experiment 
being in each range. The tests on the soil samples taken 
in 1974 from each of these halves are shown in Table 18 . 
A co�siderable d ifference in the fertility exists between 
the soils from these two ranges. This can be noted in the 
tests for available phosphorus, and for exchangeable 
potassium. 
2. Soil samples (0-6 & 6-12") were taken from each plot in 
the spring of 1977 to determine the effect of the added 
lime on the pH of the soil and of the added phosphorus 
on the soil test for available phosphorus. These results 
are found in Table 19. 
3 .  The fertilizer and lime were broadcast on the surface and 
plowed under j ust before planting in 1974. The fertilizer 
treatments used in the experiment are in Table 20. The 
lime application will not be repeated for the duration of 
the experiment, but the phosphorus application will be 
repeated each year. Nitrogen was applied at the rate of 
55 lbs per acre before planting in 1977. 
4 .  Experimental design used was randomized block. 
5. Weeds were controlled with Lasso II 15G at 8 lbs per acre 
applied in a band at planting time; Aatrex 4 L  was applied 
before planting. There were two cultivations. Weed control 
was excellent 
6.  Soil insects were controlled with Furadan lOG in a band 
at 1 lb/A of active material at planting time. 
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Table 19 .  The Effect of Lime added in 1974 and Phofkhorus added 
each year on the soil test values for pH 1 and availableL2 
phosphorus in the soil .  Southeast Experimental Farm 1977 . 
Fertilizer Treatment 
lbs/A Tons/A 
N + P2 0.5. + K?O Lime 
O+  0 + O 
O+ 0 + 0 
O+  0 + 0 
O+ 3 0  + 0 
O+ 120  + 0 
O+ 30 + 0 
O+ 3 0  + 0 
O+ 1 20  + 0 
o+ 120  + o 
2 
,_. 
2 
4 
2 
4 
pH 
0-6 6-12 
5 . 9  
6 . 5  
6 . 6  
6 . 0  
6 . 1  
6 .  l.f. 
6 . 6  
6 . 3  
6 . 5  
6 . 2  
6 . 6  
6 . 6  
6 . 2  
6 . 3  
6 . S  
6 . 7  
6 . 4  
6 . 5  
Available 
Phosphorus 
0-6 6-12 
31 
28 
3 0  
3 9  
9 0  
3 8  
5 0  
89  
114 
13 
14 
12 
13 
3 0  
2 6  
lS  
2 4  
24 
Ll pH determine on a 1 : 1  water to soil extract 
L2 Available phosphorus determined by the Bray #1 weak acid method . 
Fertilizer Applied Lime Applied 
N + P + l< > lb/A Tons/A 
0 + 0 + 0 
0 + 0 + 0 2 
0 + 0 + 0 4 
0 + 3 0  + 0 
0 + 120  + 0 
0 + 3 0  + 0 2 
0 + 3 0  + 0 4 
0 + 120  + 0 2 
0 + 120  + 0 4 
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Table 18 .  Soil Tests on Samples Taken from the Experiment Site 
at Seeding Time in 1974 , Southeast Experiment Farm 
Depth of Phos- Pot as-
Sampl:e NCl4�H !UA OaH.  pw, r us- EiU"l _,fl Sa.l t-r_ t�,c -
inche6 ppm lh� - \ lb5TA. lbs/A l : l  mmhoe/cm ture 
Ea�. !.72 Ot !XJ;a..-c� 
0 - 6 24. 6 44 3 . 7  5 6  1000+ 6. 3 0 . 52 sicl 
6 - 12 36. 0 6 5  3 . 4  2 2  600 6. 3 o . s o  sicl 
12- 18 30. 0 54 2 . 4  7 I.J 70 e . a  a . so sic 
18- 2 4  24. 6 44 1. 9 4 58 0 6 . 9  0 . 44 sic 
24- 3 0  24. 6  4 4  1 .  3 4 540 7 . 6  0 . 60 sic 
30- 36  31. 0 5 6  0.9 l 410 a . o  0.65 c 
36- 4 2  27. 0  49  0 . 7  l 4 0 0  8.0 1. 2 0  c 
42- 48  41. 0 74 0 . 6  1 4 6 0  7 . 9  1. 3 0  sic 
West 1/ 2 of Ex;eeriment 
0 - 6 21.0 3 8  3 . 7  16 740 6. 5 0. 8 0  sicl 
6 - 12 12.4 2 2  3 . 1  14 620 6.4 0. 52 sicl 
12- 18  5. 8 11 2. 1 9 480 6 . 7  0. 40 sic 
18- 2 4  4 . 8  9 1. 6 9 570 7. 2 0. 56 . sic 
24- 3 0  4 . 4  8 1. 2 6 590 7. 4 0 . 56 sic 
3 0- 3 6  5. 2 9 0. 9 s 490 7.7 0 . 58 . sic 
3 6- 4 2  7. 6 14 0. 6 4 410 8 . 0  a . so scl 
42- 48 4 . 4  8 0 . 4  3 3 4 0  8 . 3  0 . 4 2  sl 
30 
7. Variety was Pioneer 3388 .  
8 .  The seedbed was prepared in the conventional manner, that 
is fall plowing, disking, and dragging in the spring. 
9. Corn was planted May 9 with John Deere tool-bar planters. 
The row width was 3 0  inches, plant population 15, 000 at 
planting -::ime. 
10. Yield of corn grain and silage were taken. The silage was 
harvested September 15 and the grain October 13. Fifty 
foot row was harvested in each case. Samples for moisture 
in both the grain and silage were taken at harvest time. 
11. Leaf samples were taken for analysis at silking time. 
12. The weather encountered was excellent for the growth of corn. 
Results 
The effects of the added lime and added phosphorus on the soil 
values in 1977 are shown in Table 19. The addition of lime either 
? 'lT t1 -=on l per .!:aI'I:: in::::T'�i=:-..ea t:ht: ,, :. ; 'lOl � .  9 tc 1pp;r;·oxim='teJ y 6. � . 
Th adtl ltion , = : HJ l.ba of P,rJ.. C br.�dc..:e� ,  �c:h ye-ar :f1:>1"' -four vea--rs 
(1911  ..-J:177 ) ine.red-.'ie:J �:ie ;:jc:.l t-t'. V.a.___tlf.'! �n!y sl ig-h .. ly (30  � u Q  1b!!! 
per acre). The higher rate of appl ication (120 lbs/A for 4 years) 
increased the soil test value to approximately 100 lbs/A. The addition 
of lime had little or no effect on the test value for available 
phosphorus. 
The yield in bushels per acre of 15% moisture corn, the p�rcent 
moisture in the ear at harvest, the yield of silage ( 6 0% moisture) 
and the plant population at harvest are shown in Table 20. The yield 
difference for both grain and silage due to treatments are small and 
probably due to experimental error. 
This leads to the conclusion that the added l ime and phosphate 
fertilizer had no effect on the yields of grain and silage. Likewise 
these treatments had no consistent effect on the moisture content of 
the ears at harvest nor on the final plant population. It should be 
pointed out that the available soil phosphorus of all plots is 30 
lbs/A or above. A response to added phosphorus at these levels of 
available phosphorus is not expected. Growth differences due to 
treatments were noted early in the season. These differences could 
not be seen or measured at time of harvest. 
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Table 20. The Effects of added Lime and Phosphorus on the yields of Grain and Silage, the 
moisture content of the Ears a t  Harvest and the plant population at harvest for 
corn grown at the Southeast Experiment Farm, 1977. 
Treatment Fertilizer Silage Yield Plant Number N + P205 + l<20 Lime Yi?htaL.1 F..al'.' c or.�J 60\ Moisture Population in plants 
lbs/A. Tons/A 1;iu/A H.ois-ru!r'a Ton st,\ .1 er acre 
1. 0 + 0 + 0 116 21 . 5  1 3 . 0  12,643 
2 .  0 + 0 + 0 2 113  21 ,. 2 1 3 . 9  12, 775 
3.  0 + 0 + 0 ,.,. 117 21 . 5  13.1 1 2, 8 0 7  
4 .  0 + 30  + 0 114 20 . 7  13. 4  1 2 , 545 
s .  0 +120 + 0 108 20 4 1 3 . 4  12 , 8 94 
6. 0 + 3 0  + 0 2 120 20 1 13 . 0 1 3.155 
1 .  0 + 3 0  + 0 4 116 21 1 13 . 0  12, 8 17 
8 .  0 +120 + 0 2 115 20.3 13.4  13 , 155 
9.  0 +120 + 0 4 111 21 . 1  1 3 .6 1 3 , 93 9  
Sig . Calculated at 1% l evel ns. ns. ns. ns. 
Coefficient of variability 5.2% 6. 2 21. 0  3 9. 6  
Ll Yields calculated a t  15% moisture 
L2 Moisture sample taken by cutting a section out of the center of 8 ears of corn. This 
includes a section of the cob. 
EFFECTS OF RATES OF NITROGEN ADDITION ON THE CONCENTRATION 
OF NITRATE-NITROGEN IN THE SOIL PROFILE AND THE NITROGEN CONTENT 
OF THE LEAVES AND SILAGE, SOUTHEAST EXPERIMENTAL FARM, 1977. 
Ron Gelderman, Earl Adams, Robert Nettleton, Fred Shubeck 
Burt Lawrensen and Paul Carson 
The "Date of Planting and Rates of Nitrogen for Corn" study 
b� ;ing C::i'H1r.:. .e1.l �11 r_!-' -: l St..utre�r ii. .. Bu.r L.iwr,:.nS.e:n ::'c�!"t:e-tl el SOl.\hep.e 
tiL thlE p.!bl:!.c�i n rir.9vl��s ari � opp r-£��:!.--ry t:O 3T:J:!CJ 1:J� :0.�1.. !llitt.J:..atior. 
ia..r,d rrc�,e-maz::� ::..f �io1-1: ... n rne si>i.l p::-,., • .1.. ca -:.,� e.f .t�c.-,s o.:r -c:ne treaiC-
.11u�nnt 01') la .. -= al .ilysl �  nnd t"he up--t:aki:! '!If f'l-'ti oz� .l>y •hp !iap. 
Obj ectives 
1. Study and record the effects of rates of nitrogen addition 
on th� accumulation and movement of N03-N in the soil 
profile. 
2.  Determine the effect of large amounts of nitrogen fertilizer 
on the pH of the soil. 
3.  Measure the effect of the treatments on the nitrogen 
concentration in the leaves. 
4. Determine the effects of the treatments on the nitrogen 
concentration in the entire plant at maturity. 
Materials and Methods 
1. The experiment is located on a Viborg silty clay loam on 
the South East corner of the Experimental Farm. Viborg soils 
fil"'t:: d.e.::!.p., .r:---t,;b-·· , m��'-'-'-"""n-=: !'] .,.,�- �i .i:1,;?'d 'Sil.;-y =-� _ ,am 
F�ils devcJ:opud ln a silty cap ove� glu�ial �il l ,  
2 .  S !...! samp�c5 h .'t; f;e:crr -=a <P1 -o i=. ·-EPTl- oi ti Tee-r e:a..c..., ,� 
since 196 9 in the heavy rate of application experiment. 
They are only being taken to a depth of 4 feet in the low 
rate experiment. 
3. The samples were dried as soon as possible after taking, 
in � fotceu rl..ir ov� -t � .£mn� ��ur� 1�t �� e��ee 1l�0 r ,  
4. Hi i:1'a�il-n. i i.r-o&=n k'a& OE: tc.rm.inc-j l:;ly the 1'1.-]:lh.-i.!W!:)l-di-.sul llr.m.io 
acid method until 1973. Since then the nitrate electrode 
method has been used. 
5. Two experiments are involved in this study. The experiments 
are adjacent and related. They were started at different 
times. The treatments for each experiment are listed under 
the year of establishment. 
6. "'l'1L lr;;;nge:-r c.u1,a-c1..G11 ,��-pc!.!"l..Ili':e.nt wi"th hlgh y,ate-5 of nit:ro,IJrS=i 
is ir .:ts ni.r1'n r�-== . :':'L - nt�Lits. ch�t �;� pl"'o · ec�i111.ng 
160 lbs of nitrogen per acre have had 14� 0  lbs per acre of 
nitrogen added during this time. The nitrogen fertilizer 
used has been ammonium nitrate. Even though this experiment 
is in the ninth year, the samples were taken after eight 
years of fertilization and cropping. The additions of 
P205 (2 5#/A) and K20 (7 0#/A)  have r�mained constant on both 
experiments. All plots except the C + 0 + 0 treatments 
in each experiment receive the same amount of P and K each 
year. A plot �eceiving no additional nitrogen but receiving 
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P and X is a part of the high rate experiment. 
7. Leaf samples were taken for analysis when the corn was in 
the early silk stage of growth. The leaf opposite and below 
the ear was the leaf samples. Leaves were dried in a 
forced air oven, ground and nitrogen content determined by 
the Kjeldahl method. 
8. Silage was harvested from the 2nd planting date treatments. 
Yields were reported by Shubeck and Law·ensen in 1976. 
A sample of silage was taken from each plot for moisture 
determination. The sample was ground and a nitrogen 
determination was made on it. 
Results and Discussion 
Th� e.I'!.;ee-t:� Of niT.?to_gf!n fru.""t:i-1: zet" � ·-··".i--rinn:; n tha: n:!t?"'a .... -
fl:t.roge.n ( N01-N> content- cf' .::ti� 1;&iln a: !lepor'tec. in T.!lbli:! :1. 
ft'hr,.:H! :fl!:At'!i- <lf-=r a:pp1 .le!tclcm . !ow ran::; ,  "l-an  :...h JA) and :Z.Ahle ?!? ... 
( .!Lf";� ii Yl2fil:'::i c.nfl=-.., farf:il:.::6-:!Cn � ._..,:: er !'B!°-.; $ •  U-1� ( lt,g/J"!, ) 1 '11J.c-
data in Table 21. shows that all rates of added nitrogen increased 
the amoµnt of N03-N found in the soil profile at the end of the third 
g:°"'�in, s�.,:;..,ri. Tfie larg-ar a1:1.-11nts --,. N03-J� : und in L'1� LI O ,  6['1  anq 
SCI 1,.bs: -,.r T.i lrogfrrs a-1c! t..:_:i .. .t•er!-:--ments were concentrated in the top 
12 inches when the sample s  were taken in the fall. The N03-N was 
niat.ribu-�� -hr�u-h�ut +1; +=F .� inches when these same plots were 
fi:ciJJ]p.lfld � fci Llow:l.fl!; .:.pr.:.n � . l:"i'.l 197 7. The increase in the total 
a:rnouri c Oi ni .:::r-....gl!.1'1 found iTI -,.,rn�a:-iiti ve soil profiles was greater 
in chose p:.l"'Ofile& �E-Deivl�g lEs. ��ded nitrogen (compare the check 
f t .J-OhJ ]l�Dt: and 1r =' ff 'A ad.:.i--r: _;:m plot) . No e xplanation is 
offered at this time for the variation noted. In all cases, but the 
8 0  #/A rate of application, the amount of N03-N found was higher 
WhC!r. ll.H.,- ;,! ... �.!... .... sa.ta , ,.;.-, -} P s:T>1.g --:.llo;:;;Ti wl ._.. '1£'•- er: o.-!!:!npll!;:S 
in PtP.>. _c:.l. rn� :a�, ihat inCI1�c:Eed !111101:. .fS of HO�-u fm:!2"'-o rro-r-c==d h! 
T-11� �ci.!. ";)r , 1 • le fcr a:J_ CT''2..a-rm rrs -.s p""•,b;l::lly p,arf.:a1 y �ua 
to the low corn yield produced in 1976 • 
• Th,..,. l!xpe_ }lll.en t (.high -at_) -h t ,;a� condwn:,.:.d �v� :a n  cfght y� 
pe.ru:io ( '"\.: bl� : i ,  � tfh��.s ...... � ae�Tl.J.a.i:-ioo :-.f rm3-·u w "t�e :JQJl lll'ufilt: • Th-e- uIII.C un l u- ,.__ Kt..: u.J::L..ilu. L.i.: :"\ -1' c;r�.:t-" ._..,. r ..... t. ... _ t _ .,. td • Cdt""'T' 
application increases. Most of the N03-N is found above the 48 inch 
J e� 1:::. bl.it -::ht-cl e i 1: • :frl"' _ • iJ!_!.,_..._(!; f.' 4 N � -l·I Qr 11 , · t 't. hs 
b�..l .!H,., thi� leve-:. Not� �-sf�:ia.:J.y -.::h·... 8-60 ir1cl'1 dapt..h� For ::t,1= 
I GO and 2uo  1h dppllC-.:ri' - rr .::- • 
The high rates ( 0-240 lbs/ A) of nitrogen addition were sampled 
in May of 1977 at the time of the second planting (approximately 
May 10) .  These samples were taken to a depth o f  4 feet. The results 
are found in Table 21. so a comparison of the May 1977 and November 1976 
&hlllpl,:,s -an o, e:.a:�lJ l:.,.H�a. '!re amc·m- ;f Nl"•
,;
-fl ..::1.1 J n  �he-: 5::IIllJ:le.s= 
t-tilwn ln �-fa.• 1977 ,;._a higher rh.an t.h..!? d.!!...,JUn .... ou .... i� =i:=r.J;;_ .. r-:;;l•-n 
ro.n - ,.,.�; r.1�-rs �t, "'.l.r�": s � 1 80# rate. The differences 
in N03-N amounts between fall and spring are large. 
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The year by year accumulation of the N03-N in the soil profiles 
under different treatments is shown in Figure 3. The results from 
the longer duration higher rates of application plots are the only 
values shown. The N03-N  content of the soils have been increasing. 
The decreases noted in values for the years 1972 and 1974 �re associated 
with higher corn yields. This is illustrated by placing the yields 
from 160 lb/A application rate for each year near the point on the 
graph. These yield values have a line drawn under them. Note that 
the N03-N  contents found in the profile after the higher yields 
(1972 and 1974 ) were lower. The year 1976 was also a dry year as 
is evidenced by the low yields of corn. No satisfactiry explanation 
of why the N03-N content found in the soil profiles in 1976 did not 
contlnue to increase is offered at this time. 
The nitrogen contents of the leaves at silking time are shown 
in Table 23, These values are all below that considered to be 
sufficient (2.75 % ) .  Because of the fact that at least some of these 
plots had quantities of available nitrogen in the soil profile that 
would be considered sufficient to excessive, one must assume that this 
leaf analysis did not provide a measure of the supply of nitrogen 
available to the plants. It should be noted that the percent nitrogen 
does increase as the amount nitrogen available to the plants increased. 
It is thought that the samples may have been taken too late for the 
proper evalu ation. 
The percent nitrogen in the silage, the silage yields and the 
:,.I-...: O�T.iJ1 .. c..!IT�t!d l:'1 --C}\t, :il.AJ!� e..!"t sr, ... �'fl. ir. rttLl� 2 3 .  Tht:. pl!!..!'C:t!.1'!.l 
nii:::,cs.1cm i..n r.hl!=. ��-!:! i n-.n�,!-Se-;! ,as T.'1.e 5'!p�ly t;:r nl�o.g<En a1.·�i l::1 t e 
to the plants increased. This percentage of nitrogen along with the 
yields of silage provides a basis for the calculation of the nitrogen 
removal by the crop. Even at the relativly low yields obtained in 
1976, more nitrogen was present in the crop than was added with the 
exception of the 2 40 lb rate of addition. 
It  should be noted that the crop produced by the P + K treatments 
contained 150 lbs of nitrogen. If all plots produced 150 lbs of 
available nitrogen through mineralization of soil organic matter, 
then the amount of fertilizer nitrogen not utilized in the growth 
of the crop varies from 1 to 165 lbs per acre. The increase in 
!llU3 -!. :.t"arrL .:._ir, C Fi .. ·-tr; . , -c:. . � - .;.-�s :: - a"� :r11 ;,':"' t:: s. ur 3-.N 
trc � -rl"ia high�., rates -of a ;J Jition . 
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fl�. •'!!::- rt"c:' a: t'Jat, __. � Ut,;f 1""11" t=:t • 1.tu-ci:,-
- • .u. - .ail • ":!: { ' "'1le •t the En4 of Eight Ye&r• Period; 
Sou'theaat r eriJDental Fan11, 1977. 
��� �  ........ �--�-------1-.:............;...:. __ ....._..!_!_._..! __ __!_�� -  -------- ·�_.!..��--��---...... -----1= 
I 
--r969 - --1970 -----i9n - :--1.912 ----1913---1971, .. -,.915 1916-
YEABS 
13 
\..> ...., 
Table 2 1 . The Effects of adding low rates of Nitrogen Fertilizer on the amount of Nitrate� 
Nitrogen Present in the Soil Profile after 3 cropping Seasons and the level Present 
cne =o llm.rln� �pr•inF.:. Soot t. � t &:w, ol lmuutRl Sta t:ian • 19'11 * 
n,_ t L h U ""1' ,:>g 1m J. e,, Cllch �;re ell" • I;; 
in inches O+O+OL4 20+0+0L2 40+0+0L2 6 0 +0+0L2 80+0+DL2 
0- 6 
6-12 
12-18 
18-24 
24- 3 0 
30-36 
36-42 
42-48 
Totals 
0-24 
0-48  
Corn Yields 
S 1 . T . 
L3 
amp ing ime 
Fall 76  Spring 7 7  
2 0  17 
6 15  
4 10 
4 
4 
4 
3 4  
5 0  
1 3 
15 
17  
12  
4 
5 5  
103 
Sampling TimeL 3  
Fall 76 Spring 77 
25 111 
9 17 
4 1 4  
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 2  
5 8  
9 
6 
4 
If 
4 
5 7  
7 5  
Sampling Time L3 
Fall 7 6  Spring 7 7  
If 3 13 
16 27 
8 2 7  
4 
4 
7 3  
8 9  
18  
8 
5 
4 
12  
8 5  
114 
Sampling Time L3 
Fa
!� 
76 Sprin
�0
7 7  
2 2  14 2  
1 6  3 5  
11 
8 
6 
6 
5 
134 
159 
21 
1 0  
9 
8 
10 
128 
165 
1976 Bu/A 3 3 . S  3 2 . 5  3 5 . 8  31 . 5  
Ll Each plot received a uniform amount of P205 ( 25# )  800 1<,D ho"S pl1" eai, b,,r.iadcilst . 
L2 Received IJ lbs of N ,  16 lbs of P20s and 8 lbs of r. 2c ,,an .a CH: :11•ter fut• ti 1 J co� 
L3 Fall samples were taken in Nov. & Spring samples 1 tntcl) late 1 11  Hay . 
L4 Th� plot did not receive any P or K fertilizer. 
Sampling TimeL3 
Fall 7 6  Spring 7 7  
130  17 
3 0  2 2  
13 17 
11 
10 
9 
7 
6 
184 
216 
3 4 . 0  
26 
16 
1 3 
9 
8 
8 2  
129  
� 
Depth 
Table 2 2 .  The Effects of adding High rates of Nitrogen Fertilizer over an 8 year period on 
the amount of Nitrate-Nitrogen Present in the Soil Profile at the End of the Growing 
Season and the Following Spring , Southeast Experimental Station, 1977 . Ll 
in .; n(•h0 .. Nitrogen added Each Year , lbs/AL2 
0 - 6 
6 - 1 2  
12 - 18  
18 - 24 
24 - 3 0  
3 0  - 3 6  
36  - 42 
42 - '49 
48 - 54 
O+O+ ·,[.; 
S:1n::p 1 :nl; ' J.me 
rl1 l l 7 Fi S_n:ri;� ?1 
i', ' 
7 24 
6 18 
6 8 
s s 
6 4 
9 5 
8 4 
11 
53 
62 
26 7 1  
2 6  7 3  
24 3 8  
2 0  2 3  
1 9  15  
16 
•: i - 0 I 
Smn� iJ. ng "t 11t:11 
r 11 . b s��inQ 11 
bb ti l 
6 3  1 3 9  
7 6  1 3 2  
102 134 
105 139 
8 7  114 
56 61 
37  3 3  
26  
�I� n-lhD 
::; r 11 r: , T:hn-.9 f.all 16 
! .J' 
Spr in� '1'1 
'I� 
101 163  
102 188 
134 160 
142 lli4 
100 149 
75 98 
53 57  
3 9  
00 5 4  - 6 0  12  16 21 30  
6 0  - 66 10 17 17 2 3  
6 6  .., 7 2  12 16 15 19  
Totals 
0 - 24 34 71 164 212 451  486  649  583 
0 - 4 8  6 2  8 9  253  3-61 7 3 6  8 3 3  1019 1031 
0 - 7 2  107 318 815 1130 
Y'ield of corn 
1976 bu/A 21 . a  2 1 . s  2 5 . 5  2 3 . S  
L l Samples were taken in November ancl Hay 'P'f 
----------
12 Treatments have been repeated on the same plots for the past 8 year s .  During this time plots 
receiving 8 0  lbs of nitrogen each year have received 640  lbs of nitrogen per acre . All plots 
receive a uniform amount of P205 ( 2 5# )  and K20 ( 7 0 # )  per acre per year . 
L3 This plot received the P & K listed in L2 . 
1974 
Rate �- !itrogen 
Af.r !ie-c: l .Los/ A 
Q + I t O 
20 + 0 + 0 
4 0  + 0 + 0 
6 0  + 0 + 0 
80 + 0 + 0 
1 96 9  
Rate o:-1u'-t rogen 
� 1 · . ., fl f\u, J."' 'i: r =r,� � 
8 0  + 0 + 0 
160 + 0 + 0 
240 + 0 + 0 
Table 23 . The Effect of added Nitrogen Fertilizer on the nitrogen 
content of corn leaves at  Silking time; the nitrogen 
content of silage at  harvest time and the amount of 
nitrogen contained in the c ropLl , Southeast Experimental 
Farm, 1977. 
Nitrogen 
L2 SilageL3 
Ni tr,c,gen 
Treatments Conti!ined 
lbs of Nitrogen in the to� feet L 
le�f N. Silage N Y�L:i i.n C!'Lp 
1.bs7A added per acre 4 % 1376 TIA 
0 ( No P or K) 5 0  1.80 1.02 6 . 1  121.J 
0 6 2  1.77 1 . 21 6 . 2  150 
20 5 8  1. 9 2  1 .  08 7.3 158 
40 8 9  2. 02 1.26 7.5 18 9 
6 0  159 2. 07 1.32 6 . 8  180 
a oL'+ 216 2.22 1. 30  8 . 1  211 
a oLS 253 2.13 1.53 6 . 4  196 
160 7 3 6  2.22 1.59 6 .2 197 
240 1019 2.27 1. 68 6 . 7  225 
Ll Samples taken in November 1976 
L2 l S # of l' 2 O =; 'T 7 : ;  t..1 " .J r -:>.!..i -�rt on _1, bin 111=- 0 t" 0 1< Q �lots I 
-5,!!.t" h ye.:5-r 
L3 Silage calculated on a 60\ moisture basis 
L4 This treatment has been applied for 3 yeax,s 
LS This treatment has been applied for 8 years 
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Spz:!Ag Wheat B1!e� 
D. L. Keim., G. B. Bucheneau and K. Sellers 
Objective: To evaluate promising spr'..ng wheat lines developed by the 
breeding program at South Da.k:ota State University. 
Trial dimension: 50 entries., 3 -L""Splication, plots 5 feet wide .1: 25 feet 
la:ig. Seeded 4-12-77., harvested 7-16-77. 
Table 24 , Varieties Tested in Breeders Yield Trial I 
Grown at Centerville in 1977. 
Test 11.t..lE.d 
Entry Yield Weight Date Height 
No. Variety Bu/A lb/bu J\m& ( Inches ) 
29 ERA 40.6 60 9 23 
27 PRO DAX 38.1 58 8 25 
47 OLAF 36.1 59 9 24 
J:3 WALDRON 34 . J  58 8 31 
PROTOR 33.4 59 7 25 
50 CHRIS , 33.4 59 9 29 
BTYJ09 32.J 60 10 26 
49 ELL.AR 31.6 60 9 Jl 
32 BUTTE 31.4 62 8 33 
48 KITT 30.9 58 10 22 
45 EUREKA J().6 
( SD 2185 } 
59 10 29 
J5 w.s. 25 27.3 58 8 25 
1 POLK 2J.8 60 10 27 
46 w.s. 1809 17.4 58 9 25 
Average J0.4 
LSD .05 8.2 
c.v. 16.8% 
4 0  
SEED PRODUCTION OF WARM SEASON GRASSES 
James G. Ross and Burton Lawrensen 
Breeder seed of summer switchgrass has been produced at the 
Southeast South Dakota Experiment Farm for a number of years. 
This has proven to be an excellent location for seed production of 
this variety. I n  1977 invasion of the cool season grass, smooth 
bromegrass, as well as annual weeds, was controlled by burning 
in e arly May followed by application of 1. 5 lb. of actual 
atrazine per acre. On the last week of May, 70 lbs. per acre 
of nitrogen (N) was applied since growth did not start until 
that time. Canadian thistles were controlled by spraying with 
2 ,4-D throughout the summer. Seed was harvested in e arly October. 
In June 1974,  approximately one-fourth acre was seeded in 
rows 42 inches apart to breeders seed to an unreleased variety 
of big bluestem, SD4 2. This variety was selected from native 
collections made in southeastern South Dakota for forage and 
seed production. These rows were cultivated in 1975 and seed was 
harvested i n  October in following years for testing and possible 
later release. Big Bluestem, once the dominant native grass of 
eastern South Dakota, is now found only in small colonies along 
t'!:!dJ Jl •Lhe.Q (1!' SntCU:1:;.:Ll:t�� � - n.t.t!'-'-'e f,i:Snl.re. �r.i ..;;:.tl ha;; n:'t .been 
ove�g�a�e�. F�li=t c J n!a� �l �nE h!���$ fo.ra�e pr-cueing r:.Snt� 
are found in road ditches in favorable moisture conditions. These 
relicts are fast disappearing because of the efficiency of the 
road making equipment which effectively destroys all roadside 
vegetation. This wild grass is being domesticated by selec tion 
·1·01 n:.g'h se:e-c. fj�� mong ·rn=� '1;.gn ,-·a�P yi . 1 ltdny plan-rs ane" .i.l..so 
!'1-clL.�t-icn fur Llck �f 1��l'.1J'\L!;5 w-.h.i..:b ma� c.s th ... :s� mn-r-� �� 1 �  ..
processed. With improvement of these characteristics the splendid 
forage production of big bluestem should be available for use in 
a cultivated grass variety. SD43 has many of the desirable 
characteristics that will make big bluestem an acceptable domes ticated 
grass. 
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RESIDUAL PHOSPHORUS - ALFALFA RESPONSE 
P. Carson, B. La-n--ensen, R. Gelderman, E. J. Williamson 
J. Goos and R. Nettleton 
1. Determine the effect of different levels of available 
phosphorus on the yield of alfalfa. 
: • fl=�ermi.n, �ri· ·-� ;_ -::-.,.rs -,..-p ha.v.iny a high phosphol"us 
rt.:qui!. arrein-r F I rc1...1lJC1... tht_ :U"t!'S -ri;.. : .(.;·. �15 of available 
phosphorus in the soil as measured by the Bray weak 
acid soil test. 
Methods and Procedures 
1. 
2 .  
3 • 
4. 
Available 
pH 
Available 
The experiment is located on an Egan silty clay loam South 
of the. office building a t  the Southeast Experimental Farm. 
Egan soils are deep, friable, well drained silty clay loams 
developed in a silty cap over glacial till. 
This experiment was established in 1964 to study the 
effects of various rates of phosphorus {P)  fertilizer on 
the yield of corn. From 1964 through 1967 four rates of 
P (10, 20, 40, and 80  lbs per acre of P) were broadcast 
and pl owed down annually. No phosphorus has been broadcast 
on these plots since 1967. Each of the phosphorus treatments 
was divided into thirds with one-third receiving about 10 lbs 
of P as a starter fertilizer from 1964 through 1967, one-third 
receiving 10 lbs of zinc per acre in 1964 and 1965, and 
one- third receiving no additional fertilizer. It should be 
noted that the amounts of fertilizer a pplied are reported 
as lbs of P per acre. If you wish to convert the amounts 
of P to P205, divide the value by . 44.  
This land has been cropped to various crops since 1967; such 
as, soybeans, sorghum and oats. It  is presently seeded 
to alfalfa. The experimental area was soil sampled in the 
Spring of 1973 and after the first cutting in 1977. The 
tests for available phosphorus for both years are reported 
in Table 25. The 1973 samples were taken t� a depth of 
12 inches and the 1977 samples were taken to a depth of 
20 inches. The samples were taken in four inch increments 
both times. 
The 1977 soil samples were also tested for available 
potassium and pH. The tests are su�arized as follows: 
Fertilizer Treatments { l bs of available P added per acre) 
0 40 8 0  160 320 
K 7 2 3  8 3 1.f  720 764 775 
6.4 6.1 6.3 6.2 6 .2 
p 9 2 2  32 46 102 
These tests indicate that the supply of available potassium 
is excellent and that the added phosphor-us has had little 
if any effect on either the supply of available potassium 
or the pH of these soils. 
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S. Alfalfa has been grown on this site since 1973. The plots 
were seeded to Iroquois alfalfa in the spring of 1973. 
It was hoped that one or more cuttings could be harvested 
in 1973. Dry weather made it impossible to fol l ow through 
with this idea. The north two alleys were seeded with 
Vernal. The south two replications were seeded at a 
higher rate of seeding than the north two replications. 
Balan was applied at the rate of 1.38 l bs of actual 
material per acre to control early weeds. The Balan did 
not control the weeds. This was probably due to the dry 
weather encountered just after seeding. By June 28th plants 
present varied all the way from j ust emerging to plants 
12" high and blooming. Sweet clover, dandelions, wild 
oats, tan weed, lambsquarter, and pigeon grass were present. 
Tan weed and sweet clover were the only ones considered 
serious. The field was clipped to help control the weeds 
and to give the small er seedlings a chance to become 
established. 
Two crops were harvested each year in 1974 and 1975. No 
Crop was harvested in 1976 because of the dry weather and 
3 crops were harvested in 1977. The second and third crops 
in 1977 were very small. The samples for yield have been 
taken by mowing a 3 0 11 x 15' area with a small sickle 
type mower until the second and third cutting in 1977 when 
a selfpropell ed forage harvester was obtained, which took 
a sample 54" x 151 • The hay was collected and weighed in 
the field. A sample was taken from each plot to determine 
moisture content at harvest time and to supply a plant 
sample for future analysis. 
Results and Discussion 
TIU!: �epo?" ti.nv. of t�i.. ph�!iphor,. 1. • :dl e!.n:.G :f.rrua s.&np1 a:u! .a; 1:.n 
.=.. .r1 1 .!7� �r:J H!7"11 ;,n :a.t.l 2 ; .  � �· .: � � t:1e..."lnS ... - 1'.f.re"t• •,d . .n_ 1. e 
effect of the fertilizer phosphorus additions made 1964-1967 on 
the soil test levels in the soil and also the effect of four years 
of cropping on these soil test l evels. In all cases, the soil 
test level was lowered by the four years of cropping. 
These tests show that added fertilizer not only influenced 
the test values in 0-4" layer, but also had an effect on the tests 
from the 4 - a n and 8-12" l ayers. The 1977 sampling depth was increased 
to 20 inches. The fact that the test values were not greatly 
affected in the area below 12" l eads to the conclusion that the 
greater phosphorus tests in the soils of the 0-1211 l ayer are due 
largely to mixing by cultivation. This l and has been plowed to 
a depth of approximately 10 inches each time it has been plowed. 
Comparing �h;:z;. i'Sv�ait,C v-nlu�s ·or t:_l "'-A " _ " '1'1! 0-- 11 _..t�'i!l':i 
r 1,.nq d.t rn- tr,;-- m =-= '7i!..l....i! - • •  f-r -r.:: .... 973 . :ir.:i 12·,- �p ]ngs 
provides an estimate of the reduction in soil test values due to 
4 years cropping to alfalfa. The reduction in test values increases 
as the soil test values increase. The soil test values for the check 
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( O+O+O) plots are lowered 2 to 3 lbs of P whereas in the 0+36 0+0 
lb plots it was reduced approximately 25 to 30 lbs of P. A yield 
increases from added phosphorus is noted for any amount ,f added P 
when that yield is compared to the yield of the O+O+O pl�ts. 
Th� '=-fre�ts of the diffal"'e.nt: levt:l'G c-:i a:·,.a:-� l8bl� soil pho ::..P..ha:>IJ.$ 
c;r. the. y1.i:!-Oa Qf hay lL� rapo1?1:ed in lfilll,'l:e �:&.  'fb,:;.sc ".t"esu.lts a:.rc 
1: aporrted by cutt.fnK!l aru:s "tllf! 'to-tal fo1• ,.he Yl!'.fil' . Tht1 .:l.:•s--- :::-.n:ticg 
in 19:77 11u1 s ;"'6I'iiJll� �n :z'l :.Lt1:..:t. h£n·;.i. 1 w�u» .a.b1'ui;. 2 ""t:w-n2 pa 
acre. The other 2 cuttings were small averaging about 3/4 of a 
ton per acre. This resul ted in a total production of yields ranging 
from 5 6 5 2  lbs per acre for the O+O+O treatment to 7902 lbs per acre 
for the 0+320+0 treatment. At these yield levels, there is no 
a.r:.1 1.t.-Tni."age f"c1 o.. 5t-l.l --:?sT , ..L_ r e.r t r.li'l �p::-r-;;;;ima-::i!J �· • "5 l t :s :,er 11-1;re 
of P', 
The application of different rates of phosphorus fertilizer 
in 1964 through 1967 has established different levels of available 
phosphorus in the soil, as was shown in Table 25 . The plotTing of 
t he yield data against the soil test Value ( Figure 4) provides 
a measure of the effect of these soil tests on the production of 
alfalfa. This graph indicates that no yield increase is expected 
when the soil test value is 25# / A  or greater. The very high test 
(95 # / A) shows a yield increase above those at the 25 to 5 0  test 
level. This higher yield is not great enough �o  be c onsidered 
practical. When the alfalfa was seeded, it was hoped that the 
production would be high so the crop would exert more pressure on 
the supply of available phosphorus. So far, this has not happen�d. 
A higher yield level may require higher soil test level for avaiJable 
phosphorus to support it. 
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Table 2 5 .  The Effect o f  Past Fertilizer Treatments on Soil
L
Test 
Values for Lbs . of Available Phosphorus per acre 1 
on Samples Taken in 1973  and in 1977 ; Southeast Experimental 
Farm. 
:tarter 
. Zinc O 
Total lbs of P Added in Broadcast ApplicationLZ 
=.2!'... 
;r"'T • S.1rttp1 .. : ..1�Lfl- 'f �,:u-, 
L� 1Q7J 1J17 
40 
Sampling Year 
1973  1977 
160 
Sampl ing Year 
1973  1977  
Samo� Yt' . 
1973 l.Q77 
1-4 " r- 12 
B 15  
C 1 0  
-8 " 
x- 9 
B 12  
C 9 
:-12
11 
-A 4 
B 7 
C 5 
2-16" 
A 
B 
c 
6-2 0 11 
A 
B 
c 
9 
12  
1 0  
7 
7 
5 
3 
5 
4 
3 
6 
3 
27 
3 6  
2 5  
2 2  
3 6  
2 2  
1 3  
18 
:!.3 
2 2  
3 1  
2 2  
14 
13 
13 
8 
9 
7 
7 
11 
6 
8 
6 
6 
40  
45  
38  
35  
42  
37  
13 
14 
16 
3 2  
3 4  
27 
19 
2 0  
1 6  
7 
8 
6 
6 
7 
5 
6 
4 
s 
6 0  
71  
5 9  
5 7  
7 7  
5 7  
3 2  
2 6  
2 3  
Average of 0-811 for all sub-treatments A , B ,  & C; 197*7 
)-8 
It 
i::, ' II 
11 8 2 8  19 34  2 5  64 
1 7 24 15  27 19 51 
Ll Soil Test used was Bray weak acid test 
46 
5 2  
4 9  
36  
42 
32  
9 
11 
1 0  
7 
9 
5 
8 
11 
7 
sampling 
121 
131 
125  
122  
134 
127  
3 9  
4lJ 
37  
4 3  1 2 7  
3 2  9 8  
12 Fertilizer applied over a four year period at the rates of 0 ,  1 0 , 2 0 ,  4 0 ,  
and 8 0  lbs of P per year 
13 A No starter 
B 1 0  lbs of P applied per year for four years ( 1964-19 6 7 )  as a starter 
fertilizer 
C Zinc added at the rate of 10 lbs of zinc per acre in 1964 and 1965  
(L3  treatments applied to surface soil only) 
4 5  
102 
97 
95  
84  
8 8  
85  
13 
12 
13 
s 
5 
7 
7 
6 
6 
9 2  
6 5  
Table 26 . Effect of Levels of Available Soil Phosphorus on the 
Yield of Alfalfa Hay; Southeast Experiment Farm . 
TreatmentsL4 
A O + 0 + 0 
B Starter P 
C Zinc 
A O + O + O  
B starter P 
C Zinc 
A O + 0 + 0 
B starter P 
C Zinc 
A O + 0 + 0 
B starter P 
C Zinc 
Soil Test 
Value crs 
of P/A 
0 ... 4 "  depth 
9 
1 2  
1 0  
2 2  
3 1  
2 2  
3 2  
3 4  
2 7  
4 6  
5 2  
49 
A O +  0 + 0 102  
B starter P 9 7  
C Zinc 95  
Stat . Significance 
c .  v .  \ 
LSD C . 1 )  lbs/A 
LSD ( . O S )  lbs/A 
hsd lbs/A 
1st cut 
lbs of 
Hay/A 
2nd cut 
lbs of 
Hay/A 
o+o+oL3 
3 5 6 0  
4 0 1.! 6  
3 8 7 7  
0+40+0 
4515 
4264 
4495  
0+90+0  
37  34  
4400 
4114 
0+160+0 
4 264 
4413 
4113 
0+320+0  
4607 
4 3 7 2  
4467 
ns 
8 . 7 1  
1229  
1393  
1438  
1623  
1 5 8 9  
l!J46  
2006  
1618 
1563 
1 7 8 2  
1747 
1677 
1840 
1898 
1816 
ns 
16 . 2  
3rd cut 
lbs of 
Hay/A 
8 6 3  
8 9 2  
8 6 3  
11J49 
1198 
1152 
1075 
1002  
1129 
1077 
1064 
1 2 2 9  
1455 
1417 
1 3 5 3  
ns 
2 5 . 2 8 
Total Hay 
!'roch:c d L.i 
5652  
6331  
6178  
7 5 8 7  
7071  
7093  
6815 
7 2 2 0  
6806  
7123  
7 2 24 
7019  
7902  
7687  
7636  
. 05 
9 . 9  
8 4 2  
1016 
1 8 5 2  
Ll Available phosphorus measured by the Bray#l weak acid method . Dilution 
ratio of 1 : 7  
L2 Yield measured as lbs of 1 2 %  moisture h 1 
L3 Total amount of phosphorus ( P )  added ovJ..: a 4 year period (1964 �1 9 6 7 )  
L4 A =  no starter fertilizer 
B = 10 lbs of P20s applied per year as a starter fertilizer for four 
years (1964vl967 ) 
C = zinc added at the rate of 1 0  lbs of zinc per acre in 1964 and 1965  
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Fig . 4 .  The Effect of Soil Test Value on the Yield of Alfalfa Hay . 
8000 
r; 
fi15 
Southeast Experimental Farm , 1977. 
40 60 80 
Soil Test Values for Available P 
lbs of P 
4 7  
100 
STANDARD VARIETY SMALL GRAIN TRIALS 
J. J. Bonnemann 
'!'ll:";;e sp.rri.1i!, s.mal! g:.,a.ir1 tr:ls_s i.rtu .JSt•J!d!!d n..: -rht!. Sou ·l,;el!si: 
�p�l' fn:r.-.nt Fa-rr ;:i I!f71 - - Gpr.if'g. ...:'t,e,a.1; , Ozt�5 t1nd ba:rrlEc-y . 
Tl1t.!- :ri 11-s were !:t1€d-.!d on /1p:ril 11 1 1977 � I--r was soon a'. iJ-!:!.ttl 
-h.n i.:: gtiC"-�h ct ,ht! aa.t:G.. r:1.•lills \\'ils ='<!!ihg hu:rt . I wa...:. .ie: t�TI2d 
tJ-i..J"!: i!n hEI itide u�c.d. on thn p1 : .... l. L�c.t . �ybea:n:; � Rao .;1._ill in 
·h� �..,.:_ a.11c. !'le :.t:!.li t,....:..--� .:<>:, • suffering from residual carryover. 
The oat trials were abandoned. Yields and quality were not ex­
ceptional as periods of stress occurred soon after seeding and 
shortly before harvest. 
n.=' dan in�!t!tl!!d !:r. th:i.:. ;--,spor- a•e. btl.!21-,-'•ls P"'f' i:t""-e , ;'=St 
)/,;.�he a.nt1 v1:1 i�.ble s.ev;:-:?:\:1J.-.1e..... .sverci;g_e.S . Tb-; Ilc.SUl::s- �� found: 
i.r1 To.::.i_� ?1 1 2S . 
CORN PERFORMANCE TRIALS 
J. J. Bonnemann 
A �r.:!""t� v:i 8 0 cor-r, hy?n ,idr; .  pl:"apr:.£:t:li.ry .a"!ld �xp�im'e!TL't:a l , Wv!l� 
:ir.:tl1..1. '-'-"'- h ,:h� 1 977 i:orn p�f i;T.ian-F- n ial a"t 'i:he S,:mtn�t 
u�r-l�r.t farm, 
The corn was drilled in single rows , 32 feet long, 36 inches 
apart on May 16. Harvest was by picker-sheller on October 20, 1977. 
Two seeding rates were established with final count of 13,615 and 
16,905 plants per acre. As no statistical significance was found 
f.::ir OlLL :iopul:1tion t.1 .... '1� t:ht. "i.,tl_ -"'-.! • .  .,_ : �  1°1;. 
l?'lll.a.n 01 thr two popul ;2. ... iOnB . 
The mean yield of the trial was 8 8 . 8  B/A. A brief period of 
St!"��!, wi;-s 'l · J �r .... _ .  ""!"ta-: d.::l'r� se..:1 ,. -;.J.1-5 S.C'"mP xi:.�n- , 
Stal}-: l,:;:;d1-;ing. wa!i h±gne� t�""'l. .... i:il, -oartial-i'  ca.u 63 by hoz...,.r" 
ll1.mage c.tid .l.sc e;<cesaivtL v ., , E,h W.l.:iC5 .,_r.;:='I-Y .71ef t e t,-,.a.!'11.:�.s c . 
TI,_ �..,�,a� moL,l'.t!.t!� 'ilae 2.1 . � ;;_(">.� all entries. 
The-· �ul Lf; Ar� pl'e"l;;ih �:1 i.n '.fa hle 2 9 .  Ad itl(lnal in irc1111;rl..on 
w:i 11 DC f-o<..tt'IQ iti :1n U�CJCI� Ci:t'CUJ sr i l '2i'1 Corn Pc,rfG!"ffli!U\� T1•i.a] !) • 
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Table 2 7 .  
V llf1 i et_y 
1977 Standard 
Standard 
Fortuna 
Chris 
Waldron 
Tioga 
Ellar 
Butte 
Semi-dwarf 
Era 
Bonanza 
ws 180 9  
Bounty 208  
Olaf 
Kitt 
Bounty 3 0 9  
Profi t  7 5  
Prod ax 
Pro tor 
Funks W444  
ws 25 
Dur.JTiiS 
Rolette 
Ward 
Crosby 
Rugby 
Bot no 
Cando ( semi ) 
Mean, B/A 
CV - \ 
LSD ( . O S )  
Varietx S�ring Wheat Trial 
Beresford s � o .  
Bushels �� ��; T .  1ri .  
1�75 1 97£ 1977 3 Vl"'. 1917 3 yv . e 
14.0 2 6. 7  23. 3 2 1 . 3  57 56 
14.7 2 0 . 9  20. 0 18 . 5  57 5 5  
16. 6 2 5.0 26. 6 2 2 .7 55 54 
14 . 5  24 .4  16.4 18.8 57 5 5  
15.2 25 .1  2 1. 2  2 0 . 5  54 54 
2 1. 4  10. 8  SS  
17 . 8  25. l 2 3.0 2 2 . 0  5 8  55 
15.0 2 3 . 9  14 . 6  17 . 8  5 3  55 
17 . 0  2 7 . 7  26 .4  2 3 . 7  56 56 
2 3 . 8  17 . 3  56 
15. 1 28 . 0  26.4 2 3 . 2  57 57 
15. 2 2 2 . 7  3 0 . 1  2 2 .1 57 5 5  
17 . l  2 4 . 7  26.3 2 2 . 7  5 5  56 
13. l 2 3. 4  19.9 18 . 8  57 5 6  
17 . 3  2 1 . 6  35.9 24 . 9  56 514 
14 . 8  2 3. l  26. 2 21.4 58 57 
2 0 . 1  5 5  
2 2 . 5  2 0.7 57  
14 . 4  2 3. 1  34 . 8  24 . l  61 59 
17. 4  2 2 . 0  2 7 .6 2 2 . 3  60 sa 
20.0 2 2 . 5  33.4 25. 3 61 5 9  
18. 9 20.2 31.2 2 6. 1  6 0  59 
19.2 2 3.4 34.4 25. 7  6 0  58 
2 2 . 2  27 . 8  5 9  
25. 0 
19 . 3  
7 .8 
Table 28 .  Standard 
Variety 
Liberty 
Firlbecks I I I  
Larker 
Primus II  
Bonanza 
Prilar 
Beacon 
Manker 
Mean, BIA 
CV - % 
LSD (.O S )  
Variety Barle_y Trial 
Bushels per 
1975 197 6  197 7  
29.5 48 . 1  34 . 6  
31.1 4 3 . 4 3 7 . 9  
3 1 . 3  41. 4 27 .4  
35 . 6  41.7 2 6 . 9  
37.1  32.2 22. 6 
30. 5 41.1 2 5 . 4  
32.3 3 9 . 8  25.3 
3 3 . S  30. 4 1 6.3 
2 8 . 2  
21 . 4  
8.6 
5 0  
Acre T .  w .  
3 y_r. 1 9 7 7  3 Y,_r • 
3 7 . 4 41 4 3  
37.S 49 4 6  
3 3 . 4  3 6  42 
3 4 . 7  41 45 
30. 6 4 0  41 
32.3 37 4 2  
32.5 3 6  40 
26.6  3 7  42 
Table 29 . - 197 7  Corn Performance Trial , Southeast Experiment Farm, Beresford , $. Oak. 
Brand & Variety Type Yield Percent Root Percent Stalk Percent 
& BIA 
Cross 
Lodged Lodged Moisture 
r"'argl :3 (J 2 " 111,.[i r Q.7 16 . l 21. r 
Cenex 2333 2 x 115 , 56 o . o  28 . 8  20.2 
Funks G-4449 2 x 104 . 11 2 . 2 10 . 1  23 . 0  
Mc Curdy 76-93 2 x 103 .35 o . o 15 , 2 22 .0 
Sdaes Check =l 2 x 101 �57 0 � 0 6 . 4  24 . 4  
Funks G-4445 2 x 101 . 23 3 . 8 2 7 . S  2 1 , 8  
Funks G-4503 2 x 99 .51 0 . 8  1 0 . 6  25 , 3  
Pioneer 338 8  112 x 98 . 9 7  0 ., 0 8 .4 22.2  
Trojan TXS 111 2 x 97 . 57 o . o 6 . 7  21. 6 
P-A-G 314 2 x 96 . 7 0  o . o  a . a  2 4 , 3  
Northrup-King PX 4 8  2 x 95 . 79 o . o  25 , 6  2 2 . 7  
Pride R-793 3 x 95 . 57 0 , 7 7 .3 23.9 
Trojan TXS 108A t-1 2 x 95 , 40 o . o 8 .3 2 1 . 3  
Northrup-King PX 585 3 x 94 . 85 o . o 13 ,, 4 19.9 
Mc Curdy 76-94 2 x 94 . 7 4 0.7 23 , 4  2 1 . 1  
v, Troj an TXS 115A 2 x 94 . 68 o . o  5 . 8 25 . S  ..... Mc Curdy 76-74  2 x 93 . 86 o . o 7 . 0 2 5.S 
Cargill 890 M2 x 93 , 71 o . o 1 8 . 4  21.  5 
Acco UC 6601 2 x 93, 43 o . o 15 . 2  2 2 . 2  
Disco SX 26A 2 x 93 . 29 o . o 11 .  2 19 . 7  
Northrup-King PX 7 4  2 x 92 ,, 76 o . o  5 . 1  24 .. 8 
Pioneer 37 09 M2 x 92 , 65 0.0 6 . 5  19 .9  
Mc Curdy MSX 84 2 x 92 ,. 4 5 0 ,. 7 3 . 6  24 . 7  
Pa.yco SX 990 2 x 92 . 4 2  o . o 14 . 0  2 1 .  6 
Funks G-45 07 2 x 9 2 . 35 0.7 6 . 6  24 . 8  
Pride 7 7 15 2 x 9 2 ,, 04 o . o  2 . 2  25 . 0  
Sokota TS-74 2 x 91 ,  7 7  o . o  8 . 2  2 0 . 7  
Mc Curdy MSX 60 2 x 91.  7 7  o .. 0 6 . 4  2 2 .9 
Asgrow RX61A 2 x 91. 5 8  o . o  2 1 .  3 17 . 7  
Cargill 863 M2 x 91 .5 8  3 , 9  25 . 0  2 0 ,. 1  
Cenex 2 2 01 2 x 91 , 34 o . o  13 . 5  2 0 , 7  
Northrup-King PX 606 3 x 9 1 . 12  o . o  10. 1 2 2 . 7  
Mc Curdy MSX 50 2 x 91 . 04 0 . 7 5.0 2 0 , 2  
Wilson 1016 2 x 9 0 . 93 3.1 35 . 2  21 � 8  
P-A-G SX 424 2 x 9 0 . 66 o . o  1 4 . 6  2 1 .  3 
Master Farmer MF 114 2 x 89 ,. 88  0 . 7  6.6 26 . 2  
Asgrow RX 58 2 x 89 , 8 8 o . o 2 7 . 6  21. . 9 
Northrup-King PX 46 2 x 89 . 7 7  0. 0 16 ,, 0 19.7 
Table 2 9 .  Continued 
Brand & Variety 
Fontanelle 4 60SC 
Curry SC-147 
Sokota TS-82 
YW 4 9  
Acco UC 3 3 01A 
Wilson 1400  
Kaltenburg KX 68  
Pride R-803  
Green Acres Ll7 
Disco SX 27 
fontanelle 440Asc 
Cenex 2 3 0 0  
Payco SX 8 6 5  
YW 48C  
Payco 3X 811 
P-A-G SX 397  
� Fontanelle 4 0 0  SC 
N Curry SC0145-l 
/v:.co UC 3 3 01 
Pride R-777  
Green Acres 7 7 2 3  
Mc Curdy MSX 42 
Asgrow RX 2345 
Disco SX 30  
Curry TC-348 
Sokota SK-79 
Trojan TXS 102 
Master Farmer MF 94 
Funks G-4444A 
Green Acres M 414 
Sdaes Check = 2  
Funks G-4321 
Green Acres 447 
Cenex 3139A 
Master Farmer MF 100 
Northrup-King PX 6 5  
YW 3 5A 
Green Acres 7 74C 
Type 
& 
Cross ' x 
2 x 
2 x 
2 x 
2 x 
2 x 
2 x 
3 x 
l+ x 
M2 x 
2 x 
2 x 
2 x 
M2 x 
3 x 
2 x 
2 x 
2 x 
2 x 
3 x 
4 x 
2 x 
2 x 
2 x 
3 x 
3 x 
2 x 
2 x 
2 x 
4 x 
2 x 
2 x 
M3 x 
3 x 
3 x 
2 x 
M2 x 
4 x . 
Yield Percent Root Percent Stalk Percent 
BIA Lodged Lodged Moisture 
8 9 . 3 3  (J I a 5. 5 2 2 . 8  
8 9 , 23  o . o  6 . 8  22.9  
8 9 ,17 o . o  3 . 6  25.7  
8 8 , 3 9 2 , 2  4.3 20.5  
8 8 , 06 1 . s  2 8 . 6  22.8  
8 7 ,. 9 5  0 . 7 2 . 2  2 0 . 5  
8 7 . 5 8  o . o  6 .. 6 19.  3 
8 7 . 5 5  0 . 7  7 . 9  22.1  
8 7 , 06 o . o  1 3 . 0  2 3 . 3  
8 7 . 00 o . o  14 � 8  2 3 . 7  
8 6 . 96 0 .. 0 10 . 0  21.1 
8 6 . 9 2  0 . 8  20 . 6  2 0 . 3  
8 6 . 56 3 .. 4 21. 0 2 2 . 6  
8 6 . 06 o . o  7 .. 0 19.9 
8 5 . 99 o .. o 6 .1 19.6 
8 5 . 66 o .. 7 21. 0 2 1 . 1  
84, 99  0 .. 8 26 , 9  22.1 
84 . 5 7  o . o  5 .1 20 . 1  
84.28  a . a  34 .. 9 2 2 .4 
84 , 16 0 . 7  11. 7 22.9  
84.01 o . o  1L 9 2 2 . 5  
8 3 , 93 0 . 0  2 3 � 3  21.0 
8 3 . 49 O � O  17 .. 2 16 . 8  
8 3 .46  0 .. 0 9 .1 24. 5  
8 3 . 28  o . o  9 .4 23 . 3  
8 3 .19 o . s  7 , 9  24 . 1  
82.67  0.0  2 6 � 5  2 2 . 3  
8 2 . 26 o . o  7 . 3  18 . 9  
8 2 . 25 0 . 7  2 2 . 4  22.3 
8 2 . 0 7  0 . 0  16 .4 23 . 6  
81. 31 0 . 8  2 5 .4 2 2 . 4  
81.16 o .. o 2 7 _ 6  2 0 .4 
81, 06  o . o  9 .. 0 22.2  
8 0 . 54 o .. o 10 . 7  20. 2 
7 9 . 24 0 � 8  22, 2 20.6 
7 8 . 3 7  0 . 0  8 .. 1 2 0 . 6  
7 6 . 35 0 . 9  10  .. 3 16 . 0  
7 6 . 11 o . o  16. 3  26.2  
Table 2 9 .  Continued 
Brand & Variety Type Yield Percent Root Percent Stalk Percent 
& BIA Lodged Lodged Moisture 
Cross 
Master Farmer MF 105  2 X 7 0 .  T4  o . o  27 . 6  2 2 . 3  
Master Farmer MF 92 3 x 7 0 . 4 6  o . o  8 . 8  18 . 1  
SDAES Check = 3  2 X 69 . 3 5  o . o  14. 3 16.8 
YW 4 9 0  3 X 67 .05 o . o  6. 1 2 0 . 5  
MEANS 88 . 8  13.6 2 1. a 
GRAIN SORGHUM TRIALS 
J. J. Bonnemann and G .  w. Erion 
T-hirty entr.:..!.!.� J pr-0pri.eU!rv am:, publ..i,c T..ror£. i.ne..:L-..d1!-d in i:h,e. 
137 7 gr,a.i:n !;01.\�hum pf%! for.mar.cc i:r!.i:L a-t: th� S.:,1..1�naa--s-T Explll":irn.J.!n1.: 
Farm. The trial was seeded on May ?4 rlc.�d ha:rvesLc� Sept���r ? 6 .  
'rhe :-i::rw !lpai.::ini.; "'�= 3 6 in.en,:,;; . A !"!:!.e ed he-nt,lcid,· -intl 
in� r 1c i de: was u s1!-d a't Seh!·.:Ung torr -..:aed and ins� t corrtrol.  
Yields were excellent and the test weight and quality very 
good . The mean yield of the trial w�s 5970  pounds per acre . The 
period of stress that hurt the corn trials in mid-July apparently 
had little effect on the grain sorghum trials.  
The 19T'' t .. :..� re.su.i: ts .app!!c::' � T!!..tl:; !fl. ThiCi and :.a--:idit.:ona.l. 
d.at.<1 w!l: ai'f.ri""a� i.n ar.. .ip...:tm1ing ci. cui ar" , �-1 S: ai..n Sorghtim 
Performance Trials. 
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Table 3 0 .  1977  Grain Sorghum Performance Trial ,  Area E ,  Southeast 
Experiment Farm , Centerville , Clay County ,  South Dakota 
Test Percent 
Yield Wt . Height, Moisture Date 
Brand & Variety lb/A lb/8 inches 9 / 1 9 / 7 7  Headed 
DeKalb C-42at 7 0 2 5  59 48  23. 6  7 / 2 5  
P-A-G 4 4 3 2  6 9 0 5  59  46 2 2 . 0  7 / 21 
Trojan M 56G 6 6 7 0  6 0  5 0  3 3 . 9  7 / 3 0  
ACCO R 1 0 1 9  6 6 3 5  6 0  4 5  27.5 7 / 24 
DeKalb X-748 6 6 2 5  5 9  48 27 . 8  7 / 24 
Northrup-King NK 1 5 8 0  6470  61  42 17 . 4  7 / 18 
Growers 1 1 8 0  6440 61 4 7  2 3 . 9  7 / 28 
ACCO GR 1 0 2 8 ( GBR) 6235 5 8  4 6  3 0 .4 7 / 24 
Growers 1210A 6220  6 0  4 9  2 6 . 3  7 / 2 6  
Growers E 110  6155  61  44 19.0  7 / 1 8  
Northrup-King NK 180  6150  6 0  4 6  1 6 . 5  7 / 1 9  
ACCO R 1014 6100  57 44 22.1  7 / 2 1  
DeKalb B-35  6 0 3 0  5 9  4 3  2 0 . 6  7 / 2 0  
ACCO GR 1 0 1 8 (GBR) 6 0 0 5  5 9  47 3 0 . 0  7 / 24 
DeKalb B-38+  6 0 0 0  59 46 2 1 . 0  7 / 1 9  
Pioneer 8 7 9 0  5 9 5 5  5 9  4 1  1 7 . 6  7 / 1 9  
Trojan M SSG 5 8 9 0  6 0  52  27 . 3  7 / 2 5  
Pioneer 8 5 9 2  5 8 1 0  6 1  47 23 . 9  7 / 2 2  
Warner W-561T 5 7 8 0  6 0  49 23 . 6  7 / 2 5  
SDAES RS 6 1 0A 5 6 9 0  6 0  49 3 2 . 6  7 / 24 
Asgrow Bug-Off E 5 6 8 0  5 6  5 0  27 . 0  7 / 24 
Trojan M 54 5 6 6 5  6 0  44 19 . 1  7 / 1 9  
Pioneer 8 7 12 5 6 5 0  6 0  4 2  20 . 8  7/18  
Northrup-King NK X3207  5615  55  37 15 . 3  7 / 17 
Warner W-6 01T 5590 57 5 3  24 . 0  7 / 2 5  
SDAES RS 5 0 6  5490  59  54 29 . 5  7 / 18 
SDAES RS 455  5445 5 9  5 0  17 . 7  7 / 14 
SDAES NB 5 0 5  5 3 64 6 0  4 5  1 6 . 6  7 / 18 
SDAES SD 1 0 6  5110 57  3 9  16 . 4  7 / 1 5  
SDAES SD 104 4740  5 8  38 1 9 . 1  7 / 14 
Mean 5 970  
L"sn C1l5) 9 0  CV - 8.5% 
5 5  
SOYBEAN PERFORMANCE TESTING 
J. J. Bonnemann and G. W. Erion 
Two soybean trial sites are located in Southeastern South 
Dakota for testing of Group II and Group III Northern Uniform 
and Northern Uniform Preliminary Tests as well as standard varieties 
and proprietary entries. The proprietary entries are included 
for a nominal fee to partially off-set trial costs. 
The trials were seeded at Elk Point and the SE Farm on May 20 
and May 24, respectively. Harvest was on October 25 and 26 at the 
SE Farm and Elk Point, respectively. 
Yields at the SE Farm were good to excellent while yields at 
E .. Hc P:inr \tl'C:!"• 11.-:::ir ;-:.....:..e� ::"::' . :;.:. . ::r..llL..lrit.:t.i..a:,n ..:a:- m.::t c limi"tel 
p _.. • . .. • � - • ' !.."' hil'lo L_I p .. ;._nf ,:;!�';:._ .t1C'. 1':��l.!-" ·�-.. '::'.:'- .. I')- ;-� � 'E,f.�i.iLJ .  
Some of the l ater maturing entries were delayed in maturing by 
the cooler temperatures of August , September and October. 
Corsoy, Wells and Harcor have the best yield records of the 
Group II standard varieties at Centerville. Wayne has the best 
yield record of the Group III varieties. Several proprietary 
lines have performed well also. In  1977 the later varieties or 
entries were favored by the lateness of the season and longer 
growing period at the SE Farm. 
At Elk point the Group III varieties have the higher yield 
record for a period of years. The long season also favored the 
later maturing proprietary entries at Elk Point in 1977 but 
normal date of freezing may have found many very green. 
The yield results of the trials are shown in Tables 31, 32 
for Centerville and Elk Point, respectively. Results of all 
performance trials are available in Plant Science Pamphlet #36 ,  
1977 Soybean Performance Trials. 
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Table 31. 1977 Soybean Performance Trial . Southeast Experiment Farm. Beresford, SD 
1977 Field Data - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Poten. 100 
Identification of Maturity Plant Shatter seed f'\',1n·u�e yield lo 13u
.l"crn 
-i�!!!!!�- - ·----- -...... 5---------------- ---�!!! _____ �!!��!--.��!��------�1!: .. _!2ri...!�t� __ 12!�--1�rr ___ !!!.:!!.�t2r�:2z __ 
S tandard Varieties: (mo. -<lay) ( inches) (grams) 
Maturi�y Days to 
��L - - - - - - - ���- - ���� - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - � - - - - - - -
M68-49 0 + 3 9-19 30 l 17 .7 
Hodgson I + 6 9-20 33 l 13 . 1  
Corsoy II +10 9-21 37 l 12 .8 
Hark I +ll 9-21 34 1 16 .7  
Coles 
Wel l s  
Hare or 
Beeson 
Amsoy 7 1  
A73·25050 
\JlMarion 
�ayne 
Woodworth 
Proprietary Entries: 
Brand 
Peterson-Pioneer 
Pfizer-Clemens 
Pfizer-C lemens 
Pfiz.er•C lemens 
Pfizer-C lemens 
FFR 
Peterson-Pioneer 
Pfi.z;er-C lemens 
Pfiz�r-Clemens 
SRF 
I 
II 
II 
II 
n 
II 
11 
III 
III 
+ll 
+14 
+12 
+17 
+15 
+16 
+18 
+24 
+25 
Entr)! 
118-11 
12 E (B) 
ex 155 
CB 188 (B) 
ex 282 
1 1 17 
3100 (B) 
ex 114 
ex 175 
200 
9-21 
9-21 
9-22 
9·26 
9-27 
9-28 
9-28 
10-4 
10-5 
9-19 
9-19 
9-20 
9-20 
9-20 
9-21 
9-21 
9·21 
9-21 
9-22. 
38 
38 
39  
37 
40 
38 
35 
40 
40 
31 
33 
36 
38 
34 
33 
37 
39 
37 
36 
1 
l 
l 
1 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
1 
1 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
1 
l 
1 
17 .3 
1 5 . 7  
1 3 . l  
18.7 
15.0 
17.6 
23.3 
17 .9 
14.3 
14.5 
12 .9  
13 . 1  
1 2 . 7  
14.4 
15 .7  
15 .0 
13 .6 
12.8 
13.3 
22.5 32.7 9 . 7  
26 . 9  33.4 10.4 
23.9 28.8 1 1 .6 
47 . 9  
46 . l  
49 . 1  
44. 1  
16 .0 
25.2  32 .3  
25.3 33 .9  
21 .9  32.2  
49.0 
2 7 . 9  49 .7 
13 .l  54. 7  
13.9 48.9 
25.2  32.S 14.4 49.l  
58.9  
6 1 .6 
26.4 30 .3 21 .l  48.0 
21 .9  3 2 .4 12.s 49.a 
1 1 .4 5 1 .0 
49a 
45.6 
48 .2  
48 .3  
49.2  
36.9  13 .7  50 . l  
5 1 .0 
54.9 
2 7 .8 35.3 17 .4 45.0 
2 7 . 7  
29.9  
27 . l  
3 1 . 3  
3 1 . 7  
2 9 . 2  
.30.3 
3 1 .4 
29 . l  
3 1 .4 
27 .9  
29.7  
27 . 8  
32 .S  
33 .8  
33 .9  
31 .4  
3 1 . 7  
34 .5  
3 1 . l  
3 1 . 2  
3 1 . 9  
3 1 . 2  
Table 3 l(continued) .  Beresford,  SD 
Peterson-Pioneer 105P (B) 9-22 39 l 
Peterson-Pioneer 2477 9-22 38 1 
Pf her-Clemens 2;m-1s (B) 9-22 39 1 
SRP' 150P 9-23 39 l 
Northrup, King S 1474 9-24 37 l 
Northrup, King Multivar 5l(B) 9-24 36 1 
Pride B 216 9-24 36 1 
Pride PK 205 (B) 9-24 39 1 
Pride PK 305 (B) 9-24 39 1 
Pfizer-Clemens ex 276 9-24 38 1 
Pfizer-C lemens t:23-14 9-25 37 l 
Pfber-Clemens E94-7 9-26 37 l 
Northrup, King S 1492 9-26 34 l 
FFR 224 10-2 35 l 
FFll 1050 10-J 35 1 
Coyote HK 73 10-4 39 l 
� 1 - Listed in order of Maturity in 1977 
2 - Maturity Group from USDA classification: !•early > II-mid-season, 
IIIclate at Beresford 
13.7 
14 .7 
13.8 
lJ.8  
15.5 
15.7 
15.5 
14 .5  
15 .6 
16.2  
19.0 
19.4 
15.0 
16 .5  
1 7 .7 
17 . 1  
3 - Expected relative maturity a t  this site compared to Swift when not 
exposed to a killing frost. 
4 • Shattering potential: l•no loss, 2• up to 57., 3•5-101., 4•10-201., 
5• 201. or more.  
(B)•blend 
36.S 13 .4 49.6 
5 1 .7 
50.7 
53.3 
25 .3 34.5 17.8 52.9 
37 .0 15.5 
34.8 9 .5 
10.0 
Mean., B/A 
CV • '%. 
LSD ( .OS) 
56 .0 
55.0 
46.6 
53.4 
51.l  
49.9 
50.4 
S l .5 
54.2 
50 .1  
S0.8 
50.7 
12.1 
N . S .  
32.6 
3 1 .5 
35 .3 
35.7 
32.2 
30 .7  
Table 32 .  1977 Soybean Performance Trial. Ed Curry, Cooperator, Elk Point. SD 
1977 P'ield Data 
Poten. 100 
Plant Shatter ISil!dd Identification of Maturity A�rl!HGUield in Bu/ac..re 
_;�f!!�!�----------��-�----------------�!�!-----��!&��--.�e!! .. --��-!s�: ... !2r� .. !2r�--!�r� __ 12!r ___ !2I�:!t ___ !2!�:!! .• 
Standard Varieties :  (morday) (in,hes) 
Maturity Days t! 
.§_n�rI_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  G!,os,: _ �!_u!,e _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  .., _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  .., _ _ _  
Hark I +ll 9-21 41 1 15.1 35.6 37 .0 22.3 36 .7 32.9 29.5 
Cor&oy 11 +10 9-22 43 l 14.1 39.7  43.l 3 1 .4 38.2 38.1 34 .8 
Coles I +11 9-23 42 l 16 .S  23 .3 38.2 30 .7 
Amsoy 71  11 +15 9-23 46 1 16 . 1  35 .3 36.3 33.l  36.6 35.3 34.8 
Wells II +14 9-23 42 l 15.8 35 .8 39.7  36.3 37 . 1  37.2 36.7 
Beeson II +17 9-26 43 l 19.3 35.9 38.9 30.9 34 .7 35.l  32.8 
A73·25050 II +16 9-27 39 l 16 .l  40 .5 
Woodworth Ill +25 9-29 43 l 15.9 37.4 35 .5 40.4 37 .4 37.7 38.9 
Wayne III +24 10 -1 44 1 11 .s 36.9 J l .O 43.7 37 . l  37.l 40 .4 
Calland Ill +27 10-1 43 l 18.5 36.3 3 1 . S  39.S 39.5 36.7 39.5 
Will iams Ill +28 10-3 44 l 18.3 38.2 29.7 37.5 36 . 3  35.4 36.9 
v, Union (L21) Ill +28 10-5 45 l 18.1 37 .8 32.S 35 .1  '° 
Proprietary entries 
Brand il!ntrx 
Priz.eT-Clemens ex 114 9-21 41 1 13.9  31.3  38.5 34.9 
Land O ' Lakes G0-42 9-21 33 l 15 .7  36 .5 4S .O 35.7 40.7 39.5  38 .2 
FFR 1 1 17 9-21 37 l l S .4 34.6 
As grow A 2575 9-22 42 l 14.9 36 .0 
Peterson-Pioneer 2477 9-22 42 l 15.2  JS.l  
Pfizer-C lemens 2.eit-75 (B) 9·22 44 l lS.2  29.0 49.l 34.S 
Pfizer-Clemens 12 i:! (B) 9-22 40 l 16 .2 39.9 
Jfizer-Clemens ex 282 9-22 37 l 15.3 29.l 
Pfizer-Clemens CB 188 ()) 9-22 42 l 13.9 32.5 
Pfizer-Clemens ex 1ss 9-22 41 l 14.3 37 .9 
Pfizer-Clemens ex 175 9-22 42 l 14.0 36 • .S 
Pfizer-Clemens E23-l4 9-22 40 l 1 7 . 7  33 .9 
Land O ' Lakes G0-44 9-23 43 1 13.7 37.0 
Peterson-Pioneer 3 1 00 (B) 9-23 41 1 14.8 39.l 38.5 32.4 35 .4  
Peterson-Pioneer lOSP (B) 9-2J 45 l 15 .l  39.0 35.6 38.0 36.8 
Table 3 2 (continued). elk Point, SD 
Northrup, King S 1492 9·23 
As grow A 2440 9-24 
As grow A 2656 9-24 
Land O'Lakes Dixon 9·25 
Northrup, King S 1474 9-26 
Northrup, King Multivar 51(8) 9-26 
Northrup. King Multivar 6l(B) 9-26 
Peterson-Pioneer 2877 9-26 
Pfizer-Clemens ex 276 9-26 
Pfizer-Clemens t.94-7 9-26 
As grow A 3001 9-29 
FFa 1050 9·29 
Sexauer sx 28 9-29 
FFR 224 10·1 
Sexauer sx 32 10-7 
39 l 15.2 
40 1 14.2 
42 1 17 .2  
41 l 14.5 39.8 
40 l 16.2 34.3 
43 l 16.4 
44 l 17  .4 
43 l 15.6 
45 l 16.9 
41 l 19.3 
44 1 20.2 
37 l 17.8 
39 I 15.9 
40 1 17.2 
45 1 15.9 
26.4 
38.8 
40.6 38.4 
42.8 39.9 
.:'+5 .4 -.3.5 
38.9 38.8 
34.6 
42.9 
42.7 
39.9 
33.7 
37 .4 38.0 
36.1 39.8 
38.9 
39.1 
39.5 
38.2 
36.0 
41.2 
37 .2  
4 1 .6 
39.5 
38.S 
34 .5 
39.4 
36.0 
38.6 
39.8 
38.8 
38.1 
40.7 
g; r :- i:'1;t;d-1; ;rde; ;f-�t:r7't1 1n-1i11 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Me;;n:- ;,-;. - - 31:-2- -
- - - - - - - - -
2 - Maturity Group from USDA c lassification: 1&11� early to mid-season CV - 1. 14.2 
IIl•full season to late at Elk Point LSD (.05) N.S. 
3 - Expe-cted relative maturity at this site compared to Swift when not 
exposed to a killing frost. 
4 - Shattering potential :  l=no loss, 2=up to si, 3•5-lOt, 4=10·20t, 
5=20?;. or more. 
(lt) • Blend 
PERFORMANCE OF HERBICIDES IN CORN AND SOYBEANS 
W .  E .  Arnold and L .  J. Wrage 
Herbicide demonstration plots make it possible to compare labeled herbicide 
treatments availa61e to growers . These demonstration plots are used primarily 
for observation purposes by tour groups or individuals throughout the season. 
The plots are also evaluated for weed control . The treatments are based on re­
sults obtained in previous years' screening tests. 
Methods 
The plot area was fall plowed and tandem disked and harrowed in the spring. 
The soil was fine and firm. Preplant and preemergence treatments were applied 
on the corn and soybean plots on May 18. Post-emergence treatments were applied 
June 7 .  All herbicides were applied w:fth a plot sprayer using 20 gpa water. 
Preplant treatments were incorporated imnediately with two tandem diskings set 
to cut 5-6 inches deep (except Cobex--3-4 in . )  and harrowed . Pioneer 3709 corn 
or Corsoy soybeans were planted in 30 inch rows on May 18 . Rainfall occurred the 
day after planting, totaling nearly two inches within 5 days after planting. 
Weed pressure was moderate. Annual grasses included green and yellow foxtail . 
Annual broadleaves most common were rough, smooth and prostrate pigweed and lambs­
quarters . Th.e plots were not cultivated. 
Results 
The performance of corn and soybean herbicide treatments in 1977 is pre­
sented in the following tables. A 3-year (1975, 76, 77) average is included as 
a measure of consistency. Plots were evaluated June 30. Visual weed control 
estimates reported are an average of ratings made at two locations in each plot. 
Several herbicide treatments provided outstanding weed control as many treat­
ments provided over 95% control. Combination or overlay treatments provided a high 
degree of grass and broadleaved weed control. The excellent performance can be 
attributed to several factors that were highly favorable for soil-applied herbi­
cides . The soil was fine, level and tilled just prior to treatment . Ample 
rain fall was received soon after application. The weed species present are con­
sidered to be susceptible to many of the herbicides . Differences in broadleaved 
control would be greater if more troublesome broadleaved weeds such as velvetleaf 
or cocklebur would have been present . General weed control would have been reduced 
if the soil would have been llDDpy or covered by plant residue or if rainfall had 
been less or delayed for several days after treatment . 
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Table 33. Corn Herbicide Demonstration Plots. 1977 
Treatment 
PB.EPLANT INCORPORATED 
Check 
Eradicane 
Eradicane + Atrazine 
Eradicane + Bladex 
Sutan+ 
Sutan+ 
Sutan+ + Atrazine 
Sutan+ + Bladex 
AAtrex/Atrazine 
Check 
PREEMERGENCE 
AAtrex/Atrazine 
Bladex 
Ramrod/Bexton/Propachlor 
Lasso 
Dual 
Prowl 
Lasso + Atrazine 
Lasso + Bladex 
Lasso + Banvel 
Dual + Atrazine 
Prowl + Atrazine 
Prawl + Bladex 
Prawl + Banvel 
Ramrod + Atrazine 
POST-EMERGENCE 
Atrazine + oil 
Bladex 
(Ramrod-pre)& 2 .4-D amine 
(Ramrod-pre}& Banvel 
(Ramrod-pre)& 2,4-D + Banvel 
Check 
Gr • annual grasses 
Bdlf • annual broadleaved weeds 
lb/A a .i. 
4 
4 + 1 
4 + l� 
4 
6 
4 + 1 
4 + l� 
2� 
2� 
3 
5 
3 
3 
2 
2 + 1 
2 + l� 
2 + � 
2 + 1 
1� + 1 
1� + 1� 
!Ji. + 3/8 
4 + l 
l� + 1 
1� 
� "' 
� + lt 
6 2  
Percent Weed Control 
6l30£17 3-Yr. Avg . 
Gr Bdlf QI. M!!. -
0 0 0 0 
99 90 98 92 
99 99 
98 99 
82 78 90 79 
95 75 
94 99 95 98 
96 95 92 95 
78 99 87 99 
0 0 0 0 
75 99 78 96 
92 96 90 91 
98 90 98 86 
99 98 99 92 
99 98 
90 95 92 90 
99 99 99 99 
99 99 98 99 
99 98 98 98 
99 98 
93 99 
94 99 
90 96 
99 99 98 99 
60 99 73 98 
84 98 80 94 
99 99 
98 99 
99 99 
0 0 0 0 
Table 34 . Soybean Herbicide Demonstration Plots. 
Treatment 
PREPLANT mcoRPORATED 
Check 
Treflan 
Cof>ex 
Tolban 
Basalin 
Prowl 
Vernam. 
Treflan + Sencor/Lexone 
Treflan + Sencor/Lexone 
PREPLANT INC. AND PRE 
Treflan & Sencor/Lexone 
Treflan & Sencor/Lexone 
Treflan & Lorox 
Treflan & Modawn 
PREPLANT INC. AND POST 
Treflan & Basagran 
Check 
PREEMER.GENCE 
Amiben 
Lasso 
Lasso + Sencor/Lexone 
Lasso + Maloran 
Lasso + Lorox 
Lasso + Modown 
Lasso + Amiben 
Lasso + Pre�merge 
Lasso + CIPC 
An tor 
Mo down 
Sencor/Lexone 
PREEMERGENCE & POST 
Lasso & Basagran 
Lasso & Dynap 
Check 
Gr = annual grasees 
Bdlf � annual broadleaved weeds 
lb/A a.i .  
3/4 
Js 
l 
1 
1\ 
2� 
3/4 + 3/8 
3/4 + � 
3/4 & � 
3/4 & 3/8 
3/4 & 1 
3/4 & 2 
3/4 & 1 
3 
3 
2 + � 
2 + 1� 
2 + 1 
2 + 2 
2 + 2 
2 + 4� 
2 + 3 
3 
2 
� 
2 & 1 
2 & � 
( 3  
1977 
Percent Weed Control 
6/30_1_77 3-Yr. Avg. 
Gr !ldlf Gr .!91! -
0 0 0 0 
86 83 93 86 
87 84 93 86 
89 84 94 85 
89 85 
87 85 
85 84 89 81 
88 86 94 90 
80 75 
97 97 98 97 
96 96 
87 85 94 9 1  
91 97 96 97 
86 91 93 92 
0 0 0 0 
94 93 95 87 
99 96 98 85 
99 99 97 94 
98 99 
96 96 96 89 
97 95 
97 97 
91 86 94 84 
96 96 
94 20 
25 95 52 92 
84 90 87 93 
99 98 
96 93 
0 0 0 0 
FOLIAR FERTILIZATION OF SOYBEANS 
R. Jay Goos, P. Carson, F. Shubeck, B. Lawrensen 
Introduction 
Work in other states has shown that soybean yields were 
increased by spraying N, P, K, and S fertilizer on the plant 
foilage during the seedfilling stages of growth. The 1976 
experimental work in South Dakota using this approach did not 
produce yield increases. Four soybean foliar fertilization 
experiments were established at the Southeast Farm in 1977. The 
purpose, methods and results of each experiment will be discussed 
separately. 
The four experiments were located at 
'li-bor·� =dlt .,• elci}" l�a.Iil._ '.r .. :J:ic.r ,. sei: . .s  d'-t! 
drain� s::.il.u :o:n11� r_:icm sil1:y m.a-cer.iuls 
soil t�:iT .,ccl1ieE f� t1w !!l.'..ptll)im£rrt.a.1 r,,e 
the same site on a 
d�p .. '"lal!�N l.e '.l wil! 
i:,ve-1" gTa�iiJJ . i;,.il.J,... Tho 
•,·,Ulc� GS :rollc,ws : 
Texture Or�ani� 'ia r !!r Lbs/Acre p lbs/ Acre K � E - � -
Silty 3.7% 35 770 6.6 1 .  7 
clay (high) (high) (high) (slight- (nonsaline) 
loam ly acidic) 
These tests are all high, so soil fertility should not be 
a limiting factor in plant growth. 
The row width was 30 inches. Herbicide used in all experiments 
was Lasso II banded. Weeds were not a factor in the growth of 
these soybeans. All spray applications were made after 6 : 00 P. M. 
or before 9: 00 A.M. 
I. Foliar fertil ization Variety Trial 
Objective 
1. Determine the response of soybean varieties to foliar 
fertilization. 
Methods 
1. Six varieties commonly grown were treated with foliar 
fertilizer. These varieties were : Iiodgson, Harcor,  
Corsey, Wells,  Wayne , and Calland. 
2. Split-plot design with 3 replications was used.  Half of 
each plot received three equal (25 gallons of solution 
each time) applications of foliar fertilizer. Total 
nutrient application per acre (sum of all three applications) 
�a� 7 r  l� -r N 1 J." -=s ?105 1 :a lcs :,t .<,, ·J =nd. 1l.. l.Lsa. e1t" 5- .  
3. Sour-ce :.f nutric.!!7:S w-;:;_ �-.=:. , ponr:.rl!DIJ poly-uhe,=-pha .�� 11 
and potassium sulfate. Tween 80  surfactant was added at 
o.1i. 
4.  The first application was made on each variety when tiny 
seeds were beginning to form at the top four nodes of the 
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Results 
plant (growth stage RS ) * ,  and at weekly intervals until 
three applications had been made. 
The effect of foliar fertilization of six soybean varieties is 
presented in Table 3 5. All experiments have experimental error. 
The experimental error is estimated by the Least Significant 
Difference (LSD).  Differences between treatments were not as 
great as the LSD value. Since the difference in yield due to 
treatments are less than the LSD, it is concluded that application 
of foliar fertilizer did not increase the yield of any of the 
varieties used in this experiment in 1977 at this location. 
II. Foliar Fertilizer Formulation Trial 
Objectives 
1. Determine if source of nutrients makes a difference in 
foliar fertilizer yield response. 
2. Deter�ine if source of nutrients makes a difference in 
the amount of leaf burn induced. 
Methods 
1. Three different foliar spray solutions were mixed. Each 
had an analysis of 10% N,  2.4% P2o5, 4 .0% K2o ,  and o.6% s .  
2. Nutrient materials used were: 
Formula -1- urea, potassium polyphosphate, potassium sulfate. 
Formula -2- urea, potassium nitrate, 11-3 7-0 liquid, ammonium 
sulfate. 
Formula -3- urea, 11-3 7-0 l iquid, ammonium sulfate, and 
potassium chloride. 
All three formulas contained .1% Tween 80 surfactant. 
3.  Three applications rates were used for each spray 
application: o ,  2 5, and 3 7.5 gallons per acre. This 
level of spraying was repeated twice, so every plot 
received a total of o ,  50, or 75 gallons per acre of each 
of the formulas 1,  2 ,  or 3 .  
4. The first application was made when the plants were in 
growth stage RS, and the second applicatio n · was made a 
week later. 
S .  Randomized complete block design with three replications 
was used. 
6. Leaf burn was measured by visual rating. 
7. The soybean variety used was a Corsey/Chippewa 64 blend. 
Results 
The effect of th!ee foliar fertilizer formulations on soybean 
yields is presented in Tabl e 3 6. The effects of the three formulations 
on yield were similar. The rates of the three formulations did 
not increase the yields. All differences in yield were less than 
the estimated experimental error. 
* Fehr, W. R., et a�. 1971, Stage of Development descriptions for 
soybeans Crop Science 11: 9 29��31. 
6·5 
All the formulations induced equal amounts of leaf burn. 
The first 25 gallon per acre caused death of less than 2\ of the 
leaf tissue and the 37.5 gallon per acre application caused less 
than 5% leaf area injury. 
III. Sucrose Additive Trial 
Ghj ec.tives 
1. Determine if sucrose reduces leaf burn when used as a 
foliar fertilizer additive. 
2. Determine if sucrose promotes yield response to foliar 
fertilization. 
Methods 
1. Three rates of foliar fertilization and three rates of 
sucrose additive were compared in a 3 X 3 factorial 
exper..:.ment. 
2. The three fertilizer rates were: O, 25, and 50 gallons/Acre 
applied at each time of application. 
3. The three sucrose rates were : O, 25, and S O  pounds per 
acre dissolved in the liquid fertilizer. 
4. Fertilizer analysis was 10-2.4-4.0- . 6 .  Sources of 
nutrients were urea, potassium polyphosphate, and potassium 
sulfate. Tween 80  was the surfactant a t  .1%. 
S .  The above rates of fertilizer were applied at each of 
two application dates. Thus, every plot received O, 50 
or 100 gallons per acre of foliar fertilizer and either 
0, SO, or 100 lbs per acre of sucrose. 
6 .  l'he- cu.:tiva:r .lD..h :! Corsoy/Ch.ippcwa ill al�J">.d . Tlri.s 
@XpL:! r!ni�n t WAS l"�p l ii:&.::-�·= u r ffl.l!B • 
7 .  Leaf burn was estimated with a visual rating. 
Results 
The effect of foliar fertilization and sucrose on leaf burn 
is shown in Table 37. 
Sucrose reduced leaf burn, from 12.S to 7.St at the 50 gallon 
per acre rate and from 32.5 to 18.8% a t  the 100 gallon rate. No 
significant yield boost was evident from the sucrose treatments 
as shown in Table 3 8 .  
The heaviest fertilizer rate significantly depressed yields, 
as shown in Table 39. This was due to the amount of leaf burn induced. 
Sucrose does reduce leaf burn, as has been shown in other 
studies. However, the burn-reducing qualities of sucrose do not 
promote foliar fertilization yield response. 
6 6  
IV. Yield Increase Trial 
Ootective 
1. To determine if a soybean yield increase to foliar 
fertilizer can be detected. 
Methods 
1 .  All other foliar fertilization experiments at the 
Southeast Farm have lorked at yield of foliar fertilizer 
with other factors (va�ieties, formulations, or additives). 
This experiment used the most successful treatments 
developed at other universities and was replicated 12 
times to minimize experimental error. 
2. The treatments were as follows: 
2 25 0 
3 0 25 
4 25 25 
3. Fertilizer analysis 10 -2. 4-4.0-. 6. Source of nutrients 
was: urea,  potassium polyphosphate, and potassium sulfate. 
The surfactant was .1% Tween 80.  
4. Soybean variety was a Corsey/Chippewa 6 4  blend. 
5. The first application was made when the plants reached 
growth stage RS, and the second application was made a 
week later. 
6. Randomized complete block design was used. 
Results 
The effect of foliar fertilization of soybeans is found in 
Table 40 , The calculated experimental error ( 2 . 3  Bu/Acre) was 
quite low. Treatment 2 did give a statistically significant 
yield boost of 3.2 bushels per acre t or, approximately a 10 
yield increase. It is not known why only treatme nt 2 gave = yield 
response. 
It should be remembered that this response was not achieved 
in other e xperiments, and that the magnitude of this response was 
not l arge e nough to pay for this treatment. 
Summary 
Six f�li-� f�t!ll= tion of _oyht::-r,� Y.pe�im nt� � � c-on!luutea 
:S r1 '.l.- 9 7  6 arta 1.63, 7 .  Fi.vs. of tl-2:ttl:e �>:p r i.rne.r t:s �howad nQ y4'..:,J 11.1 
bcn�fit-.  n ... - ·p.erimf!.J1t s .. h.:tH·!I?i a mal l  vi�ld .benefl- ( 3 . 2  B11/Acir:;1} . 
On "'h� LJ...uti .J f  c?-.i= :-ea-�ea=t �.in I f11...:t" ==-u-r -'i! t j .!.2:-..::tieor ; "Je-rch 
in South Dakota, the value of foliar fertilization of soybeans 
using the techniques now available,  is questionable. The responses 
achieved in Iowa and Minnesota have not been duplicated u nder 
South Dakota conditions. 
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Table 35 .  Effect of Foliar Fertilization on Yield of Soybean Varieties 
't!� ..... uj! �:-t.=. 
Variety Not Foliar ?,ar, 11��;� faliJl� Tartilized 
Hodgson 
Hare or 
Corsoy 
Wells 
Wayne 
Cal land 
LSD (. 05) = 6.2 Bu/Acre 
c . v .  = 11. 7\ 
30  
28 
26 
29 
3 0  
3 1  
27 
28 
26 
3 4  
31 
29 
Table 3 6. The Effect of Three Foliar Fertilizer Formulati ons 
on Sovbea-r1 Yi�l� s .  s�-th�s� Ya�m.. 1 91 : .  
Soybean 
Treatment Formula Yield 
[Bu/Acre) 
CHECK-No fertilizer treatment 29.7 ------------------------------------------------------------...--
2 applica tions of 25 
gall ons/Acre each 
Formula 1 
Formula 2 
Fo!"mula 3 
3 2.9 
3 2.l 
31.2 --------------- -------------------------------------"-------------------
2 applications of 37 . 5 
gallons/Acre each 
Formula 1 
Formula 2 
Formula 3 
29.8 
3 0 . 0  
3 0 . l  
LSD (.05) = 4.7 Bu/Acre - no significant differences 
c . v .  = 8 , 6% 
Table 3 7. The Effect 
Leaf Burn" 
Tc ?i1 ltite 0..1 
Foliar Fertilizer 
(gal/acre) 
0 
0 
0 
50 
50 
50 
100 
100 
100 
of Foliar Fertilization and Sucrose on 
Southeast Farm� 1977. :' :.U...:... ff�te o­
Sucrose 
(lb/ac) 
0 
50 
100 
0 
s o  
100 
0 
s o  
100 
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Leaf Purn 
(visual rating) 
(%) 
0 
0 
0 
12 
12 
8 
3 3  
28 
19 
Table 38 . The Effect of Sucrose on Soybean Yields, SE Farm, 1977 
tA"�· 1 � ;  -=11.J. rer"Cili2c!"" A =lli:::ai:i::onr. l 
t)Ta Suer:;�� 
Application 
(lb/Acre) 
0 
50 
100 
c . v .  = 9 . 8 % 
LSD { .O S )  = 2.6 bu/Acre 
No significant differences 
•· e:a 
Yield 
(Bu/Acre ) 
2 6  
2 6  
27 
Table 39. The Effect of Foliar Fertilizer Rate on Soybean 
Yields, Southeast Farm, 1977. 
(Average of all Sucrose rates) 
Total**  Foliar 
Fertilizer Application 
(Gallons/ Acre) 
0 
5 0  
100 
Soybean Yield 
(Bu/Acre ) 
28 
27  
24 * 
* 
** 
This treatment is significantly lower than the check. 
reduction was greater than the experimental error. 
Sum of two individual applications. 
c . v .  : 7 . 0% 
LSD (.OS )  = 1.9 Bu/Acre 
Table 40. Effect of Foliar Fertilization on Soybean Yields 
Yield 
Treatment No. 
P.c�� �t ::,-2 . 4-� . o- . �  an
r;
ie� 
1st. a:-'pil_..i -::.Ion irtl d_ll �.::dtion 
(gal/acre) (gal/acre) 
Soybean Yield 
( bu/acre) 
l 
2 
3 
4 
0 
25 
0 
2 5  
0 
0 
25 
2 5  
30 
3 3 *  
30 
3 1  
6 This treatment yield was statistically higher than the check ( .OS ) .  
LSD (.OS) = 2.3 Bu/Ac�e 
c . v .  = 9 . 0 % 
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ALFALFA VARIETY TRIAL 
G .  L .  Holborn, J.  G.  Ross ,  T .  J.  Heilman 
The alfalfa variety trial includes 49  entries replicated 
three times .  The plot was seeded May 2 ,  1974 , which followed a 
preplant application of eptam and 10-3 0-0 (N-P-K) .  Subsequent 
years a 0-90-30 (N-P-K) fertilizer was applied . Experimental 
cle!idgn · ... -ae -cri';!.lL la- rrl�. I� ,,.,a :i ..-�=d with =i V -B.r-1. r ::iru..t 
! . n p1ot 11 � f�� wir.!E -and 20  fee-:: i.onr: k 
Mean yields ranged from .82  to 1. 21 tons per acre under a 
one harvest regime in 1975. Because of the drought , no harvests 
were made in 197 6 .  In 1977 two harvests were taken. It should be 
noted that in 1977 the first harvest contributed on an average only 
3 0  percent of the total yield. This harvest was made the first 
week in June and moisture was inadequate prior to this harvest . 
However , subsequent above average rainfall pro-Qted vigorous re­
srcwtl , :'=i...;_1 me.� yi:alJ.:6 ;:-a.ngcd !'::-om l . fi:j -:-c :: . 03 "!on.: De-r ac!"1! . 
ila:l..o!'! .i....""L.:. V-:erna_ 'io·t.;.r- -71.i; - r: yi<lriing v-.a_r_ -if·s L, •,h"- t� t _n 
1977.  Vernal yielded significantly more than Saranac and Kanza 
among the publicly released varieties and significantly more than 
24 of those 4 2  privately released . Table 41. 
Statistical values are listed below : 
Percent 0.\. � r. 0:,2 !'�ns er ,i.r;::t' � 
Stand :. 9-· .s 19.77 
1976 1 Cut 2 Cut 
Mean 98 0.99  1 . 88  
LSD C O . OS )  ns 0 . 14 0 . 1 6  
c . v .  ' 2 9. 0 0  6 . 0 0  
7 0  
Table 41. Alfalfa Variety Trial 
Percent Oven .!lr't '!ons eer Ac:r� 
Stand 1§1 lH7T 
Source Entrv 1976 1 Cut 2 cut 
Acco 235 99  1. 00 1.96 
Acc o 4 36 99 .87 1.70 
As grow Aztec 99 .98 1.8 8 
As grow Kodiak 99 1.02 1 . 77 
Barz an Flandria 98 . 89 1.73 
Bax,zan Norseman 98 1 .16 1 . 83 
Cal/West Bonus 99 • 96 1.76 
Cal/West Vista 99 . 85 1.96 
DeKalb 131 97 .95 1. 82  
DeKalb 1 23 96 1 . 0 2  1. 8 9  
DeKalb 1 5 3  99 .91 1. 71 
FFR Tempo 99 . 95 1 . 81 
FFR Weevelchek 99 1.11 1.97 
Farm Seed Research A-9 99 .89 1. 95 
Farm Seed Research A-37 99 .99 1 . 88 
Farm Seed Research A-40 99  .96 1. 9 2  
Jacques J-60 98 1.03 1. 8 5  
Jacques J-70 99 .84 1. 8 2  
Jacques JX-80  99 . 98 1. 8 6  
Land O ' Lakes-Felco Valor 99 1.09 2.06 
Land O ' Lakes-Felco Pacer 97 1.06 1. 98 
Northrup, King Glacier 99  .8 2 1. 78 
Northrup,King Thor 99 1.04 1 . 88 
Northrup,King Warrior 97 .93 1. 8 5  
J. c .  Robinson Gold n'  Pure 99 .91 1 . 80 
North American PB Anchor 98 .87 2.01 
North American PB Nugget 99 1.08 1. 9 2  
North American PB Titan 99 1.21 1. 97 
Sexauer A-7 97 • 93 1. 92 
Sexauer A-10 99 1.08 1.96 
Sexauer BH-22 99 1.14 1.99 
Security Langmeiller 97 .87 1.78 
Teweles Klondike 97 1. 0 2  1.88 
Teweles Superstan 97 .8 6 1.8 3 
Teweles \mericana 99 .8 6 1. 8 9  
Waterman-Loomis 215 99 1.06 1. 6 7  
Waterman-Loomis 216 99 1.08 1. 72 
Waterman-Loomis 318 99 .97 1. 61 
Waterman-Loomis 305 98 1. 09 1. 86 
Waterman-Loomis 307 9 9  .99 l .  92 
FFR Scout 9 7  1.11 1.8 9 
Funk ' s  G-777 98 .83 1. 76 
Agate 97 1.01 2.00 
Dawson 97 1.02 1.93 
Iroquois 97 1.03 1.90 
Kanza 97 . 96 1. 78 
Ladak 6 5  98 1 . 1 0 1. 97 
Saranac 9 9  .96 1. 8 6  
Vernal 97 1 . 14 2.05 
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Ohtl!l!tiv� 
ESTIMATING SOLAR RADIATION USING CLOUD DATA 
FROM GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITE 
J. K. Springborn 
Blackland Conservation Research Center 
Temple, Texas 
To know the spatial distribution of solar radiation throughout 
the GTP-at Plu1n� (t}  f�r u�e :n 1����-��dl� � e.3 of p��e.ntj�­
ev,1pr:rr:.:Nlnsp.u0.a::-i-ru1 n.ncl pho-coGyrr:he.sis. ( 2 )  In .orid�r tt.3 Jmvrt.,ve· c"hr..c 
aeu.:.ur-�u.-: �,· o:= �l"�pfor-eca.st .ing ood� .s for crops such as corn, wheat, 
cl.-nti :S0-1" g hum • 
Methods 
On June 1, 1977, NOAA-NESS began recording estimates of cloud 
co·er ( % )  and optical brightness for SO -km square grid patterns for 
th� Great Plains. These estimates were recorded by satellite about 8 
times daily. This test ran through August 15, 1977. 
Puring chi� t�st P-��od 5 gr��nd truth solar radiation data 
i,M:: .. r-s r'!CD:'"<ied dt tu:,url�1 .ia1.e�:· 'teu :L--:i: .... rv.: . .  a: ·-: -a:ppr-,.:,.x.i..ma1:t!.J ..y -5 C' 
loe,.""1.::-ion!: i::ht•ou_ghoU't the G�e-irt Pl.n..!.ns. !\..-.=r-::y ; ":h�se P:'ll' i!.noma-r.a"tl 
i nsra.J.....L.&.l. •!ons wer.--. t?-t up on ie_ t'i!nlpo;·u-:-- bcisi-::; C :or the. :hn:"a-=tion 
o.f t:h.s i:e:t) b'- Ll=}.-J.ind : <; 1·a..r� Center at Temple, Texas .  
Cooperating State and Federal agricultjral experiment and extension 
centers provided the sites and personn2l who helped insure that the 
units operated properly for the entire length of the study. One 
of these installations was located at � he S.E. South Dakota 
Experiment Farm. 
Remarks 
In exchange for cooperation received, Blackland has provided 
each cooperaTing center with a copy of the ground truth data taken 
at that loca�ion. The data is listed according to location number 
by Julian date and represents daily totals of solar radiation measured 
in langleys/ day (cal cm-2 ) .  
'rnis Ls.. t..-arl.el"'aliy i.:mvjnt.f prcig:IYam beintt con.ctuc ..... � by 't?ffl 
Ji..gr1.:u .ltu..r•a1 . :r:;'='S>1ii!'c::...n Se.rvir.:� - t'SDA .!..rt caoprar;3 ti,, wi..-"h ""ti1, llatl'Jnul 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration - U.S. Department of Conunerce. 
Conclusions 
Th� groe�nu -rrutn dat� eoll�tt�d this SUrn!Tffir �il.1 p�ov�je a.n 
�x�- �nt �or;:ipa:I'.i!;cn t!Lfininet i;M 1..Lf"e.4. ll:tE da-::a. .:..I"t°hC!iJgl, -:a p,::eU;dnar_;• 
e1q,1.e,e1lnrent �l:!lritlul!ti:J du..ri:r1g De..!sr.ib,:: 1 Q7e- �� Sil.Jlotn J,crurl.:., .uH ... lnl.:d�es 
·r.-o :b2 uubj ecit �-!'.! ..Af\KE cr-r.c:ir-:i 1 e.s;>;.:ially for partly cloudy conditions ,  
daily est-1.ma�s of _sc:..i..l1 t'a!li�r� n �an be made with reasonable 
accuracy. 
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UTILIZATION OF DROUGHT-STRICKEN CORN AS SILAGE 
G. Kuhl, L. Embry, C. Carlson and F. Shubeck 
Corn silage is a very versatile and palatable feed that fits well into 
many cattle feeding programs . Because of insufficient rainfall in several 
areas of the country in recent years, many additional acres of corn have 
been en.siled due to the low potential yield of grain. Harvesting drought­
stricken corn as �ilage results in at least partial salvage of the crop. 
Many fa:nners have expressed concern about the nutritional value of drought­
damaged corn silage and how it can be best incorporated into feedlot 
rations for optimal performance and maximal economic return. 
Corn silage typically contains a considerable portion of grain. 
However, the a1DOunt of grain in silage may vary from essentially none 
for a severely drought-stricken crop to as much as 50% of the silage 
dry matter from a high-yielding corn crop. In view of the large 
difference in energy values of corn fodder and corn grain, the energy 
values of silage-based rations would be expected to be influenced to a 
considerable degree by the proportion of grain in the corn silage. However. 
when the corn plant fails to produce ears, or when grain yield is markedly 
reduced, there is some concentration of available nutrients in the stalk 
and leaves . Even though much research has been conducted with corn 
silage fed to growing and finishing cattle, questions still remain as to 
the most appropriate amount of additional corn grain to feed with silage. 
especially when the silage contains minimal amounts of grain. 
The objective of this study was to examine the response of feedlot 
cattle to various levels of added corn grain when fed whole-plant silage 
from drought-stricken corn. 
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Procedures 
Si:xty-four yearling Hereford-Angus steers averasing about 550 lb. 
were purchased through a feeder cattle auction market for the experiment 
initiated on February 17 ,  1977. The cattle were allotted into 8 pens of 
8 head each on the basis of shrunk weight obtained after an 18-hour 
stand without feed and water. 
Four experimental treatments representing different levels of added 
cracked corn were studied, With 2 pens assigned to each treatment. The 
4 experimental rations were as follows : 
D!:f Matter Basis As Fed Basis 
Treatment Corn Silase Corn Grain Corn Silage Corn Grain 
61  100% 100% 
12 75% 25% 88% 12% 
13 SO% SO% 72% 28% 
#4 25% 75% 46% 54% 
The corn silage was from drought-stricken corn With an estimated 
grain yield of about 4-5 bushels/acre and a silage yield of about 3-3.5  
tons/acre. Average dry matter content of the silage was about 34% with 
an average protein content of 10.9%, dry basis . The corn grain was 
purchased locally as needed. It averaged 13% moisture. 
A custom mixed 32% crude protein supplement was fed at the rate of 
2 lb. per head daily throughout the trial. The composition of the 
supplement was 18% ground corn, 68% soybean meal _(44% protein) , 7% di-
calcium phosphate, 2% limestone, 5% trace mineral salt and a source of 
vitamin A (10,000 IU/lb. suppl. ) and Rumensin. The level of Rumensin in 
the supplement was adjusted periodically in order to maintain the equiv-
alent of about 30 g. of Rumensin per ton of air-dry feed in all rations. 
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The cattle were vaccinated for blackleg, malignant edema and red 
nose ( IBR) and implanted with Synovex-S at the beginning of the experiment. 
The cattle on the 100% corn silage ration were full-fed silage from 
the beginning of the experiment, whereas the steers on the other treat­
ments were brought up to a full feed of grain and corn silage gradually. 
The increase to full feed on the high-grain (75% corn grain, dry basis) 
ration was accomplished over a 10-day period . The cattle were fed in open, 
sloped concrete lots without access to shelter. Daily feed records were 
kept on each pen. The cattle were weighed at monthly intervals throughout 
the trial. 
The experiment was terminated for each treatment group when their 
average full body weights approached 1150 lb. The cattle were marketed 
through a packing plant on a grade and yield basis such that individual 
carcass measurements could be obtained. 
Results 
The experimental results are presented in Table 4 2. Average final 
shrunk body weights were 1082. 1113.  1140 and 1106 lb. for the cattle fed 
100, 75, 50 and 25% of their ration dry matter as drought-stricken corn 
silage. 
Percent shrink resulting from the 18-hour stand without feed and 
water tended to be greater on the high-silage rations . 
As expected. cattle on the all-silage ration required the longest 
time (286 days) on feed� while the high-grain fed steers took the least 
time (208 days) . Average daily gain was proportional to the amount of 
added grain in the rations. 
The overall daily gains (based on shrunk initial and final body 
weights) of the 4 experimental treatments were 1 . 94, 2 . 24, 2 . 57,  
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Table 4 2 Utilization of Drought-Stricken Corn as Silage 
Percent Corn Silage in the Ration Dry Matter8 
100% 75% 50% 25% 
No. Aniizlals 16 16 16 16 
Days on Peed 286 260 238 208 
Initial Shrunk wt • •  lb. 521 529 529 530 
Final Shrunk wt. , lb. 1082 1113 1140 1 106 
Avg. Daily Gain, lb. 1 . 94 2 .24 2.57 2 .76 
Avg. Daily Ration: lb . :  
Corn Silage 53.7 42 . 7  30.4 14.4 
Corn Grain 5.8 11.8 16.5 
Suppl. 2 .0  2 .0  2 .0  2.0 
Feed/100 lb. Ge.in, lb. :  
Corn Silage 2771 1900 1186 524 
Corn Grain 251 461 596 
Suppl. 103 88 78 72 
Carcass Wt . ,  lb. 645 689 718 719 
Dressing P,a:ccent b 58. 1 59. 7 61.6 63.0 
Fat 'lbick:ne1s, in. 0 .67 0 . 82 0 .82 0.85 
Rib Eye Area. sq. in. 1 1 . 20 1 1 . 35 11 .88 12.25 
Yield Grade 3.63 4 .21 4 . 18  4.12 
Quality Gradec 19.2 20. 2  20.8 19.7 
8Balance of ration composed of cracked corn, 
supplement. 
plus 2 lb/head/day of 
bMeasured over rib eye between 12 and 13th rib. 
cl9•Low Oioice; 20-Avg. Choice 
1 6  
and 2 . 76 lb. for the 100, 75, SO and 25% corn silage rations, respectively. 
The daily gains achieved by the high-silage fed steers tended to fall 
off more sharply than that of their high-grain fed counterparts as the 
cattle approached finished weights. This observation appeared to be 
related in part to the erratic climatic conditions which only the high­
silage fed steers were exposed to in late fall. The cattle were also some­
what overfinished at  slaughter, as can be observed from the tabulated 
carcass data. The nutritional impact of carrying cattle too long is a 
substantially increased maintenance requirement for energy along with 
excessive fat deposition, thereby resulting in depressed terminal per­
formance. For example, the average daily gains (based on filled feedlot 
weights) achieved on the experimental rations up to mean body weights of 
1025-1050 lb. were 2 .30 ,  2 .46,  2 . 78 and 2 . 99 lb . for the 100, 75, 50 and 
25% corn silage rations , respectively. 
The average daily feed consumption results are shown in the table. 
Based on these data, the average dry matter intakes of the 4 sets of steers 
were 19. 54, 20.96, 22.12  and 20.93 lb. for the 100% through 25% corn 
silage rations, respectively . The amount of feed required per 100 lb. gain 
is also presented in the table. Using data of this type, one can calculate 
the feed costs per 100 lb. gain based on any given set of feed prices. 
For example, if we value drought-stricken corn silage at $15/ton, #2 corn 
at $2.00/bushel and the 32% protein supplement at $150/ton, including 
handling and processing, then the feed costs per 100 lb. gain in this 
experiment would have been $28.51, $30.03, $31 .21  and $30.62 for the 100, 
75, SO and 25% corn silage rations , respectively . 
The carcass results are shown at the bottom of the table. Dressing 
percent (warm carcass weight/final filled weight x 100) decreased with 
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increasing levels of corn silage in the ration, a result attributed 
primarily to the greater gut fill with increasing amotmts of roughage in 
the ration. Level of corn silage feeding appeared to have little influence 
on carcass fat thickness, rib-eye area, grade or yield grade independent 
of carcass weight differences resulting from ration treatment effects on 
dressing percent. The cattle on all rations graded an average of low 
choice or higher. Carcass maturity, firmness, rib-eye color, % kidney fat 
and the incidence of liver abscesses were not significantly related t o  the 
level of corn silage feeding. 
Summary and Conclusions 
Sixty-four yearling black-baldy steers (16 per treatment) were fed 
four rations consisting of 100, 75, SO and 25% corn silage (dry matter 
basis) , with the balance of the ration being made up of cracked corn, in 
order to examine the feedlot performance of cattle fed drought-damaged 
corn silage supplemented with various levels of added grain. All cattle 
received 2 lb. per head daily of a 32% protein meal in order to provide 
supplemental protein, minerals , vitamin A and Rumensin. 
Results of this experiment illustrate that good performance can be 
obtained by feeding drought-stressed corn silage to growing and finishing 
cattle. Average daily gain ranged from 1 . 94 lb. on the all corn s ilage 
ration to 2 . 76 lb. on the highest grain ration. �ased upon this experi­
ment and other studies conducted at this station and elsewhere, the feeding 
value of drought-stricken corn silage will usually be 75-95% that of normal 
corn silage, depending upon the length, timing and severity of drought 
damage. 'nlis indicates that while drought-stressed corn silage is low 
in grain content, a higher than normal amount of available energy must be 
7 8  
present in the stalks and leaves in order to support the level of performance 
observed. Thus, the major impact of drought conditions on the ensiled 
corn crop is that of reduced tonnage per acre and increased harvesting 
costs per ton rather than on decreased feeding value. 
Carcass measurements revealed little influence of level of added 
grain in the ration on carcass characteristics when differences in carcass 
weight were taken into account. 
'lhis experiment indicates that drought-damaged corn silage will likely 
be higher than normal in crude protein. Because of this, farmers are 
advised to have their corn silage analyzed for protein so that rations 
can be properly formulated with the minimal protein supplementation 
necessary. 
This study demonstrates that drought-stricken corn silage can be 
effectively utilized in feedlot rations as a means of salvaging a poor 
corn grain crop while at the same time permitting more complete feedlot 
utilization of the forage and grain from an acre of corn. 
7 9  
Objectives 
FORAGE FINISHING TRIALS 
V. Anderson and C. Dinkel 
1. Compare the performance of Exotic crossbred cattle finished on high 
concentrate vs. all forage rations . 
2. Compare the performance of British vs. Exotic crossbred cattle 
finished on an all forage ration, 
Method I Procedure 
lbe all forage trials were started on November 23, 1976 �hen 29 head of 
exotic cross and 1 7  head of British cattle were shipped to the S.E. Experiment 
Farm from Brookings. The concentrate trial was conducted at Brookings. 
All exotic cross cattle were produced by one Limousin sire artifically 
mated to Angus. Charolais. and Angus-Charolais crossbred cows at the SDSU 
Beef Breeding Unit. The straightbred British cattle were produced from 
natural and artifically mated cows at the SDSU Beef Unit. 
The forage vs. concentrate trial was conducted with half sib exotic 
cross cattle. Ten steers and 19 heifers were fed the all forage ration while 
40 steers and 30 heifers were fed the concentrate ration. One steer on the 
concentrate ration died. 
The British vs. exotic crossbred all forage trial compared 8 steers and 
9 heifers of British breeds with the 10 steer and 19 heifer exotic crossbreds. 
'lhe British bred animals had been subjected to some selection pressure. 
The forage fed animals were pen fed ad libitum in sax groups while the 
concentrate fed animals were individually fed ad lihitum. 
'lhe forage ration consieted of 75% corn silage (35.77% DH) and 25% alfalfa 
hay (18. 78% Protein) . The 1976 drought silage was estimated to yield 5-10 
bushels of corn per acre. 
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The initial concentrate ration consisted of 58% cracked corn, 20% 
ground alfalfa, 16% oats, 4% soybean meal and 2% Vitamin A premix. The 
steers and heifers were individually switched to a higher energy ration 
consisting of 83% cracked corn, 10% growid alfalfa, 5% soybean meal and 2% 
Vitamin A prelll.ix when they reached 700 lb. and 625 lb. respectively. Steers 
and heifers were fed for an additional 140 and 119 days respectively, 
prior to slaughter. 
The concentrate fed animals were slaughtered first and an attempt was 
made to slaughter the forage fed counterparts at the same weigh t .  The 
forage fed steers shrunk more than expected resulting in an 86 lb. difference 
in slaughter weight. (Table 4 3 ) .  
An atteznpt was made to slaughter the British animals when 80% would 
grade choice. Excessive shrink was experienced in British steers and heifers 
also. 
All animals were slaughtered at John Morrell and Company in Sioux Falls . 
The right half of each exotic crossbred carcass was shipped to the South 
Dakota State University Meat Lab for cutting into closely trimmed semi-bone­
less retail cuts. Retail cut yield for the two exotic crossbred groups was 
adjusted for differences in initial weight.  Carcass data from the British 
animals were collected at Morrell ' s  with the assistance of the USDA grading 
service. 
Results 
Results of the trials are shown in Table 4 3 • 
EGtit:. C:rt111Jjlbred Cattc_ant.rate va .. Forage 
The forage fed cattle gained 1 . 83 lb/day and 1 . 62 lb/day for steers 
and heifers respectively while the concentrate fed animals gained 2 . 46 lb/day 
and 2 . 26 lb/day for steers and heifers respectively. 
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Yield grade for forage fed carcasses averaged 1 . 3  for both steers and 
heifers . Concentrate fed cattle had an average yield grade of 1 . 4  and 1 . 2  
respectively for steers and heifers . 
Quality grade on forage fed carcasses averaged low good for steers and 
high standard for heifers.  Concentrate fed carcasses averaged low good for 
both steers and heifers . 
Bi:1t1Bb � .  Exotic Crossbred Ou All For11sc 
Exotic cross steers and heifers gained 1 . 83 lb/day and 1 . 62 lb/day 
respectively while British steers and heifers gained 1 . 64 lb/day and 1 . 40 
lb/day respectively . 
Yield grade averaged 1 . 3  for exotic steers and heifers while British 
carcasses yield graded 2. 3 and 1 . 9  for steers and heifers respectively 
indicating a higher percentage of fat on the carcass .  
Quality grade for exotic cross steers and heifers averaged low good 
and high standard respectively, while British carcasses averaged high 
good and low choice for steers and heifers respectively. 
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Table 4 3Forage Finishing Trial.a 
Ration Concentrate Forage Forage 
Breed Group Exotic Crose Exotic Croea British 
Steere 
No. head 39 10 8 
Initial wt. (lb.) 539 553 454 
Final wt. (lb.) 1105 1019 917 
ADG (lb/day) 2.46 1 . 83 1.64 
Lb. feed/lb. gain 6.34 24.85 27.52 
Lb. Tm/lb. gain 4.76 7.83 8.63 
Lb. TDN/lb. retail cut s .  73 8.78 
Avg. days on feed 230 255 319 
Dressing % 65.7 60.0 56.7 
Yield Grade 1.4 1 . 3  2.3 
Quality Grade G- G- G+ 
Heifers 
No. head 30 19 9 
Initial wt. (lb.) 510 545 409 
Final wt. (lb.) 894 887 734 
ADG (lb/day) 2.26 1 . 62 1 .40 
Lb. feed/lb. gain 6.78 24.75 28.27 
Lb. TDN/lb. gain 5. 25 7 . 76 8.87 
Lb. TDN/lb. retail cut 5.36 7.83 
Avg. days on feed 170 211  232 
Dressing % 65.4 59 .3  59.2 
Yield Grade 1. 2 1 . 3  1 . 9  
Quality Grade G- St+ Ch-
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ANIMAL WASTE MANAGEMENT AND CROP YIELDS 
M. L. Horton, R. E. Beyer, C. G. Carlson and J. L. Wiersma 
The animal waste management proj ect which was initiated on the 
Southeast Farm. during the fall of 1973 was continued through 1977. 
No additional field work is planned; however, a comprehensive comple­
tion report will be prepared prior to June 1978. 
Beef manure at rates up to 80 tons per acre was applied to field 
plots prior to the 1974 and 1975 growing season. No manure has been 
applied to the plots since 1975. During the 1974 through 1977 crop 
seasons , corn has been used as the test crop. Both silage and ear corn 
yields have been determined. 
Drought conditions during 1975 and 1976 drastically affected corn 
growth and yield. Improved rainfall during 1977 resulted in the best 
corn yields since initiation of the project. 
The field plots were planted on May 10, 1977, at a population of 
approximately 15 ,000 seeds per acre using Pioneer 3 7 0 9  seed. 
Insecticides and herbicides were used at the recommended rate. Starter 
fertilizer was used for all plots with additional fertilizer applied 
to the check plots at the recommended rate as determined by soil test. 
Plant heights were recorded on four dates as shown in the results. 
Leaf samples were collected from all plots on July 19 for chemical 
analysis. The leaf chemical analyses were performed by the Station 
Biochemistry Laboratory on the SDSU campus. 
The corn on the plots was harvested for silage on August 29 and 
for ear corn on September 28. 
The soil in all plots was sampled for chemical analysis on June 2 
and 3 ,  1977 and following harvest on November 21 and 22, 1977. Chemical 
analyses were performed by the Water Quality Laboratory on the SDSU 
campus. 
Results are reported under the following headings: 
I .  Plant Population and Heights 
II.  Leaf Analysis Results 
III. Silage and Grain Yields 
IV. Summary 
I .  Plant Population and Height 
The plant population at harvest for all treatments is summarized 
in Table 44 
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Table 4 � .  Plant (corn) Population at Harvest 
Population 
Treatment Plants/acre 
Check 13,542 
20L* Low salt 20 tons manure/acre/yr 13,542 
20H** High salt 20 tons manure/acre/yr 13,011 
40L Low salt 40 tons manure/acre/yr 13, 276 
40H High salt 40 tons manure/acre/yr 13, 808 
60L Low salt 60 tons manure/acre/yr 12,745 
60H High salt 60 tons manure/acre/yr 13, 276 
SOL Low salt 80 tons manure/acre/yr 13,808 
80H High salt 80 tons manure/acre/yr 13,276 
*Low salt treatments were O to 0 .25% NaCl added to the ration. 
**High salt treatments were 0 . 5  to 0 . 75% NaCl added to the ration. 
Plant populations were relatively uniform across all treatments. 
Although populations were generally low, no treatment affect is evident.  
Plant heights were determined on four dates during 1977--June 20 t 
July 7 ,  July 19 and August 5. The results are summarized in Fig. 5 .  
The trend on all four measurement dates was toward reduced plant 
heights with increased rates of applied manure. The 60 and 80 t/a 
treatment heights are statistically different from the check heights 
at the 95% probability level for all dates. At the last measurement 
date (August 5) all treatments had significantly reduced heights com­
pared with the check. 
II. Leaf Analysis Results 
Results of leaf analyses for water content, calcium, nitrogen, 
magnesium and potassium are shown in Table 4 5 .  Chemical results are 
reported as percent based on a moisture free sample. 
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u 
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'180 
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.a: 
0 ·-
• 90 :c 
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c 
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A. 60 
0 
Check 20-L 
� 6/20/77 
20-H 40-L 
117/7/77 
40- H  
Treatment 
60-L 60-H 
mJ 7/19/77 
80-L 80-H 
� 8/5/77 
Table 4 5 . Treatment Averages for Leaf Analyses 
Moisture Calcium Total N Magnesium Potassium 
% __ %  % % % 
Treatment AR. MF Mr' ME MF 
Check 74. 161 . 562 3.0283 . 3984 1. 6805 
21JL 74. 39 . 58 3 . 036 . 305 1. 950 
ion 74.43 . 61 3.058 . 290 1.938 
,..cu. 73 .54 .62 3. 168 . 310 1 .  795 
Unt 74 . 45 • 56 3.075 . 278 1.930 
601 74.26 . 49 3 . 135 . 300 2 . 023 
6CJH 75 . 89 • 55 3. 150 . 268 2 . 130 
am. 7 2 . 63 . 54 3 .210 . 330 1. 875 
aim 73. 19 .50 3. 160 . 298 2 . 013 
AR • as received 
MF 3 moisture free 
l�c tiD.J.fica.n� di.f!.e.renc::e:s b•cvo-an clntck arut treatment plots. 
lva. 1Gignl.f1.CQJ1t dt�fe..r-a�a b�tvl!_e:n c�ek and treatment plots. 
lau trucman� p-lot.s. except 201..1 20-H and tiOH significantly different 
fr-tmJ; chec'k a� 95% prcbabili..ey. 
4All r::ir-.mt!!Jll::rtt _plot:a- sigo:Lf.icaocly dltf-eront from check at 951. 
probability. 
5All treatment plots except 40L significantly different from check 
at 95% probability. 
No significant differences were found between the check and manure 
treatments for water content and calcium content. All treatment levels 
greater than 40 tons/acre resulted in significantly increased nitrogen 
contents at the 95% probability level. All treatments resulted in 
significantly reduced magnesiwu contents in the leaves as compared to 
the check. All treatments except the 40L treatment gave significantly 
increased potassium contents in the leaves as compared with the check. 
III. Silage and Grain Yields 
Silage yield results and statistical comparisons are shown in 
Table 4 6 .  
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Table 4 6  1977 Silage Yields in Tone Dry Matter/acre 
Check � 20 H iQ....1. iQ.J! 60 L 60 H !2..1:. 80 H - -
4 .43 4.50 4.31 4.04 3. 72 3.45 3.28 3. 72 3 . 24 
3.16 4. 38 4.47 3. 35 3 .  72 3.37 3.18 3.50 3.47 
4 .30 3.62 4.58 4.23  3.63 2.80 3 . 76 2.96 2.87 
4.05 4. 63 4 . 20 3.56 3. 77 3.12 3.11 3.37 2 . 65 
Ave. 3.99 4. 28 4 .39 3.80 3 .71  3.19* 3. 33* 3. 39* 3.06* 
*Plots significantly different from check at 95% probability. 
Silage yields were significantly less for 60 and 80 ton/acre treat­
ments when compared to the check at the 95% confidence level. 
Corn grain (ear) yields are shown in Table 47 • Statistical analysis 
gavt significant differences with reduced yields for 40 , 60 and 80 
ton/acre plots when compared to the check at the 95% confidence level. 
Table 4 7 1977 Corn Yields in Bu/acre 
Check 20 L 20 H 40 L 40 H 60 L 60 H 80 L 80 H - -
98.04 95.05 74.66 75. 59 65.33 67.08 52.31 64.86 51.29 
85.91 98.41 66. 70 64.08 80 . 40 75.53 66.98 59.00 51.21 
89.67 71.81 89.62 63. 72 64.82 56.81 79.46 40. 71 49.36 
71. 37 62. 74 79.25 44.33 62.09 57.18 47.65 44.18 46.89 
Ave. 86.25 82.00 77.56 61.  93* 68. 16* 64.15* 61.60* 52.19* 49.69* 
*Plots significantly different from check at 95% probability. 
IV. Summary 
1. Plant heights tended to decrease with increasing rates of applied 
beef manure. 
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2. icet w-11ci.t11: Jifpl.t.c.t.ion rate.s ex�ing t,Q �{gr:r:� a:pp� 
each year significantly reduced the yield of silage aud ear 
corn. The causes of the reduced yields are Ulleertain; however, 
increased soil salinity levels may be a contributing factor. 
3. C.[hen he.av:, 4,pplwt.t.o ' 
used in crop production, 
and soil nutrient levels 
levels. 
a:u@di.ng 20 emu/acre) a! wui.uri= M't:: 
careful monitoring of soil salinity 
is necessary to maintain crop yield 
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N + P + K STARTER FERTILIZER ON CORN AFTER FALLOW 
Ron Gelderman,  Burt Lawrensen, Fred Shubeck, 
Jay Goos, Robert Nettleton and Paul Carson 
=� has ll:een ahSl!l'lve-:! mrinv "'i::�s -c1'ia. �1.:i� corn on C ll or.'.1 
slo�d ::-he �:.; ;; z_•o1;ttn cf -.:i!'!\., !- t�s- Q-:_s---. !..�, � i:J;erved t....·11n 
the early growth of the corn can be improved by the applications 
of pl,tJ'$fJl4eir1..� 1,,,.1:1 . =h a. pl�ri .. E1"' ·qi!;;p ... J "'.: +'1 ter�i.:1� c.tt' ,chmenT .. 
't'bE am u.n t of p-hasphoT1us -:t�e-rl� to co�!"'e::::.-c tl'iu p.�tj"" ec!::"l)" gro-..J tli ls 
not known. 
Objectives 
1. To determine how muc h phosphorus is needed to improve 
the early growth of the corn grown on fallowed land. 
2.  To determine the cause of the poor early growth of the 
corn. 
3. To determine if combinations of N, P and K as starter 
fertilizers can have an effect on the yield of c orn. 
Methods 
1. The experiment was located on an Egan silty clay loam 
aom:h ..lf  -t-hi: oek� n\w.lt.L:ng ci"t "'tr.f"- SOL'. hec.SJ £x,Parimem:· 
f l."t""lih Egan soil-= :ar; d<!�!, =rin} ..l-e � 'H'rlll dra.i:ni.!.d .. <sil r:u 
c.::.aJ ::.o.u.r.is devtli:i� �n a ;5il.zy =a_µ -:>vnr g:.ar::...1-1 ,:;ill. 
Soi: -tests on &a.mp!-es ""ta.ken a-c �:.anti� ""i;nrL i::r as 
follows: 
Depth in N0
3
-N o .� .  p ?. Soluble 
iii A inches \ II /.4 # IA 1-1 dilution salts 
mmho/cm 
0-6 2 4  2.8 2 2  455 6.1 .48 
6-12 62 2.8 11 365 6 . 3  .53 
12-18 59 1. 9 5 280 6 . 9  . 53 
18-24 63 1. 5 6 3 0 0  7.2 . 55 
24-3 0  82 1. 3 9 285 7 .5 . 53 
3 0-36 79 • 8 13 2 65 7 . 6  . 53 
36-42 46 • 9 15 3 0 0  7 .  9 . 48 
42-48 34 . 6 11 280 8. 0 . 55 
Total ( 0-48" ) 449 
Total ( 0 - 2 4 11 ) 2 0 8  
t.Jir:..� itiHi found ir. the 1cop o-2u i.r-c.hcH ( .203N IA) at tna be.ginning 
or th-e growi� seas.on WrH.I �!!o:r�l. tc S\..1!,?ly -rhi:: neffii -S  rjf 1 DD bul A 
corn crop. The next 2 4  inc hes ( 2 4 -48") c ontained another 240 lbs of 
nitrate-nitrogen at  planting time. The phosphorus supply (22 lbs/A) 
was in t he medium range and the potassium supply 455 lbs/A was very 
high. 
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2. The land was fallowed in 1976 and disked just before 
planting. 
3. The fertilizer treatments were applied with a corn planter 
that places the fertilizer beside and below the seed. 
Approximately l 1/ 2 to 2 inches of soil separated the seed 
and the fertilizer. The fertilizer treatments used are 
listed below: 
Treatment Identification Rate of Fertilizer applied in 
No. lbs/A N + P?O� + 1<?0 
1 ,  N2P2K2 3 • 7 + 5 
2 �  N2P2K4 3 + 7 + 21 
3 .  N2P4K2 3 + 27 + s 
4- I N2P4K4 3 + 27 + 21 
;, . f,I -::i 'Y 12 + 7 + s 
G ,  i·r P2i<2 12 + 7 + 21 
7.  .. �';J2r .. 12 + 27 + 5 
a .  t�I: ;,4t11 12 + 27 + 21 
'_i.. · 1, "Ii 
9 .  N3P3K3 6 + 14 + 11 
10. N1P3K3 0 + 14 + 11 
11. N5P3K3 24 + 14 + 11 
12. N3P1K3 6 + 0 + 11 
13. N3P5K3 6 + 54 + 11 
14. N3P3K1 6 + 14 + 0 
15. N3P3K5 6 + 14 + 43  
16. N1P1K5 0 + 0 + 43 
17. N1P5K1 0 + 54 + 0 
18. N1PSKS 0 + 5 4  + 4 3  
1 9 .  N5P1K1 24 + 0 + 0 
20. N5P1K5 21.f + 0 + 4 3  
21 . N5P5K1 24 + 54 + 0 
22. N5P5K5 24 + 54 + 43  
23. N1P1K1 0 + 0 + 0 
24. N4P4K4 12 + 27 + 21 
In addition to the starter fertilizers used SS  lbs of nitrogen 
was applied as a broadcast application before planting. 
4.  The experimental design used was a composite. 
5. Weed Control. 
{ a) Aatrex broadcast on surface before planting. 
( b) Lasso II applied in a band at planting time. 
( c )  Two cultivations. 
Weed control was excellent. 
6. Soil insects were controlled by use of Furadan applied at 
planting time in a band. 
7. Variety used was Golden Harvest H 25 00. 
8. Corn was planted May 5 with John Deere tool-bar planters. 
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Row width was 30 inches and approximately 16, 000 seeds per 
acre were planted. 
9.  Corn was harvested by hand on October 13. Fifty feet of 
row was harvested for grain. 
10. Leaf samples were taken early in the season and at silking 
time. 
11. Weather for the production of corn was excellent. 
Results and Discussion 
Yields in bushels per acre of 15% moisture corn, percent 
moisture in the ears at harvest time, and plant population at 
harvest time are reported in Table 46. 
Grain yields were excellent - ranging from 100 to 134 bushels 
per acre. The highest yield was obtained on the plot receiving 
no additional fertilizer. On fallowed land , starter fertilizers in 
any combination did not increase the final yield in 1977. The 
experiment is on a site that did produce a yield increase when 
starter fertilizers were added in 1975. It should also be pointed out 
the growth differences due to treatments were observed early in the 
growing season. These growth differences appeared to be associated 
with added phosphorus. 
Grouping of yields by rates of application of various elements 
regardless of the accompanying element or elements provides a means 
of further evaluating these treatments. These groupings are shown 
in Table 47. The check yield (13q bu/A)  is included in these 
groupings. This data indicates that 6 lbs of NIA caused a small 
increase in yield. Higher rates of N caused a decrease. As the 
rate of added phosphorus increased, the yield decreased. Any rate 
of added potassium increased the yield 8 to 12 bu/A. Rates of the 
individual fertilizer elements had no consistent effect on the 
moisture content of the ears at harvest. 
This data can be further evaluated through the use of 3 dimensional 
diagrams which provide a means of seeing the relationships or 
interactions between 2 fertilizer elements on yield. Diagrams are 
included which show these relationships between N & P, N & K ,  and 
P & K. Figure 6 shows the relationship between N & P. In general, 
as the rate of phosphorus increased the yield decreased regardless 
of how much nitrogen was applied. Note a sharp line depicting the 
yield due to added phosphorus when no nitrogen was applied. This is 
considered to be due to experimental error. The addition of nitrogen 
caused a general decrease in yields when high rates of phosphorus were 
applied ; however, a small increase is shown with the lower rates of 
added nitrogen when no phosphorus was applied. The addition of starter 
phosphorus did produce a yield increase on this site in 1975. In 1975, 
the average June temperature was 3° below the long-time average 
(6 9.S ° F).  The 1 9 77 average June temperature was normal to slightly 
above. Thus, this data supports the earlier work of Shubeck reported 
in these annual reports, which showed that yield increases could be 
expected from starter fertilizer when the average June temperature 
is below normal and that either no yield increase or lower yields 
resulted from added phosphorus when the June temperatures are average 
to above average. 
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The nitrogen-potassium relationships or interactions are shown 
in r igur e.. 7 • I n,.:.r ea td .. n;; tl't..... r1.1. t itt of p :rt�=-s i um add-c d -i:. tl.R hl.g h r� 
of Add":Jrt ni,:rog1::n c.a.u__� -a 5Tllall yi£:..l..j l"\c.t'a:i.S-s, " ·,.,·bcre:a..s ; whc..n no 
ni"rr1'g1;.:1 war. c:u.ld.�cl i:narr.::zu1 f cg "h.a re.te of added potassium decreased 
-:-he yieli:il . Inc.r,-s�e:r ng the r..a1.·� �:: added nitrogen reduced the yield 
lll'!."esp!i!�dv!! o-r -h= Gmcunt "'.,f pol:· s.�;ium added. 
Th� p:ota�s��-phos�hort.ll.i �el�tionship or inreracT.:..ion is guo"!fi 
.in rigl,.J;:t'L;2. 8. Ia.�1"e:!sintt: .h� r-a:::-c c,f �otassiw:n o..p::--lie-a-rion fiJT=-:-
c::aused a. yL.!ld .!..Dc.rea11x; and t:h� !!.. yi"e1a d1;c;1•-a.a:::e .  '.i'hl s w.a:s i.:t"ue 
wl.efi combined wlth iiJ'W :tel� �·f addc.d phospbcrus. I..hl'.!.r_..L!!.i� the. 
Pa�e of ad.d.�d pno�pnc:r�G 3a\J5�n � yi�l l a�wre=s�. SomE i.arl=t=ons of 
Lhis i;r�e-Ntl :Jt:a.1:e.m.t!I1t i:,d:;;-c ,  Tb-!.:� �y b� dJe 10 e:,c.prff.;fl'IP.TI a errm- . 
These data and charts indicate that a starter fertilizer would 
S'liO:t i.nc:raase tn� \T.:.elJ Of t!CI. n ITTO:Wfl ... nJil.:" ""thL::.L C�r.diti;::nu; in :971 r 
� i-th t'"WO dry vea.r5 preced"i.n.R T l! e..xp 2• i 1ne.nt , ,;;;ine- of -br!l!I �u.m:n.e.-:'s ll QW.e-G , 
e-::imbination .f N � P cL"ld k l..l.!_ 12 in�.ff.��dv-e :for. incr�ing .:orn 
yields. 
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Table 46. Effects of Starter Fertilizer Rates and Ratios on the 
yield of corn, moisture content of the Ears, and the 
Final Plant Population at Harvest Time; Southeast 
Experimental Farm, 1977. 
Rate lbs/AL3 YieldLl MoistureL2 Plant 
No. Designation N + P205 + K
.z_Q 
bu/A Content 0/0 Po;eulation 
1 N2P2K2 3 + 7 + 5 120 24.1 14.114 
2 N2P2K4 3 + 7 + 21 123 22.7 14,114 
3 N2P4K2 3 + 27 + 5 122 23 .4 13 ,939 
4 N2P4K4 3 + 27 + 21 121 22.6 12, 546 
5 N4P2K2 3 + 7 + s 129 22.9 12,720 
6 N4P2K4 12 + 27 + 21 119 24.2 14,637 
7 N4P4Kz 12 + 27 + 5 114 23.4 13, 591 
8 N4P4K4 12 + 27 + 21 109 21.9 13, 068 
9 N3P3 K3 6 + 14 + 11 123 23.5 13 , 93 9 
10 N1P3 K3 0 + 14 + 11 128 22.7 13 , 591 
1 1  N5P3 K3 24 + 14 + 11 123 22.8 13, 591 
12 N3P1K3 6 + 0 + 11 13 4 23 .1 14, 98 5 
13 N3 P5K3 6 + 54 + 11 119 22.5 15, 68 2  
14 N3 P3 K1 6 + 14 + 0 100 23. 4  13,591 
15 N3P3K5 6 + 14 + 43 128 23 .0 13,417 
16 N1P1K5 0 + 0 + 4 3  128 24.1 13, 068 
17 N1P5K1 0 + 54 + 0 116 22. 3 13, 417 
18 N1P5K5 0 + 54 + 43 127 23. 3 16,031 
19 N5P1K1 24 + 0 + 0 116 24.6 14,462 
20 N5P1K5 24 + 0 + 4 3  130 23.7 13, 068 
21 N5P5K1 24 + 54 + 0 98 22.6 14, 636 
22 N5P5K5 24 + 54 + 4 3 108  22.8 14, 114 
23 N1P1K1 0 + 0 + 0 13 4 23 .9 13, 417 
2 4  N1tP4K4 + Fe 12 + 27 + 2l+Fe 103 23 .6 13, 591 
Ll Yields calculated at 15% moisture 
L2 Moisture sample was taken by cutting a section out of the center 
of 8 ears of corn. This includes the cob. 
L3 Fertil izer applied with a planter that placed the Fertilizer 
beside and below the seed. 
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:rabl..c. If J . S'�:Eeet of Incre�sing ?'"es o� a Spcci...�c r:nrtll.ll!?r' 
!l��� c�-irhcu� r�ga!'ld Ior tJ-� Accompanying tl-ements l 
en y ie.1.d d1\ 1 �cer.": \.\ni irtl.lrl! Can-en"t of Ear-s at:  Ha:rvc..!FL • 
Southeast Experimental Farm , 197 7 .  
Fertilizer Applied YieldLl Moisture
L2 
Lbs of N/A 
0 
3 
6 
12 
24 
Lha: uf £l105/A 
0 
7 
14 
27 
54 
12 2  
122 
126 
115 
115 
2 3 . 2  
2 3 . 2  
2 3 . 0  
2 3 . 2  
2 3 . 3  ·��------------------------------�--------
128 
123 
120 
117 
114 
23.9 
2 3 . 5  
2 3 . 1  
2 2 . 8  
2 2 . 7  ------�------------------------------------------------�� 
L?.Hi Gf r,O/A 
113 2 3 . 4  
5 121 23 . S  
11 125 2 2 . 9  
21 115 2 3 . 0  
43 124 2 3 . 4  
Ll Yields calculated at 15\ moisture 
L2 Moisture sample was taken by cutting a section out of the center 
of eight ears of corn. This includes the cob . 
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CORN ROO'nlORM - INSECTICIDE IN'l'ERACTION RESEARCH PROJECT 
D. D .  Walgenbach 
Objectives 
To provide the basis for South Dakota State University soil insecticide 
recoaaendations. Experiments and evaluations were conducted at five locations 
in addition to the Southeast Experiment Station. 
To obtain information on insecticide performance as influenced by planting 
date sequences, insecticide p lacement and post•emergence applications of 
rootworm insecticides. 
To evaluate experimental insecticides for improved performance and 
reduction in hazard. 
To monitor corn rootworm insecticidal resistance through topical applica­
tions of technical insecticides to field collected and laboratory reared 
larvae .  
To evaluate the factors associated with first year corn rootworm damage 
following sma ll grains and flax. 
A. Attractiveness of volunteer small grain and several weed species 
in replicated plots to corn rootworm adults as determined by egg 
counts and following year root damage to corn. 
B. Rootworm egg count survey in harvested smal l  grain fields at 2 
week interval s .  
To evaluate the feasibility o f  corn rootworm sex attractants in determining 
adult population levels for pest management programs. 
Methods and Procedures 
At•Planting Evaluations. Insecticides were applied at planting in single­
row plots 100 ft.  in length with 4 replications. Granular treatments were 
applied with modified Noble metering units mounted on a specially adapted 
John Deere 4-row F lexiplanter . The metering units were ground driven, The 
granules were applied in a 7 inch band in front of the press wheel.  Covering 
knives were utilized for incorporation. Insecticides placed in the seed 
furrow were metered through plastic tubing directly behind the double disk 
seed furrow openers. Liquid formulations were applied in a 7 inch spray 
over the seed furrow in 10 gpa insecticidal solution, 
Five roots were dug froro each replication, washed under pressure and 
rated for rootworm feeding damage. The 1-6 rating system adopted for use in 
the North Central States was utilized as the measure of insecticidal effective• 
ness. The damage rating criteria are as follows: 
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*Damage ltating 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
*ISU Damage Rating 
Description 2! � sxstem 
No noticeable feeding damage 
Feeding scars, no root pruning 
At least one root pruned but less than 
an entire node of roots pruned 
One node of roots destroyed 
Two nodes of roots destroyed 
Three or more nodes of roots destroyed 
To qualify as a pruned root, the root must be eaten to within 1\ inches 
of the plant. It is not necessary for a l l  pruned roots to originate from the 
same node to qualify as a root system with a full node pruned. The number 
of roots pruned must be equivalent to that of a full node. 
The cultivat ion treatments were applied with a specially adapted 2 row 
John Deere rear mounted cultivator,  equipped with Noble metering units driven 
by 12 volt e lectric motors. 
Percent Root Protection (1. R.P.)  
The percent root protection was calculated as  follows: 
t R.P.  • lOO•(root rating of treatment-1) 
root rating of trrc 
These calcula tions. although somewhat skewed at  the low performance 
range allow comparison of treatments between plots. 
Results and Discussion 
The performance of soil insecticides for corn rootworm control was not 
stressed in 1977 because of the unprecidented decline of the western corn 
rootworm. No rootworm insecticide complaints were reported. Significant 
damage was again observed in untreated first year corn fields caused by the 
northern corn rootworm. In 1978. damage potential to first year corn following 
sma ll grains and flax will equal that of continuous corn. 
In 1976, western beetles averaged 3 to 5 per plant in the major corn 
production countie s .  All 1977 plot locat ions had beetle numbers exceeding 10 
per plant with trap crop locations having western populations in the range of 
iO ,pc-r [pl.'1Jll.t , li.iootva-nn egg c.oun-t: 111 April 4:tHi May, U71 w r tn Chie< iwo.derat.e 
Ito hlgb l:'A'11 lchoup vubU.ity vu very lcw.. Wc_l't-t.trfl. � WBr.e n.o:t ae_pair.1ar. d 
from northern eggs in these studies .  
Extensive corn rootworm adult surveys in 1977 showed very low to trace 
numbers of western beetles per plant; only four fields were found in a random 
survey that had greater than 2 western beetles per plant . Approximately 
60 percent of these same fields had northern populations greater than l 
adult per plant . Several fields had northern populations of 8 to 10 beetles 
per plant . 
l C O  
The diminution of the western populat ion and at least a stable if not 
increased northern population empha sizes the biological di fferences between 
the species. Reasons for the unprecidented western corn rootworm decline 
are difficult to quantitate on a sta tewide basis. 
The reasons for the apparent high egg mortality of the western corn 
rootworm are probably associated with both the severe sum:ner drought and colder 
than norma l soil temperatures. Soil temperatures at the Southeast Experiment 
Station at the 811 depth showed an extended period in the 15° F range. The 
nutritional status of the fema les must a lso have been limited due to continued 
plant stress, limited silking and ear set and greater than norma l acreage 
harvested for silage. 
Plots were established at the Tofte Farm, Furadan his tory, Brookings;  
NGIRL lab, Trap Crop, Brookings ;  SDSU Ag. Engineering Farm, Furadan history, 
Brookings ;  Van Liere Farm, Thimet history. Colton; USDA, ASCS Farm, Trap 
Crop, Madison; and the Southeast Experiment Station. Trap Crop, Beresford. 
Root damage was suffic ient for evaluation at only the Beresford and 
Madison plots. the remaining plots had no damage. The rootworm pressure 
was not sufficient for clear separation of the compounds .  All roots were 
dug, washed and rated on July 25 ,  26 and 27 .  
Separate wireworm and cutworm plots were established, however, no 
significant differences were noted. 
Table 4 8 . Rootworm Soil Insecticide Performance in South Dakota Research 
Experiments During 1974 Through 1976. 
Treatment & 
Formulation % Root Protection 
!._ lb.}A1 7° Band 
illl 
Furadan 100 (12) 75 
Counter l5G (14) 83 
Dyfonate 20G (10) 76 
Dasanit lSG ( 5) 80 
Thimet 15G (10) 81 
Mocap lOG ( 9) 79 
Lorsban 15G ( 9) 80 
Bux lOG (10) 73 
All insecticides tested at 
1976 1975 
(18) 60 (20) 73 
(21) SS (25) 65 
(10) 51  (13) 60 
(lS) 48 (15) 52 
(17) 49 (12) 49 
(19) 44 (13) 48 
(21) 44 (13) 42 
(lS) 53 (11) 38 
recoameuded rate of 1 lb. 
p lanting time in 7 inch band. 
Number of test indicated in ( )  parenthesis . 
lQl 
ill! 
(32) 76 
(14) 71 
(14) 60 
(14) 56 
(32) 56 
(14) 58 
( 3) 62 
(14) 49 
actual per 
4 Y!..: Ave. 
(82) 74 
(74) 69 
(47) 62 
(49) 59 
(71) 59 
(55) 51 
(46) 57 
(50) 53 
acre at 
Experimental Insecticides 
SRA 12869 (OFTANOL) will be marketed on a limited basis in 1978. The 
insecticide has shown good to exce llent performance the past 4 years in 
South Dakota . 
Resistance Moaitori!!A 
Bob Hooten. Graduate Assis tant 
The corn rootworm larval resistance monitoring program has continued to 
show the need for rotation of carbamate and phosphate insecticides. 'lbese 
studies have shown that carbamate resistance has developed on fields with 
continuous Furadan use. The data on organophosphate insecticides has not 
been as dramatic and no clear evidence exists showing phosphate resistance 
by rootworms. 
The work has shown that rootworms col lected from a given field can show 
considerable differences in tolerance dep endlng on their time of hatch. 
This provides a handle in separating rootworm populations and provides a 
foca l point on the segment of the population that is most damaging in the 
field. It is probable that the dominant underlying selection pressure for 
early hatching rootworms involved the gradual shift to earlier corn planting 
dates over the past decade. This shift in corn p lanting has provided root 
mass for larvae that hatch early, and it is this early developing larval 
population that is showing the most resistance to carbamates, but still 
susceptible to good control by phosphates. The continued use of carbamates 
has been shown to be a second selection pressure. The early hatching larvae 
are exposed to greater concentrations of insecticides than later hatching 
larvae. This situation usually will accelerate the development of insect• 
icide resistance. The proportion of early developing larvae may vary from 
field to field and result in varying levels of rootworm control, ranging from 
noticeable damage (lodging) to root feeding damage comparable to untreated area6. 
The extremely dry weather and a substantially colder winter in 1977 
has practically decimated the western corn rootworm population. In the past, 
westerns accounted for nearly 90 percent of the rootworm problem. We do not 
know how the western will respond to insecticides as it makes a comeback 
in 1978. It is still the safest measure to continue following the reco111nen­
dations for insecticide rotation. 
Tom Hedrick. Graduate Assistant 
The sporadic corn rootworm damage in first year corn following small 
grains and flax was apparent again in 1977. These infestations and damage 
are primarily by the northern corn rootworms. The following crops and weeds 
were seeded in small plots to simulate weed and volunteer grain growth after 
harvest.  The stands were kept to a single species to measure ovipositional 
attractiveness. The following (Table 4 9 } lists the average number of rootworm 
eggs per square foot of soil. The average was derived from six soil samples 
and the eggs were washed and filtered from the soil. Volunteer oats and wheat 
were more attractive than corn at the Southeast Experiment Station and equal 
to corn at the Madison site. The corn was at the norma l maturation range . 
planted on May 9 .  
Table � 9 .  Average Number of Eggs/Square Foot. 
§.outheast Exper iment Farm Madison 
Fallow o.s 3 
Combination Weeds 3.S  4 
Pig weed 4.S 2 
Smartweed 12.0 4 
Lambsquarter 8.0 8 
Yellow Foxtail 8.5 6 
Green Foxtail 4.0 9 
Soybeans 2.5 7 
Flax s. 5 17 
Oats 34.5 12 
Wheat 67.0 13 
Corn 11.5 12 
Several sma ll grain fields were surveyed for adult numbers and later 
sampled from rootworm egg density. The Table 5 0  shows adult numbers and 
rootwonn eggs per square foot decreased �s the distance from adjoining corn 
fields increased. These surveys also indicated a potential first year corn 
rootworm problem in the east central portion of the state. 
10 3 
Table 50 . Oat Stubble. 
Distance from Corn 
!ft.l_ (J Adults/100 
300 40 
135 37 
SD 47 
45 117 
Border kows 62 
45 S/plant 
90 4/plant 
135 4/plant 
* 1001. Northerns 
Sex Pheromone Trapping Studies 
Mike Lockwood, Graduate Assistant 
Sweep a* # Eggs/sg. 
3.8 
5 . 3  
4.5  
8.3 
4.5 
17 .3 
10.5 
12.8 
ft. 
The sex pheromone trapping studies were initiated in 1976 and continued 
dur ing 1977 . The pheromone was collected and provided by Dr . Paul Guss, 
Northern Grain Insects Research Laboratory, Brookings .  Conclusions from the 
two year study were that environmental factors affected adult rootworm catches 
almost as much as population density and that use of sex pheromones for 
estimating rootworm populations was not practica l.  
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